
ABSTRACT 

LI, SIBO. Study on micromachined piezoelectric material and dual-layer transducers for 

ultrasound imaging. (Under the direction of Dr. Xiaoning Jiang). 

Medical ultrasound has been widely used in cardiology, obstetrics, gynecology, 

prostate evaluation, and blood vessels assessment. Advances in medical ultrasound have been 

limited by difficulties in developing transducer arrays with broad bandwidth and high 

sensitivity. Ultrasound arrays are preferred in advanced imaging because of the trade-offs 

among resolutions, depth of field and frame rate using the single-element transducers. In high-

frequency ultrasound array development, piezoelectric materials and structures are known to 

greatly influence the imaging performance. The problem encountered with the array ultrasound 

for superharmonic imaging is the broad bandpass requirement for fundamental transmission 

and superharmonic detection. The objective of this thesis is to investigate and evaluate novel 

designs of high-frequency circular array for intravascular ultrasound and dual-frequency 

collinear array for microbubble superharmonic imaging that overcome the problems associated 

with conventional arrays. 

High-frequency broadband (-6dB fractional bandwidth > 70%) micromachined 1-3 

composites are preferred because of their superior electromechanical coupling coefficient (kt 

~ 0.76) and relatively low acoustic impedance (Z ~20 MRayl). Those properties showed great 

potential as an active material for transducer development. In this study, a 40-MHz 

micromachined PMN-PT 1-3 composite circular array was designed, fabricated and 

characterized for IVUS applications. The feature size of single crystal pillars was 18 m in 

diameter. The kerf between pillars was less than 4 m. A 50-element circular array transducer 



(radially outwards) with the pitch of 100 m was wrapped around a needle resulting in an outer 

diameter of 1.7 mm. The array test showed that the center frequency was 39±2 MHz and −6-

dB fractional bandwidth was 82±6%. The insertion loss was −41 dB, and crosstalk between 

adjacent elements was −24 dB.  A radial outward imaging testing with phantom wires (D = 50 

m) was conducted. The image was in a dynamic range of 30 dB to show a penetration depth 

of 6 mm by using the synthetic aperture method. The −6 dB beamwidth was estimated to be 

60 m in the axial direction at 3.1 mm distance away from the probe. The results suggest that 

the 40 MHz micromachined 1-3 composite circular array is promising for intravascular 

ultrasound imaging applications.  

Ultrasound contrast agent based superharmonic imaging is the second topic discussed 

in the thesis. Based on the nonlinear responses of the microbubbles, conventional ultrasound 

with a single frequency and limited bandpass cannot achieve the fundamental frequency 

transmission and superharmonic detection. To meet this requirement, the development of the 

array ultrasound with multi-center-frequency is proposed for the microbubbles superharmonic 

imaging. The probe consists of 64 transmit elements with a center frequency of 3 MHz and 

128 receiving elements with a center frequency of 15 MHz. The dimensions of the array are 

18 mm in azimuth and 8 mm in elevation. The pitch is 280 m for transmitting (TX) elements 

and 140 m for receiving (RX) elements. Pulse-echo test of TX/RX elements and the acoustic 

field for focal beam were conducted and compared with the simulation results. Real-time 

contrast imaging was carried out using a Verasonics system on a tissue-mimicking phantom. 

Non-linear responses from microbubble contrast agents at a depth of 30 mm were clearly 

observed. The in-vivo animal imaging demonstrated the ability to detect individual vessels 



underneath the skin of a rat. These results indicate the potential use of the co-linear array for 

acoustic angiography imaging of prostate tumor and identification of regions of 

neovascularization for the guidance of prostate biopsies. 
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1 

Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivations 

Medical ultrasound has been one of the mainstream diagnostic modalities, which are 

widely used in cardiology, obstetrics, gynecology, prostate evaluation, and blood vessels 

assessment [1, 2]. The widespread usage of the ultrasound benefits from a number of unique 

characteristics, which include safety (non-ionizing radiation), real-time (direct/non-

reconstructive imaging), high resolution (sub-millimeter to millimeter range for commercial 

ultrasound), portability and low cost [3]. The imaging quality of ultrasound greatly relies on 

the transducer performance. According to the given applications, the ultrasound transducers 

used in most conventional diagnostic systems operate in the range of 1-25 MHz, which 

corresponds the resolution of images on the order of 0.3-3 mm [4].  

In order to further enhance ultrasound diagnostic capability, transducer studies aim to 

improve the imaging performance and to expand the possible applications of medical 

ultrasound [3]. In the past decades, the transducer research topics included the piezoelectric 

material study [5] and transducer structure research to meet certain imaging criteria [6]. More 

recently, two of active areas in medical ultrasound are the high-frequency ultrasound (>30 

MHz) [7] and contrast agent based superharmonic imaging [8]. As an example of high-

frequency ultrasound, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) imaging provides the information of 

lumens, vessels, and plaque assessment. The image resolution is required to reach <100 μm, 

where the high-frequency device is favorable. While the systems of high-frequency ultrasound 
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are available by Visualsonics [9], there does not exist a high-frequency (>30 MHz) imaging 

array customized for the IVUS. The first part of the thesis is addressed on the development of 

a high-frequency circular array for IVUS imaging. The contrast agent, such as microbubbles, 

exhibits the non-linear acoustic responses, which enable a superharmonic imaging for the 

vasculature evaluation. However, conventional ultrasound with single frequency and limited 

bandpass does not meet the criteria of fundamental frequency transmission and superharmonic 

detection. In the second part of this thesis, it was focused on the development of dual-frequency 

collinear array ultrasound to overcome this broad-bandpass challenge.  

1.1.1 High-Frequency Ultrasound 

High-frequency ultrasound imaging has many clinical applications because of its improved 

image resolution [7]. The performance of high-frequency transducers is greatly influenced by 

the properties of the piezoelectric material used in piezoelectric transducers [10]. One of the 

most promising frontiers in transducer technology is the development of piezoelectric 

composite materials due to their high coupling coefficient and low acoustic impedance. 

Conventionally, there exist some techniques available for fabrication of piezo-polymer 

composites. The most common of these is the “dice-and-fill” technique which a mechanical 

dicing saw is used to cut kerfs into a piece of piezoelectric material, which are subsequently 

backfilled with the epoxy. Unfortunately, this technique is problematic when considering the 

small feature sizes required for high-frequency transducer operation. Recent innovation in 

fabrication technology has allowed the preparation of Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) 

single crystal/passive polymer composites for applications in high frequency [11, 12]. In this 
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study, the micromachining based technique is introduced and selected for the high-frequency 

composite preparation.  

Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) imaging is a catheter-based system that allows physicians 

to acquire images of diseased vessels from inside the artery, and recently the technique evolved 

from an experimental technique to a clinical standard [13]. It provides the information and 

details of lumen and vessel size, plaque area and volume, the extent and severity of disease are 

frequently reflected by the echoes in ultrasound imaging. The IVUS image relies on the 

ultrasound transducers performance, especially the sensitivity and resolution. To overcome the 

constraints of the fixed depth-of-field and frame rate of single-element transducer based IVUS 

imaging system, IVUS arrays are desirable for their beam steering, sub-aperture firing, and 

higher frame rates. In 1997, a circular array of 20 MHz was developed by Volcano (Volcano 

Corp., San Diego, CA) for IVUS imaging which was at the upper limit of conventional 

frequencies [14]. The 3.5 French 20 MHz imaging catheters consist of 64 elements with ~50 

µm pitch, integrated with five ASIC chips. To date, the high-frequency 1-3 composite (> 20 

MHz) circular array has not yet been developed for IVUS imaging with enhanced performance. 

In the thesis, a 40-MHz micromachined PMN-PT 1-3 composite circular array was designed, 

fabricated and characterized for IVUS applications. A radial outward imaging with phantom 

wires was conducted to show a gray image by using the synthetic aperture method. 

1.1.2 Superharmonic Imaging 

Ultrasound contrast agent based superharmonic imaging is the second topic discussed in 

the thesis. The research in this part was focused more on the study of transducer structure. The 
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cancer research revealed that, during the expansion of the tumor, new blood vessels would 

form from pre-existing structures surrounding the tumor in the angiogenic process. 

Angiogenesis is a well-known hallmark of cancer and is characterized by increased vascular 

density, vascular tortuosity, vascular malformations, and corresponding changes in blood flow 

[15].  In this way, the assessment of cancer cell can be improved by imaging the vasculature. 

Ultrasound contrast agents, comprising micron-sized, gas-filled microbubbles are used to 

inject into the bloodstream and circulate through the vasculature [6]. When excited by an 

external acoustic pulse, microbubbles oscillate non-linearly, producing waves with harmonic 

waves in addition to the fundamental frequency [8]. Therefore, the vascular structure can be 

mapped by capturing the harmonic signal from the flowing microbubbles, known as “acoustic 

angiography” [16]. However, based on the nonlinear responses of the microbubbles, 

conventional ultrasound with single frequency and limited bandpass cannot achieve the 

fundamental frequency transmission and superharmonic detection. To meet this requirement, 

the development of the array ultrasound with multi-center-frequency is proposed for the 

microbubbles superharmonic imaging. The research is targeted for a specific application, 

prostate cancer [17]. 

1.2 Objectives 

For the high-frequency ultrasound study, although many works have been done on the array 

ultrasound and micromachined high-frequency single element transducer, currently there is no 

ultrasound probe available for the micromachined single crystal 1-3 composites circular array. 

In order to combine the benefit of array ultrasound and high-frequency composites, it is 
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proposed to develop a micromachined single crystal 1-3 composite array. The specific goals 

of this study are 

1. To design and develop the high-frequency 1-D arrays (linear array and circular array, 

respectively); 

2. To develop a customized synthetic aperture imaging method for the fabricated array 

ultrasound; 

3. To perform the imaging testing, and demonstrate the capabilities in the image results. 

For the study of the array ultrasound for superharmonic imaging, a dual-frequency array 

for prostate imaging is proposed. To excite the microbubbles and meanwhile detect the 

harmonic signals, the transmit array and receiving array were designed independently 

meanwhile share the same acoustic aperture. A stack structure is selected, and an acoustic 

isolation layer is added to separate the interference of those two layers. The objectives of this 

research include: 

1. To design and develop a co-linear dual-frequency array for prostate imaging; 

2. To validate the idea of the acoustic angiography, and demonstrate the capabilities in the 

image results.   

1.3 Outline 

This dissertation includes topics of the background of ultrasound, micromachined 1-3 

composites 1-D array (Chapter 3 and 4) and co-linear dual-frequency array for prostate 

acoustic angiography (Chapter 5). Although arrays are designed for two different applications, 

the approach taken in the development and investigation is similar. The presentation for a 
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typical array study follows the sequence including piezo material selection and preparation, 

the design of the array element, acoustic design of the array aperture, transducer fabrication, 

transducer characterization, and image testing. The rest of this dissertation is organized as 

follows: 

In Chapter 2, the background and approaches to the array ultrasound investigation are 

described. An overview of the propagation of waves within a transducer, a summary of array 

category and its imaging method are given. The modeling techniques used to evaluate the 

performance of array designs are also described.  

Chapter 3 and 4 cover the topics of the micromachined 1-3 composites and high-frequency 

1-D array ultrasound. In Chapter 3, a brief review of piezoelectric material for the high-

frequency transducer is given, followed by the principle of 1-3 composites design. The 

analytical method and finite element method are introduced as well. The fabrication process of 

micromachined single crystal PMN-PT/epoxy 1-3 composites is presented. With the fabricated 

material, a high-frequency flat array is developed to evaluate the performance.  

The main theme of Chapter 4 is the development of a high-frequency circular array targeted 

for the intravascular ultrasound imaging. A 50-element 40 MHz circular array transducer 

(radially outwards) with the pitch of 100 μm is developed in an outer diameter of 1.7 mm. A 

radial outward imaging testing with phantom wires (D = 50 μm) is conducted. A customized 

synthetic aperture method is developed for such circular array. The results suggest that the 

micromachined 1-3 composite circular array is promising for intravascular ultrasound imaging 

applications.  
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Chapter 5 demonstrates a co-linear dual-frequency for prostate acoustic angiography. A 

brief background of prostate cancer is presented. The probe consists of 64 transmitting 

elements with a center frequency of 3 MHz and 128 receiving elements with a center frequency 

of 15 MHz. The dimensions of the array are 18 mm in azimuth and 8 mm in elevation. The 

pitch is 280 μm for transmitting (TX) elements and 140 μm for receiving (RX) elements. Real-

time contrast imaging is carried out using a Verasonics system on a tissue-mimicking phantom. 

The in-vivo animal imaging demonstrated the ability to detect individual vessels underneath 

the skin of a rat. These results indicate the potential use of the co-linear array for acoustic 

angiography imaging of prostate tumor and identification of regions of neovascularization for 

the guidance of prostate biopsies.   

Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the research findings, followed by suggestions for the future 

research. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 

 

2.1 Overview of Medical Ultrasound 

Ultrasound is a widespread tool for medical diagnosis. It is useful and popular as an 

imaging modality due to the absence of ionizing radiation, and inexpensive procedure 

compared to computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron-

emission tomography (PET). Another major advantage of ultrasound imaging is that the 

images are produced in real-time, which is critical to the clinical surgery. Ultrasound, in 

general, is used to image the soft tissues, which the uses include obstetrics, cardiology, 

dermatology, and ophthalmology [3]. One of the most popular applications of ultrasound is in 

the obstetrics, for imaging and measuring the growth of the baby in utero [18]. The real-time 

nature of ultrasound imaging is indispensable in cardiology for a proper examination of a 

beating heart. Ultrasound is also used for the detection of the blood flow by detecting the 

Doppler shift of the reflected signals, known as Doppler ultrasound [3]. Ultrasound is also 

available in oncology for the detection and evaluation of tumors, particularly for evaluating 

the progress of therapy [15]. 

2.1.1 History of Ultrasound Transducers 

Medical ultrasound imaging stems from the sonar technology, which uses ultrasound 

frequencies between 100 KHz and 1 MHz to detect the targets deep in the sea [19]. Sonar was 

first developed in World War I for detecting submarines. A piece of piezoelectric material was 

file:///C:/Users/sibo/AppData/Local/Youdao/DictBeta/Application/7.0.0.1111/resultui/dict/result.html
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used to produce and detect the acoustic pulse. The concept of sonar was later applied to 

imaging the human tissues by increasing the ultrasound frequencies above 1 MHz. Imaging 

with ultrasound was first demonstrated to be a useful clinical tool in the early 1950’s by Wild 

and Reid, who created the first two-dimensional images of soft tissues [20]. The first 

ultrasound systems used a transducer that was scanned mechanically across the body to build 

up a two-dimensional (2-D) image slowly. Later in 1970, the development of linear arrays and 

electronic beamforming made real-time 2D image possible [21]. The development of digital 

electronic beamforming in the 1980’s resulted in improved image quality and flexibility in 

scanning [3]. Ultrasound is now used in almost every area of biology and medicine, and is used 

in about one-third of all diagnostic imaging procedures [3, 22]. The ultrasound transducers 

used in most diagnostic imaging systems operate in the range of 1-25 MHz, which corresponds 

the resolution on the order of 0.3-3 mm [4].  

From the 1990s to 2000s, micromachining techniques started to play a role in ultrasound 

transducer, and different types of devices were developed. One of them is called CMUT, 

namely capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducer [23]. Instead of piezoelectricity, 

CMUT converts the energy through the change in capacitance. By taking advantage of 

micromachined fabrication, a cavity is formed in a silicon substrate, and a thin layer suspended 

on the top of the cavity as a membrane. If an AC signal is applied across the biased electrodes, 

the vibrating membrane will produce ultrasonic waves into the medium. If the acoustic wave 

propagates across the membrane, it will generate an alternating signal as the capacitance 

changes. Due to the membrane structure and low acoustic impedance of the air, CMUT shows 

a good bandwidth, but relatively low sensitivity compared to the piezoelectric transducer. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coating
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acoustic_membrane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alternating_current
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_(electronics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Current_bias
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vibrations_of_a_circular_membrane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ultrasonic_wave
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Because of its broad bandwidth, it could be used in second-harmonic imaging. Also some 

experiments have been performed to use CMUTs as hydrophones. In 2002, Oralkan et al. first 

developed a 3 MHz 1-D phased CMUT array for ultrasound imaging. The echo signals from 

the target wires presented an 80% fractional bandwidth.  

Piezoelectric Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers (PMUT) is another alternative to the 

conventional transducer, which is also based on the micromachining techniques [24].  Unlike 

bulk piezoelectric transducers which use the thickness-mode vibration, PMUT is based on the 

flexural motion of a thin membrane coupled with a piezoelectric thin film, such as PVDF and 

PZT [25]. In comparison with bulk piezoelectric ultrasound transducers, PMUT offer 

advantages such as increased bandwidth, flexible geometries, and good acoustic match with 

medium. Besides the medical imaging, PMUT is also widely used in the fingerprint sensing 

[26].  

In addition to the piezoelectric effect and the capacitance based charge effect, laser induced 

thermal expansion was used for high power ultrasound transducer [27]. In the laser ultrasound, 

the light-sensitive absorber receives pulsed laser energy, leading to a transient thermal 

expansion, generating an ultrasound wave propagating into the medium. Carbon-based 

nanomaterial, including the graphene [28], carbon nanotube [29], carbon nanofiber [30], and 

 

Figure 2.1  A brief timeline of medical ultrasound 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_harmonic_imaging_microscopy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hydrophone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PVDF
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acoustic_impedance
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carbon candle soot [31, 32] exhibit high efficiency of light absorption and high heat transfer 

rate, thus considered as light absorber material. The research in this area is active on the way 

to the cavitation and drug release study [33, 34]. Based on the review of medical ultrasound 

and its transducers, a chart of the timeline is summarized in Figure 2.1. 

2.1.2 Ultrasound Imaging Principles  

Generally, ultrasound imaging is based on echo-ranging techniques (Figure 2.2). The main 

part of a transducer is a  piezoelectric plate that can vibrate at a given frequency. When the 

transducer is excited with a short voltage pulse, it creates a short, broadband acoustic wave 

into the target medium. The wavelength λ of the propagating pulse can be expressed as follow:  

 
v

f
    (2.1) 

 

Figure 2.2  Diagram of the transmitting wave and receiving echo. (Top) An ultrasound 

transducer is excited with a voltage pulse, and transmits an acoustic pulse into the tissue. 

(Bottom) The transducer detects the pulses reflected from the tissue. 
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where v is the speed of sound in the tissue and f is the pulse frequency. The ultrasound energy 

arrives back to the transducer mainly by the specular reflections from the tissue interfaces [3]. 

The reflection of the ultrasound occurs at the change in acoustic impedance, which is the basis 

of ultrasound imaging. The acoustic impedance of a material Z is the product of the density ρ 

and the speed of sound in the material v, as given by the following expression:   

 .Z v   (2.2) 

The unit of acoustic impedance is the MRayl (106 kg/m2-s). Water has an acoustic impedance 

of 1.5 MRayl, and the acoustic impedance of soft tissue varies between 1.4 and 1.7 MRayl 

[35]. The ultrasound echo is detected by the piezoelectric transducer and converted into 

electrical signals (Figure 2.3). The time that echo arrives back to the transducer is determined 

by the distance to the reflecting surface and the speed of sound in the tissue, which is 

 

Figure 2.3  Diagram of the enveloped receiving signal and imaging formation. (Top) The 

time and amplitude of the detected signals, which represent the position of the reflector and 

strength of the echo. (Bottom) The signal processing from the enveloped amplitude to the 

brightness imaging line. 
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approximately 1500 m/s. The brightness corresponding the amplitude of the echo depends on 

the mismatch of the acoustic impedance at the boundary. In this way, time-to-distance and 

amplitude-to-boundary correlations were built up to express in the imaging information, which 

an image line is noted as an “A-line”, where A is noted as “Amplitude”.  

2.2 Transducer Structures 

The ultrasound transducer is the core of the imaging system. The design of the transducer 

largely determines the quality of the ultrasound image. Although the design of transducer 

varies a lot based on the different requests, the constituent element is similar. A typical single-

element transducer is shown in Figure 2.4. The main structures from bottom to top are the 

backing layer, active layer, matching layer, and an optional focusing lens. The transducer is 

packaged in a grounded housing for the electric shielding and protection.  

2.2.1 Active Layer 

The heart of the transducer is the active layer, which converts mechanical energy to 

electrical energy and vice versa, which is usually a piece of piezoelectric material. The name 

 

Figure 2.4  Diagram of a single-element transducer 
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of “piezoelectricity” is taken from the word “piezo” meaning “to press” in Greek. The most 

common piezoelectric material currently used in medical ultrasound transducers are ceramics, 

in particular, lead zirconate titanate, known as PZT. In recent years, with the development of 

relaxor-PT single crystal, PMN-PT and its piezoelectric composites obtain much attention in 

the research area, and rapidly became popular in the high-end transducer probe [5]. The study 

of the piezoelectric material and related composite design are also the interest of high-

frequency ultrasound research. The detail of this part will be discussed in Chapter 3.  

When a voltage pulse is applied between electrodes on the front and the back surfaces of 

the piezoelectric plate, the electric pulse is converted into a mechanical expansion-contraction 

resonance in its thickness dimension. This creates the acoustic pressure pulse that travels into 

the tissue. When the echo wave propagates back to the piezoelectric plate, the pressure from 

the acoustic pulse produces a voltage signal that can be measured. The resonance of the plate 

is related to the thickness which corresponds to the half wavelength. For a given material, a 

thinner substrate operates at a higher frequency. For example, a PZT plate in a transducer 

operating at 5 MHz is approximately 400 μm thick. 

The elastic, piezoelectric, and electrical properties of the piezoelectric material largely 

determine the sensitivity of a transducer and the quality of an image [36, 37]. For 

piezoelectricity, the constitutive equations for the piezoelectric materials can be expressed as 

 

E

i ik k ij j

T

j ij i jl l

S s T d E

D d T E

 

 
  (2.3) 

where S, T, E, D denote the strain, stress, electric field and electric displacement, respectively. 

d, s and ε are the piezoelectric strain constant, elastic compliance and dielectric constant, with 
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the subscripts i, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and j, l = 1, 2 and 3. The superscript E stands for the 

constant electric field condition while T means the constant stress condition. The efficiency of 

the material to convert one form of energy into another is characterized by its 

electromechanical coupling coefficient, 

 
stored mechanical energy

input electrical y
k

energ
   (2.4) 

The electromechanical coupling coefficient is related not only to the material properties, 

but also to the material geometries (Figure 2.5) [38, 39]. For a tall element with the sides of 

the square cross-section much smaller than the height (thickness to width aspect ratio > 3), the 

electromechanical coupling coefficient is denoted as k33. For a long and thin vertical plate, the 

vibration mode is considered sliver mode (thickness to width aspect ratio > 3), and the 

electromechanical coupling coefficient is denoted as k’33. For a disc element with the thickness 

much smaller than the diameter (aspect ratio< 0.1), the electromechanical coupling coefficient 

 

Figure 2.5  Vibration modes of different piezoelectric geometries and their associated 

electromechanical coupling coefficients.  
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is named as kt. Due to the clamping effect of the thickness vibration mode, less electric energy 

can be converted into the mechanical output, leading to a kt smaller than k’33 and k33 given the 

same piezoelectric material. On the other hand, when an oscillating electric field is applied 

upon a dielectric material, the electric polarization will switch itself in accordance to the 

electric excitation. There always exist a delay between the excitation and the response, leading 

to a dielectric loss. The dielectric loss could transform the electric energy into heat, thus 

increasing the temperature of the piezoelectric material. Overheating could deteriorate the 

performance of piezoelectric transducer. Hence piezoelectric materials with low dielectric loss 

are preferred for the ultrasound applications. Apart from the piezoelectricity, the plate should 

also have an acoustic impedance close to the acoustic impedance of tissue for efficient 

transmission of the pulse to and from the tissue. While the piezoelectric plate used in 

transducers have good piezoelectric and electric properties, they exhibit high acoustic 

impedance (~30 MRayl) compared to tissue (~1.5 MRayl). The large acoustic mismatch may 

violate the energy transmission, and the imaging sensitivity is suppressed. As a result, the 

active layer alone is not good enough to acquire high quality image, and hence, backing layer 

and matching layer are necessary to ensure the energy transmission and minimize the ringing 

noise. 

2.2.2 Matching Layer 

Ideally, the acoustic impedance of piezoelectric layer should be close to the one of tissue 

in order to allow the efficient transmission to and from the tissue. As mentioned above, there 

is a large acoustic mismatch between the tissue and piezoelectric material. Thus most of the 
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energy is reflected and lost at the interface. A quarter wavelength thick matching layer is 

introduced to provide the acoustic matching between the active layer and the tissue, similar to 

the function of an anti-reflective coating used on an optical lens. For (2.5)a transducer with a 

single matching layer, its acoustic impedance follows the equation given below [4]:  

 
matching tissue piezoZ Z Z   (2.6) 

where Zmatching, Zpiezo, and Ztissue are the acoustical impedance of matching material, 

piezoelectric material and tissue, respectively. The effect of matching layer is the full energy 

transmission at center frequency ideally, and an improvement in element bandwidth. Further 

improvement in bandwidth can be achieved by using multiple matching layers. Searching 

material with impedances of the correct magnitude is difficult. Thus, loading powders 

(Alumina, Al2O3 powders) into epoxies are commonly used to form matching material, of 

which the acoustic impedance can be adjusted by the percentage of loaded powder to meet the 

design requirements of transducers. 

2.2.3 Backing Layer 

The energy generated in the transducer can radiate in both the forward direction and the 

reverse direction. The purpose of the matching layer is to encourage energy to be propagated 

in the forward direction with low loss. The backing layer is the opposite, which is designed to 

attenuate the signal from the back surface of the piezoelectric layer, as well as reduce ringing. 

Ringing is caused by energy resonating within the piezoelectric layer, and so it can be reduced 

by allowing that energy to propagate out.  
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 For the energy transmitted into the backing layer, an acoustically lossy material is always 

preferred to mount on the back of piezoelectric layer to damp out the energy [40]. If the 

attenuation of the material is sufficiently large, no reflections from the back surface of backing 

layer can be found. Otherwise, it could cause some noise signals in imaging.  

 To minimize the ringing effect, the acoustic impedance of backing layer can be matched 

to the piezoelectric material. However, as a result, half of the energy will be transferred into 

the backing layer and then lost. A very short pulse could be obtained, but with a very low 

amplitude. Thus compromise is always taken between sensitivity and bandwidth. Therefore, 

the acoustic impedance of backing layer is usually lower than the one of the piezoelectric layer 

in order to improve sensitivity. The epoxies loaded with fine powders such as tungsten are 

commonly used as backing materials to increase the acoustic impedance. Usually, the thickness 

of backing is at 10 wavelengths, and the acoustic impedance varies from 5 Mrayl to 14 Mrayl 

according to different applications [40, 41].   

2.2.4 Focusing Lens 

Single-element transducers are usually equipped with a lens to focus the ultrasound beam 

along the axis (Figure 2.6). This is important since the width of the ultrasound beam determines 

 

Figure 2.6  The comparison of beam pattern with and without focal lens 
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the spatial resolution of the ultrasound system in the direction perpendicular to the propagation 

direction. If a lens is used, the lens material must have an acoustic impedance matched to the 

tissue but have a different speed of sound so that the acoustic signals emitted at the center of 

the transducer are delayed relative to those emitted at the outer edges. The delays introduced 

across the transducer face produce a concave wave front that is focused at a certain depth in 

the tissue [4, 42]. 

 

Figure 2.7  A diagram of a planar – concave lens. All its acoustic rays must reach point B at 

the same time in order to achieve focusing (top), and its simplified geometry model 

(bottom). 
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The designs of acoustic lenses share the same principles with optical lens, the Snell’s law 

[43]. For small incident angles ( < 20o) we can make the approximation sin   . Thus Snell’s 

law can be written as  

 1 1 1 2

2 2 2 1

sin

sin

c n

c n

 

 
     (2.7) 

where 1 and 2 denote the incident angle and departure angle, c1 and c2 denote the speed of 

two materials, and n1, n2 denote the refractive index. While for electromagnetic waves the 

propagation speed in vacuum serves as a reference, there is no reference speed for sound. Thus 

the acoustic refractive index is defined as reciprocal value of the medium’s sound speed. 

 

Figure 2.8  Diagram of the pulse-echo response, and the length of ringing determine the pulse 

width, thus determine the axial resolution. 
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1

n
c

   (2.8) 

For example as a plane wave to a focal beam (Figure 2.7), in order to achieve focusing at point 

B, the time required for the ray from left to the focal point should be a constant. Consequently, 

the condition for focusing can be simply written as 

 1 1 2 2n d n d const    (2.9) 

To find a suitable lens geometry for focusing planar waves, it was suggested to use a type of 

geometrical shapes called “Conics” [43]. The property of this geometry can be described as 

 
r

const
MP

   (2.10) 

where r is the curvature radius at point P, and MP denotes the distance of sound traveling in 

the lens. The formula can be utilized for designing a planar-concave lens. If the coordinate 

system’s point of origin is selected at the “geometry focal point” of the parabola curve, the 

radius of the curve can be given by 

 ( )
1 cos( )

D
r








  (2.11) 

where D is the distance from the point of origin to the Directrix line, and ɛ is called the 

“eccentricity” of the curve. Based on this method, with given focal distance and material 

parameter, the design of the focal lens can be obtained. 

2.3 Transducer Performance 

The quality of an image is dependent on the axial resolution, lateral resolution and contrast 

that can be achieved with the transducer. The imaging performance is also affected by the 

javascript:void(0);
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electrical impedance of the transducer. These specifications are determined by the transducer 

design and geometry [44]. 

2.3.1 Axial Resolution 

The axial resolution is the closest distance two objects can be recognized along with an 

image line and be detected separately. The axial resolution is determined by the time duration 

of the pulse-echo response of the transducer [3]. Figure 2.8 is a diagram of the pulse-echo 

response measurement. The pulse transmitted by the transducer is reflected from a target, and 

the envelope of the detected signal is calculated. The pulse length T is the temporal width of 

the envelope at half the maximum (-6 dB width). Two point targets will appear as individual 

reflectors in an image if the reflected signals are separated by a time greater than T. The 

corresponding spatial axial resolution Raxial is given by the following equation:  

 
1

,
2

axialR vT   (2.12) 

 

Figure 2.9 Transmit-receiving radiation pattern for a focused transducer. 
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where v is the speed of sound in the tissue. A shorter pulse provides a better axial resolution. 

The limit of the axial resolution is half of the wavelength in the tissue. The axial resolution of 

a transducer can be improved by using more matching layers and a backing layer with an 

acoustic impedance closer to that of the piezoelectric substrate to produce a shorter pulse, or 

by increasing the frequency of the pulse. The transducer should be designed so that the pulse-

echo response is as short and as broadband as possible while maintaining the sensitivity 

required for the imaging application. A typical pulse has 2-3 cycles.  

 

Figure 2.10  Diagram of beam pattern with different f-number resulting in different lateral 

resolution. 
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2.3.2 Lateral Resolution and Depth of Field 

The lateral resolution of a transducer is the minimum distance between two targets can be 

differentiated on the plane parallel to the transducer face. The lateral resolution is evaluated 

using the radiation pattern of the transducer. The radiation pattern is the shape of the ultrasound 

beam formed by a transducer. The two-way (transmit- receive) radiation pattern is measured 

by scanning a point target at a fixed depth across the face of the transducer and plotting the 

peak amplitude of the received signal as a function of the position of the point target. The one-

way radiation pattern is the measurement of the beam amplitude in the field of the transducer. 

Because of the reciprocity of the propagation of sound waves, the one-way radiation pattern is 

also the spatial response of a transducer to the signal emitted from a point source in the field. 

A typical two-way radiation pattern for a focused transducer is shown in Figure 2.9. The lateral 

resolution is determined by the width of the ultrasound beam, and is usually defined as the full 

width at half maximum, or -6 dB width. The lateral resolution RL is given by the following 

equation for a focused transducer [3]: 

 ,L

r
R f number

D
       (2.13) 

where λ is the ultrasound wavelength in the tissue and the f-number is the ratio of the focal 

distance r to the transducer aperture D. The lateral resolution can be improved by reducing the 

focal distance of the transducer, increasing the aperture of the array, and by increasing the 

operating frequency.  
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The effect of aperture and focal distance on the radiation pattern is illustrated in Figure 

2.10 for three transducers with different geometries. For a focused transducer, the depth of 

field (DOF) is given by the following equation [45]: 

 

2

28 ( ) 1 8
/ 2

DOF f number f number
D

 

 

 
    

    (2.14) 

Therefore, the depth of field improves with larger f-numbers and smaller apertures. As 

demonstrated with the formula and the figure, there is a trade-off between resolution and depth 

of field. 

 

Figure 2.11  The intensity of echoes due to reflections at different interfaces  
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2.3.3  Imaging Contrast and the Dynamic Range 

When an ultrasound pulse arrives at an interface, the reflected intensity depends on the 

material mismatch and the size at the boundary. For instance, when the sound reaches the 

boundary between rib bone and tissue, the reflected echo might have the same order of incident 

wave. If the acoustic wave passes through a tissue-tissue gap, and the boundary size is at the 

order of incident wavelength, the amplitude of the reflection could be very weak. Hence, the 

range of echo amplitudes detected from different targets is very large. Figure 2.11 shows the 

relative voltages and decibel scale produced by typical echoes from different target boundaries 

[42].  

The capability to show the imaging contrast relies on the sensitivity of the transducer and 

beam pattern applied on the medium. Transducers with good sensitivity stem from the 

piezoelectric material and matching/backing layer design. The beam pattern is effected by the 

operating frequency and the focal performance of the transducer. A good ultrasound probe 

usually can offer a dynamic range of 100 dB to differentiate the targets including large 

interfaces and weak scatters. Ultrasound images are typically displayed a dynamic range of a 

maximum 60 dB.  
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2.3.4 Electrical Impedance 

For a piezoelectric material, the electrical behavior and mechanical behavior are coupled. 

Therefore the electrical impedance can be used to identify the mechanical resonance modes of 

the transducer. The complex impedance is a function of the sweeping frequency, which the 

magnitude shows a valley peak corresponding to the resonance and a peak corresponding to 

the anti-resonance. Figure 2.12 shows the impedance magnitude and phase spectra of a 

piezoelectric plate resonating in its thickness mode. If the width or length dimensions of the 

substrate are close to the thickness dimension, a second, unwanted, resonance peak would 

appear in the impedance spectrum within the frequency range of interest. The unwanted 

resonance reduces the sensitivity of the desired thickness-mode resonance. Therefore, the 

width-to-thickness (or length-to-thickness) aspect ratio for a transducer substrate should be 

better than 0.4 for a tall, thin pillar, or 2 for a wide, flat plate to operate only in its thickness 

mode over a wide range of frequencies [45, 46]. The matching and backing layers dampen the 

 

Figure 2.12  A typical electrical impedance magnitude and phase plot for a piezoelectric 

plate in the thickness mode. 
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resonance, giving a broader, flatter electrical impedance amplitude and phase. The impedance 

spectrum can, therefore, be used as an indication of the transducer bandwidth. 

The transducer should have an electrical impedance magnitude comparable to the receive 

circuitry to efficiently drive the receive electronics through the transmission cables [47]. 

Usually, the characteristic electrical impedance of the transmission cables is limited to 50 - 

100 Ohms, the electrical impedance of the transducer should be in the same range to avoid 

reflections of the signal in the cable. The small transducer elements in an array can have large 

electrical impedance because the electrical impedance magnitude is inversely proportional to 

the transducer area. The electrical impedance is also inversely proportional to the dielectric 

constants of the transducer substrate, so the piezoelectric material can be chosen to compensate 

for the transducer size; a small transducer requires a substrate with a large dielectric constant. 

2.4  Transducer Design Model  

In the transducer design, the structure can be expressed by a 1-D equivalent circuit model. 

The analytical solutions of the model can be obtained and altered by putting different material 

parameters. To correlate the acoustic and electrical parameters by using the acoustical-

 

Figure 2.13  Three port network to analogies a piezoelectric transducer 
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electrical analogy, Mason in 1964 for the first time derived the models for piezoelectric 

resonator corresponding to various 1-D vibration modes [48], which is named as Mason model. 

A further step based on Mason model was made by Kirmholtz, Leedom and Matthaei in 1970 

by using the transmission lines [49]. This “KLM” model is named after the initials of the 

authors, shows exactly same solutions to Mason model in various vibration modes but with 

several advantages for design part [50].  

 As the most applicable medical transducer such as the single-element is the thickness-

mode vibration. A piezoelectric transducer can be treated as a three-port network system 

(Figure 2.13). The electrical port represents the electrical connection between 

driving/receiving circuits and transducer. The block represents the piezoelectric resonator. The 

front and back acoustic port denote the front and rear surface of the piezoelectric resonator, 

respectively. The backing and matching layer or fluid load can be connected to both acoustic 

ports mechanically by using the acoustical-electrical analogy into the equivalent circuit. If the 

acoustic ports are short-circuited, the network represents a free resonator.  

 

Figure 2.14   1-D KLM model for T-mode, Port 1 & 2 for acoustic outputs, and Port 3 for the 

inputs of electrical signals 
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In Figure 2.14, an artificial acoustic center is created by splitting the piezoelectric resonator 

into halves in the thickness direction; each part with a thickness of d/2 is represented by an 

acoustic transmission line. This portion allows the analysis of the two acoustic ports separately 

to improve transducer design as one of the main advantages of KLM model. In the figure, V3, 

I3 relates to the input voltage and current respectively; V1&2 and I1&2 are the forces and velocity 

at acoustic outputs. Port 1 for acoustic back surface will be used to represent forward 

transmission into fluid or body, while Port 2 for the acoustic front surface is for acoustic 

backing. In order to complete the model, it is also necessary to include the acoustic impedance 

of three ports, Z0, Z1, and Z3. For the piezoelectric plate, we also need to know the thickness d, 

the area of the crystal A, the piezoelectric pressure constant h. The values for the piezoelectric 

material are 
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where ε is the permittivity of the piezoelectric under no voltage. The input impedance of the 

piezoelectric transducer can be expressed as  
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where Za is the impedance given by  
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where 
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Based on the equations above, the total input impedance for the KLM model can be 

achieved. For the transducer design, the study is focused on the fundamental resonance 

frequency ω = ω0 = cπ/d. As a result, the equations can be simplified as 
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With a given voltage excitation V3, the pressure radiated by the transducer can be analyzed. 

With the analogy in transmission line, the particle velocity can be considered as the current I. 

The particle velocities inside of the crystal are denoted by 
 

,  F Bv 

 , where the F subscript indicates 

forward traveling waves propagating towards the interface, the B subscript indicates backward-
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traveling waves propagating towards interface, and the denote waves in the right and left half 

of the crystal respectively. For the back and front half, we have 
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where k is the wave number in the crystal. However, from transmission line theory, we 

know that 
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where 1 and 2 are the current transmission coefficients given by 
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Based on the two set of equations above, we can obtain 
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Transmission line theory can then be used to solve for U1 and U2 yielding 
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Finally, replacing I3 by V3 and solving for the pressure wave leaving the surface of the 

piezoelectric crystal yields, 
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  (2.25) 

The equation above can also be used to determine the pressure radiated by a piezoelectric 

crystal excited by a transient voltage pulse by decomposing the pulse into the respective 

frequency components, determining the pressure radiated for each component in the 

Fourier domain, and then using the inverse Fourier transform to assemble the resulting 

pressure pulse. 

The optimization of transducer bandwidth, sensitivity can be processed by cascading 

various loads into the 1-D model. The spectrum of outputs in the frequency domain at acoustic 

ports can be obtained, and pulse responses are calculated using an inverse Fourier transform 

from the spectrum.   

 The entire KLM model can be collapsed into a single transfer matrix between the electrical 

port (Port 3) and the front acoustic port (Port 2). The overall representation of a transducer 

 

Figure 2.15   Diagram of matrices derived from KLM model representing the overall 

transducer  
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including backing, matching layer and the fluid load can be described as a series of simple 

matrices cascaded together [51], as the matrices show the advances in numerical computation. 

Figure 2.15 illustrates the block matrix derived from 1-D KLM model, where Vs and Zs in the 

electrical port denote the applied voltage and inner resistor of voltage, respectively; and ZR at 

the front acoustic port is the acoustic impedance of fluid medium. The KLM model using block 

matrix is used in this research for the transducer design. Mc refers to the serial reactance in the 

electrical branch of KLM model. The block Mφ is the electro-mechanical transformer. The 

backing layer can be treated as a resistive load of which the value equals to the acoustic 

impedance of the material. Thus by using transmission line theory, the whole left branch from 

the artificial center in acoustic part of KLM mode can be represented by ML. Mt denotes the 

right half-thickness transmission line of a piezoelectric element. Mm is for the matching 

layer(s). All the 5 matrices are cascaded and represented by an entire matrix MT displayed in 

dashed line, a single block matrix.    

With the given parameters for each block, the performance of a piezo stack can be 

simulated for certain design criteria. The center frequency, electrical impedance, pulse-echo 

response, and transmit/receiving sensitivity can be derived from the model. In this way, the 

transducer performance can be modified by tuning the material parameters in the model. While 

the FEM based software has been developed for the transducer design, the KLM model is still 

the main-stream method due to its convenience and accuracy.  
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2.5 Transducer Arrays 

While a single-element transducer has a focal beam, there is a trade-off between resolution 

and depth of field, which means it is difficult to obtain a good resolution over the whole depth 

of the image. On the other hand, focusing at different depths and direction is possible if an 

array of transducer elements were adopted. By control the delay time of excitation from each 

element, transducer arrays can electronically focus an ultrasound beam over a large range of 

depths and direction. By using the array, it can also be used to electronically scan the ultrasound 

beam to create a 2-D image without moving the transducer. Most of the clinical ultrasound 

imaging systems utilize arrays in image acquisitions. 

 

Figure 2.16  Diagram of focusing and steering an ultrasound beam with an array, (top) an 

array steering the ultrasound beam off the array axis; (bottom) the array focused into the tissue 

by applying the time delays. 
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2.5.1 Beamforming 

The process of electronically manipulating the ultrasound beam is known as beamforming, 

and is illustrated in Figure 2.16. The ultrasound energy produced by an array is focused by 

introducing time delays to the signals delivered to (or received from) individual array elements. 

The focal point of the array can be changed by modifying the delays between the elements. 

Similar to a single element transducer, the resolution of a focused array can be used as the 

same as single-element transducer. An array can be used to steer the ultrasound pulses at an 

angle to the array axis by implementing a linear pattern of delays. Many beamforming 

techniques, such as synthetic aperture imaging, have been developed to optimally focus the 

ultrasound beam over a large field of view and produce the high-quality images [35]. 

 

Figure 2.17  The plot of the broad directivity of a λ/4 wide element and the narrow 

directivity of a 2λ wide element. 
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Wide elements have a very narrow directivity while thin elements have a broad directivity 

which shows an agreement with single-element transducer (Figure 2.17). The noted spacing of 

the elements in linear arrays, linear phased arrays, and 2-D arrays are required because of the 

effect of both the element size and element spacing on the radiation pattern. The width of an 

element in the array affects the element directivity and consequently determines whether a 

focused ultrasound beam can be formed at an angle to the array axis. The element directivity 

is the angular sensitivity of an array element, and shows the relative energy detected at angles 

away from the normal to the element. The directivity pattern is the cross section of the one-

way radiation pattern from a single, un-focused array element. The directivity of a λ/4 and a 

2λ, wide element is shown in Figure 2.17.  

 

Figure 2.18  Plot of the radiation pattern for linear arrays excited with a continuous wave 

signal, showing the absence of grating lobes for a linear phased array with λ/2 element 

spacing, and the grating lobes at 90 degrees for a linear array with λ element spacing.  
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 In order to steer the beam to a large angle, a broad element directivity and a fine pitch are 

required. If the spacing of elements in an array is not fine enough, grating lobes will appear in 

the radiation pattern. Grating lobes are the unwanted regions of constructive interference in the 

radiation pattern. They occur at angles to the main beam where the path difference between 

adjacent elements is an integer multiple of the pulse wavelength. In the cross section of the 

radiation pattern for a linear array excited with a continuous wave is shown in Figure 2.18. The 

amplitude is plotted along the angular position from the ultrasound beam axis. Since the 

elements have λ element spacing, constructive interference occurs at 90 degrees from the axis 

of the ultrasound beam, producing grating lobes. If the beam from a linear array is steered off 

the array axis, artifacts would occur in the image because the reflecting tissues at 90 degrees 

to the main beam would appear in the image as though they were along the line of the main 

 

Figure 2.19  Types of transducer arrays used for medical ultrasound imaging: (a) linear array, 

(b) phased array, (c) 2-D array, and (d) circular array. 
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beam. However, if the beam from a linear array is not steered off the array axis, the grating 

lobes occur in the plane of the array, where they are suppressed by the element directivity and 

do not affect the image. To be able to steer an ultrasound beam at an angle to the array axis, 

any grating lobes that appear within the field of view must be suppressed. This is done by 

reducing the element spacing so that the path difference between adjacent elements is less than 

λ at any angle. For this reason, linear arrays usually have an element spacing of λ, and the 

phased arrays have an element spacing of λ/2 to eliminate grating lobes.  

2.5.2 Array Category 

Transducer arrays can be arranged in a line (linear array or linear phased array), a two-

dimensional grid (2-D array), or circular array as shown in Figure 2.19. Most ultrasound 

imaging systems employ linear arrays or linear phased arrays and produce 2-D images [52]. A 

linear array has an element spacing of one wavelength in the tissue (λ), and focuses along the 

     

Figure 2.20 Beamforming of a focused scan line in an image for a linear array (left); 

beamforming of a focused scan line with a steering angle in a phased array (right) . 
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array axis, while a linear phased array has an element spacing of λ/2 and can steer the 

ultrasound beam off the axis of the array. A 2-D array has λ or λ/2 element spacing in both 

dimensions and can focus and scan a symmetrically focused beam throughout a volume to 

generate a 3-D image. 

Figure 2.20 illustrates the formation of an image with a linear array and phased array. 

Because the ultrasound beam from a linear array can only be optimally focused in front of the 

array, a single image line is formed using a subset of the elements in the array. The active sub-

aperture determines the radiation pattern for the array. To form an image, the active subset of 

elements is stepped across the array by appropriately multiplexing the array elements. The 

resulting image has a rectangular format with the spacing of lines in the image determined by 

how the active aperture is stepped across the array. 

For the phased array, the elements are used in the active aperture. The λ/2 element spacing 

of a linear phased array allows the ultrasound beam to be both steered and focused while still 

avoiding grating lobes. By steering the beam over a range of angles, usually from -45° to 45°, 

it is possible to collect all the information necessary to form the sector image. 

Linear arrays or linear phased arrays can also be curved along the length of the array to 

give a larger field of view. These curvilinear arrays are convex relative to the tissue and the 

ultrasound is passively steered off the axis of the array. Curvilinear arrays use the same 

beamforming techniques as their planar counterparts.  

For 3-D imaging, 2-D arrays are useful because they can electronically steer and focus a 

beam throughout a volume. One advantage 2-D arrays have over linear and linear phased arrays 

is that they create symmetrically focused beams because there is focusing in two dimensions 
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[53]. A half-wavelength element spacing is typically used in a 2-D array so that the beam can 

be steered throughout a volume. The basic beamforming techniques for a 2-D array are the 

same as for linear phased arrays but take into account the second lateral array dimension.  

The circular arrays are widely used in the clinical study of intravascular ultrasound (IVUS). 

IVUS is a useful tool for diagnosing arterial diseases, guiding interventions such as stent 

deployment and monitoring ablation procedures. In 1997, a circular array of 20 MHz was 

developed by Volcano (Volcano Corp., San Diego, CA) for IVUS imaging [54].  To 

reconstruct the image by the circular array, the synthetic aperture method was usually adopted. 

By performing this principle, a single element fires the pulse as transmitter and adjacent several 

elements receive the RF echo. By applying the time-delay, sensitivity weight, and apodization, 

the image can be rebuilt in a concentric mapping.  

2.5.3 Array Fabrication 

Transducer arrays are fabricated by dicing a series of narrow kerfs through the transducer 

stack. The kerfs are used to mechanically and electrically isolate the array elements so that 

they act independently. In most arrays, because the elements are narrow relative to their 

thickness, the kerfs are filled with a soft polymer material to provide mechanical support. This 

 

Figure 2.21  Cross-section of linear array showing the elements with the active layer and 

matching layers diced to separate the elements with a kerf. 
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is called a dice-and-fill technique. The resulting array is essentially a composite structure 

consisting of alternating slivers of piezoelectric ceramic and polymer. Figure 2.21 is a diagram 

of the structure of a linear array with kerfs separating elements. A lens, as shown in the array 

diagram, is required for a linear or linear phased array because the ultrasound beam can only 

be electronically focused in one plane. The lens is used to passively focus the ultrasound energy 

along the elevation direction (along the length) of the elements and limits the thickness of the 

image plane. With a lens, a one-dimensional array has active focusing in the azimuth direction 

(along the array dimension) and passive focusing in the elevation direction.  

  

 

Figure 2.22  The process flow of time-gain compensation (TGC) 
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2.6 Image Formation with Arrays 

2.6.1 Time-Gain Compensation 

As the ultrasound pulse penetrates deeper into the tissue, the backscatter signal detected by 

the transducer becomes weaker due to attenuation and diffraction of the ultrasound beam. 

Therefore, ultrasound systems increase the gain of the signal over time to make up for the loss 

in signal amplitude (Figure 2.22). This is known as time-gain compensation on the console 

panel of an imaging system.  

 

Figure 2.23  An example of focus at different depth with different time-delay. 
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2.6.2 Dynamic Focusing 

An array focuses a transmitted ultrasound beam at a single position in the tissue by applying 

appropriate delays across the array. A similar delay pattern is applied on receive to focus the 

reflected signal. As the pulse is reflected from deeper tissues, the delays applied to the received 

signal are dynamically changed to sweep the focus through the depth of tissue (Figure 2.23). 

This dynamic focusing produces a scan line focused along its complete length for a single 

transmit pulse. To improve the resolution of the image, multiple transmit focal zones can be 

used for each scan line; however, this reduces the possible frame rate of the image. [4, 42] 

2.6.3 Apodization 

Side lobes occur in an ultrasound beam when all the elements in an array are excited with 

the same amplitude voltage pulse. These secondary lobes are lower in amplitude than the main 

 

Figure 2.24  An example of apodization. 
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pulse, but are adjacent to the main peak, and often appear within the main part of the beam. 

Side lobes arise when there is an abrupt edge to the ultrasound source. They are caused by 

diffraction of the ultrasound at the edges of the array. Apodization, which scales the amplitude 

of signals across the array, can be used to make a smooth aperture and reduce the effects of 

diffraction Figure 2.24 [4, 42]. However, because the aperture is effectively smaller, 

apodization does have the consequence of producing a wider main beam and may result in a 

lower amplitude signal at the focal point of the array. There are several apodization functions 

that can be used, and the choice depends on the required compromise between lateral resolution 

and sidelobe amplitude. 

     

Figure 2.25 A linear array imaging with a synthetic aperture. One element is activated on 

transmit, while all elements are active for receive. For each successive transmit event, the 

next element in the array is activated, and the sequence repeated for the entire length of the 

array.  
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2.6.4 Synthetic Aperture 

A synthetic aperture beamforming approach can be used to reduce the time to produce an 

image while retaining the resolution desired. Figure 2.25 illustrates how a synthetic aperture 

system works. One element of a linear phased array is excited on transmit; then all the elements 

are used to detect the received signal. The next element is excited by a transmit signal, and the 

sequence is repeated for the full array. After each transmit-receive sequence, the receive signals 

from all the elements are held in memory. 

Once all the pulses have been received, the stored signals are delayed and summed 

appropriately to produce an image that is optimally focused over the complete field. The image 

acquisition time using a synthetic aperture technique depends on the number of transmitting 

elements used, and not the number of lines in the image. The imaging speed can be increased 

by using a sparse transmit array, transmitting on only a few (3-5) elements spaced equally 

along the array. The array can have the same effective aperture as one using all elements for 

transmitting, and therefore produce a similar radiation pattern, by optimizing the transmit 

element spacing and appropriately weighting the signals received by each element [55]. Then 

the image was accomplished by delaying and summing the time-domain data to each pixel 

according to the following formula 
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   (2.26) 

where xi, zi is the location of the pixel in the image plane, e is the index of the element over the 

range of 1 to N (number of elements), we is the apodization function, Re is the time-domain 

response, t is the time, c is the propagation velocity and xe is the position of the array element.  
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The downside of the synthetic aperture technique is a lower signal-to-noise ratio compared 

to conventional beamforming techniques. The signal-to-noise ratio is lower because only one 

element is used on transmit and therefore the ultrasound beam transmitted into the tissue is 

only a fraction of the amplitude of a focused pulse. This can be partly compensated for by 

increasing the transmit power. Another drawback of the method is that the imaging process 

will take longer time than the conventional approach. It is because the volume of imaging 

sequence is proportional to the number of transmitting element. If the image aperture was 

synthesized by a large array, the time duration could cost several times higher than a regular 

imaging method. 

2.7 Array Design Methods 

For the array element design, the vibration mode is different from the thickness mode of 

the single-element transducer. A piezoelectric material could vibrate in various directions 

including lateral, longitudinal (or thickness) and shear ones. But only one vibration direction 

dominates in a specific geometry since others are so weak to be neglected, and it is described 

as a vibration mode. The piezoelectric element in a transducer is usually in the rectangular 

shape of its cross-section with the width w and the height or thickness d. The ratio of w to d is 

known as aspect ratio G and determines the vibration mode.  

 Selfridge and Onoe have developed the theory of vibration modes for a free resonator with 

the changes in aspect ratio G, as illustrated in Figure 2.26 [56, 57].  It shows that the resonator 
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is infinitely long in Y-axis and is applied by the electrical field in its thickness direction (or Z-

axis), which the case is closed to the array element. Here the shear vibration is not counted, 

since it is always regarded as a very weak mode in medical transducers and thus neglected. 

Thus the vibrations in X-Z plane (or elevation plane) could represent a single coupling 

vibrating system. 

When G is very small, the element becomes a narrow and long bar as displayed in the left 

parts of Figure 2.26. This is the most common case for the array design. The longitudinal-

extensional mode (LE-mode) and lateral mode (L-mode) are excited in a lower frequency fd 

and a higher one fa, respectively. Those two mode vibrations can be differentiated by the 

excitation frequency. However, along the increase of the G value, if the resonant frequencies 

of the two modes are too close to each other, it causes complicated vibrations. To avoid this 

scenario, the aspect ratio should be kept very low <0.4, and the sound velocity should be 

replaced by the one of the longitudinal extensional mode in KLM model. If G is higher than 

     

Figure 2.26 Vibration modes of a free piezoelectric resonator. The right block denotes the 

geometry of the piezoelectric plate. The symbol f denotes the frequency.  
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the threshold, the coupling mode will occur, and the sub-dicing process is proposed in the 

fabrication to decrease the value G.  

Because the delay-and-sum method was used for the focusing imaging, the acoustic field 

of the array cannot be assessed easily with multi-element firing and apodization. In this case, 

the acoustic field can be calculated by dividing the transducer surface into sub-element and 

summing the responses. Jensen introduced a general program, Field II, to find the ultrasound 

field for both the pulsed and continuous wave case on linear systems theory [31,32]. The Field 

II program uses the concept of spatial impulse responses [58, 59]. The approach relies on linear 

systems theory to find the ultrasound field. By calculating the time delay of each element, and 

combining the contribution from all the elements for the acoustic field, the focal performance 

can be achieved and evaluated.    

2.8 Summary 

The chapter described background, which is required in the following chapters for the 

design of array transducers including linear and circular ones. The basic of ultrasound 

transducer was introduced by including transducer structures, vibration modes, as well as the 

transducer imaging. In addition, a brief overview of the design method by using numerical 

models was provided, the element responses and imaging performance can be predicted by the 

approaches discussed in the chapter.  
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Chapter 3 

HIGH-FREQUENCY MICROMACHINED SINGLE 

CRYSTAL 1-3 COMPOSITE ARRAY 

 

3.1 Background 

Piezoelectric ultrasound transducers operating at high frequencies are of increasing 

demand in recent years for medical imaging [7]. Similar to conventional transducers, the 

performances of high-frequency transducers greatly rely on the properties of the piezoelectric 

materials and structures, with key considerations include electromechanical coupling (k), 

dielectric permittivity (ε) and acoustic impedance (Z). Recent years, piezo-composites become 

more and more popular. A number of fabrication methods were developed, e.g. “dice and fill”, 

“tape-casting”, “stack and bond” and “interdigital phase bonding”, etc [38]. However, these 

techniques are either difficult to achieve fine features for high frequency 1-3 composite 

transducers or not suitable for high volume manufacturing. Of particular significance, piezo-

composite micromachined ultrasound transducers (PC-MUT) technique has demonstrated 

superior material quality and pioneering imaging [11]. In this chapter, the background of high-

frequency piezoelectric material and composites fabrication techniques is presented, followed 

by the development of micromachined piezoelectric composites. A 40-MHz linear array using 

PMN-PT single crystal 1-3 composites was designed, fabricated and characterized, followed 

by in-vitro imaging tests.  
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3.2 Materials Selections for High-Frequency Ultrasound 

Till now, there are quite a few piezoelectric materials available for high-frequency 

ultrasound transducer applications. In order to reach a maximum energy transmission 

efficiency, apart from a decent coupling coefficient, the acoustic impedance should be close to 

the one of the medium, the electric impedance of the transducer element should be designed to 

match with the 50-Ω electronic system [47]. The electric impedance of a transducer element is 

inversely related to its capacitance at the resonance. Therefore, the chosen material for the 

transducer array should have a much higher dielectric constant compared with that of the 

material for a single element transducer. Also, the acoustic impedance of the material can be 

much higher (> 30 MRayl for ceramics and single crystal) compared with biological tissues 

(1.5 MRayl) [42] . Such a big contrast leads to the necessity of adding a matching layer with a 

precise thickness (around a quarter wavelength) upon the piezoelectric material. To achieve a 

better energy transmission efficiency, dual matching layers are usually employed which 

complicates the fabrication process. Hence piezoelectric materials with the acoustic impedance 

close to that of the biological tissue could greatly simplify the fabrication process of the 

ultrasound transducers. On the other side, the designed resonance frequency of the ultrasound 

transducer determines the thickness of the piezoelectric material. High-frequency ultrasound 

transducer corresponds to a thin piezoelectric layer. For example, the piezoelectric layer 

thickness of a 100 MHz transducer is down to 22.5 μm given an acoustic speed of 4500 m/s. 

Such a small thickness could cause a big challenge for the traditional fabrication method which 

is mainly based on the mechanical lapping and dicing techniques for bulk materials. It is worth 
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bearing these design considerations in mind for selecting appropriate piezoelectric materials 

for high-frequency ultrasound transducers.   

3.2.1 Lead Zirconate Titanate   (PZT) 

Due to the outstanding dielectric, elastic, and piezoelectric properties at the morphotropic 

phase boundary, lead zirconate titanate (PZT), as one of the most studied ferroelectrics, has 

been widely used in industry, science, medicine, transportation and information technologies. 

It has become the most popular piezoelectric material for ultrasound transducer. However, 

conventional piezo-ceramics, having the grain sizes on the order of 5 to 10 μm, are not 

particularly suitable for high-frequency array fabrications where the dimensions of the 

transducer element can be on the order of tens of micrometers. Therefore, researchers have 

been devoted to employing the fine grain versions of the piezoceramics for high-frequency 

ultrasound applications [60, 61]. Fine grain ceramics exhibit superior performance compared 

with larger grain counterparts at high frequencies. Also, the dicing operation can be much 

easier [62, 63].     

PZT films have also been actively investigated for the development of piezoelectric 

transducers and surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices [64, 65]. The ease of composition 

control, high purity, and low processing temperature makes sol-gel method very commonly 

used for PZT films fabrication [66, 67]. Moreover, due to the low acoustic impedance (~20 

MRayl), reasonable dielectric constant (200 - 600) and controllable fabrication thickness (1-

100 µm), sol-gel thin PZT films are suitable for high-frequency transducer fabrication [68-71]. 

Though the dielectric constant of the PZT films could be raised up to 600 by using PZT powder, 

the acoustic impedance could also increase. Nevertheless, due to the high porosity, PZT films 
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exhibit much lower electromechanical coupling coefficient (kt ~ 0.25 - 0.32) compared to the 

bulk counterpart (kt ~ 0.5), resulting in an inferior high-frequency performance.  

3.2.2 Piezo Polymer 

PVDF (polyvinylidene) and its copolymers P(VDF-TrFE) (poly(vinylidene fluoride-

trifluoroethylene)) have been selected as transducer materials for medical and biological 

ultrasound imaging due to their low acoustic impedance (~4 MRayl) and low mechanical Q 

value which are attractive in high-frequency transducer design [72, 73]. Compared with the 

piezoelectric single crystal and ceramics materials, however, both PVDF and P(VDF-TrFE) 

have low electromechanical coupling coefficient (less than 0.3), leading to a low sensitivity. 

In addition, low dielectric permittivity (less than 10) of these (co)polymers makes them less 

suitable for small size transducer designs, especially the array design, owing to the high electric 

impedance mismatch with the 50 Ω electronic system.  

3.2.3 Relaxor-PT Single Crystals 

In late 1980s, relaxor based ferroelectric single crystals [74], e.g. Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–

PbTiO3 (PMN-PT), Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3)-PbTiO3 (PZN-PT), were found with ultrahigh 

piezoelectric coefficients and electromechanical coupling factors, being on the order of d33 > 

2000 pC/N and k33 > 0.9, far outperforming state-of-art PZT ceramics [75, 76]. Since then, 

enormous efforts have been devoted to studying the relaxor-PT based materials and 

applications for ultrasound transducers [77, 78]. However, PMN-PT has a low operation 

temperature (Curie temperature TC = 130 - 170 °C, phase transformation temperature TP = 60 

- 95 °C). The temperature stability and long term reliability of single crystal devices are a major 
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concern for many applications. In addition to the low operation temperature, the low Ec brings 

up the issues of polarization stability under various storage and driving conditions. 

Furthermore, though having a low dielectric loss, being on the order of 0.004, their low 

mechanical quality factors, Qm, being ~ 100, limit their use in resonance based applications, 

such as high power transducers and transformers. Over the past decade, extensive efforts have 

been focused on new crystals, including binary systems Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3-PbTiO3 (PIN-PT), 

Pb(Yb1/2Nb1/2)O3–PbTiO3 (PYN-PT), etc. and ternary systems Pb(In1/2Nb1/2)O3–

Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3–PbTiO3 (PIN-PMN-PT), Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3-PbZrO3-PbTiO3 (PMN-PZT), 

etc. to overcome these limitations [79, 80]. The developments in relaxor-PT single crystals can 

be categorized into three main generations. PMN-PT and PZN-PT belong to the first 

generation, which exhibits high electromechanical coupling and piezoelectric coefficients. 

Second generation crystals extend the high electromechanical properties to a broader range of 

temperature and electric field, expanding their design envelope by reducing the need for heat 

shunts and applied dc bias field. Ternary PIN-PMN-PT and PMN-PZT (TC = 190 - 360 °C, TP 

> 100 °C) are the potential candidates for this generation [79, 81]. Third generation crystals 

include the addition of minor dopants to tailor the crystal’s electromechanical parameters, 

analogous to PZTs. For example, Mn-doped relaxor-PT crystals have been demonstrated to 

possess increased mechanical quality factors with the order of > 800, which could benefit the 

resonance based devices [82].  
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3.2.4 Lead-Free Transducer Materials 

Though PZT and relaxor-PT have been widely used for ultrasound transducers, these 

materials are all lead-based thus toxic to human body. Hence, there is a significant interest in 

developing lead-free piezoelectric ceramics and single crystals for biomedical transducer 

applications. Among them, quartz, single crystal lithium niobate (LiNbO3) and potassium 

niobate (KNbO3) have proven to possess several material properties ideal for making single 

element transducers, especially at high frequencies. These materials display a comparable 

electromechanical coupling factor to PZT, a low dielectric constant and high longitudinal 

sound speed, which are all ideal for designing sensitive large aperture high-frequency single 

element transducers [82, 83].  In 2002, Snook et al. presented their research of high-frequency 

transducer incorporating different materials [84], a LiNbO3 crystal 50 MHz single element 

Table 3.1 Properties of a few important piezoelectric materials used in high-frequency transducer 

designs.  

Property 
 
 

PVDF 
 

PZT-5H 
 

PMN-PT 
Crystal 
(33%PT) 
 

LiNbO3 

(Z-cut) 
 

KNbO3 

 
PZT thin 
film  
(Sol-gel) 
 

d33 (pC/N) -33 593 2800 6 92 - 
k33 0.12-0.15 0.76 0.95 0.49 0.49 - 
kt - 0.4 0.59 - - 0.25 - 0.32 

33 0/T    6-13 3400 8200 28.7 59 230-820 

c (m/s) 2200 4580 4610 7340 7600 3950 
ρ (kg/m3) 1780 7500 8060 4650 4570 6000 
Curie 
temp.(°C) 

100 250 155 1150 220 - 

Qm 3-10 70 100 10000 325 30 
Acoustic 
impedance 
(Mrayl) 

2.5 34.2 37.2 34 34.7 23.7 
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transducer was developed. The pulse-echo result showed a good sensitivity with insertion loss 

of 21 dB, and the bandwidth of 74%.  

A brief summary of piezoelectric material was presented in Table 3.1.In order to attain the 

piezoelectric materials with high electromechanical coupling coefficient, low acoustic 

impedance and high dielectric constant for the development of high-performance, high-

frequency ultrasound devices with compact size, scientists and engineers made massive efforts 

on the piezo-composites study. Piezo-composites comprise piezoelectric functional materials 

and polymer fillers and they are distributed in a specially designed spatial configuration. The 

macro performance of the piezo-composites could benefit from the merits of both components 

inside homogeneously.  

3.3 Piezo-Composites Design Criteria and Fabrication Methods 

3.3.1 Piezo-Composites Theory 

Piezoelectric/polymer composites offer many advantages over single phase material for 

many transducer applications such as medical imaging, underwater sonar, stress sensing, and 

non-destructive engineering (NDE) [85].  The complementary properties of the polymer and 

piezo material in the mechanical and electric responses provide the possibilities to tune the 

composite properties within a wide range [86]. In order to achieve the optimized properties of 

composite, it is critical to establish a quantitative relationship between the composite properties 

with various material and design parameters of the constituents. 
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3.3.1.1 Unit-Cell Theory and Lattice Arrangement 

Composites made of two materials exhibits properties which are highly related to the 

manner how the material are interconnected. It is particularly critical to define whether each 

material forms a continuous path in a given direction. For this reason, composites are often 

classified by the connectivity [87]. For instance, if the material is connected in only one 

coordinate direction, then it is said to have connectivity of “1”. If the orientation can be found 

that the material is connected in two coordinate directions, then its connectivity is “2”. In this 

way, the connectivity ranges from 0 to 3.  

A composite which consists of a stack of alternating piezo plate and polymer would be 

referred to as 2-2 composites, and the material which consists of piezo material posts and 

continuous polymer would be referred as 1-3 composites. In general, a 1-3 composite 

arrangement, such as shown in Figure 3.1, has a three-dimensional structure, which was mostly 

simplified as a square unit cell in an array lattice or a concentric unit cell in a hexagonal lattice.  

     

Figure 3.1 The schematic drawing of a 1-3 piezocomposite having a square unit cell (left) and 

a concentric unit cell in a hexagonal lattice.  
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Such an approximation reduces the problem to a two-dimensional one which is much simpler, 

and the model results on the thickness resonance match quite well with experimental data.  

3.3.1.2 Effective Material Properties of Piezoelectric Composites 

In the past decades, a great number of efforts have been devoted to build up and analyze 

the model of composites for the performance study. The quasi-static model developed by Smith 

and Auld[88] and Hashimoto and Yamaguchi [89] based on the iso-strain and iso-stress 

assumptions in treating the coupling between the constituent phases provided a qualitative 

prediction of the effective piezoelectric properties of 1-3 composites as a thickness resonator. 

It was shown from the model that the thickness coupling factor kt of a composite can approach 

the longitudinal coupling factor k33 of the piezo-ceramic rod, which agrees with experiments 

for composites with a high aspect ratio d/t, where t is the thickness and d are the periodicities 

of the composites. Owing to its simplicity, the quasi-static model offers a convenient means 

for a quick estimation of the composite parameters. The coordinate indexes in piezoelectric 

     

Figure 3.2 The coordinate system used to indicate the piezoelectric constants.  
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equations follows the rules in Figure 3.2. In the analysis for typical 1-3 composites, Auld et al. 

introduced six simplified approximations to extract the essential physics [88],  

i. The strain and electric field are independent of x and y throughout the individual 

phases; 

ii. The thickness mode oscillation was in a large, thin, electrode plate; 

iii. The active material and the polymer move together in a uniform thickness 

oscillation; 

iv. The electric field is the same in both the active material and the polymer; 

v. The lateral strain is the same in the active material and the polymer, that the 

composite as a whole is laterally clamped; 

vi. The total effective stress and electric displacement are obtained by averaging the 

contributions of each constituent phase. 

For the oscillations in a thin plate, which is the most general vibration mode in ultrasound 

transducer, the constitutive equation can be readily analyzed by choosing the effective strain 

3S  and effective electric displacement 3D  as independent coordinates.  T and E were used to 

denote the stress and electric field, respectively.  c, h and β are the elastic stiffness, piezoelectric 

constant and impermittvity component, with the subscripts i, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 and j, l = 1, 

2 and 3. The constitutive relations yield,  

 33 333 3 3

D D

T c S h D    (3.1) 

 3 33 3 33 3  SE h S D    (3.2) 

where 

 
2

33 33 33 33( ) /D E Sc c e     (3.3) 

 33 33 33/ Sh e    (3.4) 

 33 331/S S    (3.5) 

These relationships are supplemented by the expression for the composite density, which is 
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c pv v      (3.6) 

Where ρc and ρp denote the density of piezo material and polymer, v and v  denote volume ratio 

of piezoelectric material and polymer, respectively. With these equations, the parameters of 

the piezoelectric composite can be expressed in terms of the properties of the active material 

and the polymer. Therefore, with the conventional analysis of thickness-mode oscillations in a 

thin piezoelectric plate, the properties of interest for the transducers can be obtained, such as 

the electromechanical coupling constant,  

 
1 1

2 2
33 33 33 33 33 33/ ( ) / ( )D S D S

tk h c e c     (3.7) 

the specific acoustic impedance, 

 
1

2
33( )DZ c    (3.8) 

and the longitudinal velocity,  

 
1

2
33( / ) .D

tv c    (3.9) 

Auld et al. pointed out the existence of the stop band edge resonance in both 2-2 and 1-3 

composites due to the periodic arrangement of the piezo elements in these composites [87]. 

Moreover, in order to quantitatively address more realistic issues of a composite material, such 

as the influence of the aspect ratio and shape of the piezo rod in a 1-3 composite on the 

performance, finite element method (FEM) is often used [90]. 

3.3.2 Design of High-Frequency Piezo-Composites 

The piezoelectric composite material exhibits several merits including high electrical-

mechanical coupling coefficients, low impedance and mechanical flexibility [38, 91, 92]. 1-3 
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and 2-2 composites are most popular due to their good performance and ease of fabrication. 

The high effective piezoelectric coefficient arises from the absence of lateral clamping of the 

piezoelectric substructure [93, 94], which is beneficial for high sensitivity, broadband, and 

high-resolution imaging. The low impedance of the piezoelectric material results from the 

decrease of both the density and the longitudinal sound speed of the composite [95], which is 

preferable in most cases such as medical imaging, underwater acoustics and NDE of composite 

structures. Piezoelectric composite is more mechanically flexible than ceramic/crystal due to 

the large volume ratio of soft polymers thus it can be easily shaped as focused transducer [96]. 

1-3 composite is superior to 2-2 connectivity in many aspects except the fabrication difficulty, 

so we will focus on 1-3 composite design and fabrication. 

3.3.2.1 The Consideration of Material Properties 

The volume fraction is a key parameter for the 1-3 composite performance [95, 97]. At a 

volume fraction of 40% ~ 80%, the electromechanical coupling factor could be close to k33. 

     

Figure 3.3 The tendency of acoustic impedance and Electro-mechanical coupling coefficient 

(kt) according to volume ratio increasing in composites.  
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The tendency of acoustic impedance and coupling factor were showed in Figure 3.3. The 

material selected as PZT-5H and Spurr epoxy, which detail was summarized in Table 3.2. The 

characteristic impedance of the composite increases almost linearly as the ceramic volume 

fraction increases below 90%. A maximum value of coupling factor occurred in the region 

when the volume ratio reaches 50%. Based on this model, an ideal volume fraction of ceramic 

would be around 40% - 60% for a high coupling factor (~0.65 for ceramic) and relatively low 

impedance (~15 MRayl). 

Table 3.2 The material parameters for the PZT-5H and Spurr epoxy used in the model calculation 

Ceramic: 

Elastic 

Property 

11

Ec   12.72×1010 N/m2 
33

Ec  11.74×1010 N/m2 

12

Ec  7.95×1010  N/m2 
13

Ec  8.47×1010 N/m2 

44

Ec  2.3×1010 N/m2 C  7500 kg/m3 

Dielectric 

Property 

33

S  1470
0  

11

S  1700
0  

Piezoelectric  

Property 

33e  23.9 C/m2 
15e  17.0 C/m2 

31e  -6.6 C/m2   

Polymer: 

Elastic 

Property 

11

Pc  5.41×109 N/m2 
44

Pc  1.307×109 N/m2 

11  20.74 N/m2s 
11

Ec  11 N/m2s 

11

p  1100 kg/m3   

Dielectric 

Property 

  4
0    
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3.3.2.2 Kerf Size Determination 

In order to make the piezoelectric composite work at the longitudinal vibrational mode, the 

lateral resonant frequency needs to be at least twice of the lateral resonant frequency of the 

epoxy filler. The lowest lateral resonant frequencies of the 2-2 composite and 1-3 composite 

are determined by the kerf width and the diagonal of the cross kerfs, respectively, which can 

be given as     
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  (3.10) 

where vs is the shear wave velocity of the filling materials and d2-2 and d1-3 are the kerf widths 

in 2-2 composites and 1-3 composites, respectively. For instance, for the transducer with 1-3 

composites, the kerf width needs to be 8 µm for typical filling polymers operating at 25 MHz 

 

Figure 3.4 Kerf dimensions of the 2-2 composite and the 1-3 composite. 
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. The thinnest dicing saw blade has the thickness of about 10 µm, indicating that the frequency 

limitation for the dice-and-fill method is < 20 MHz. 

3.3.3 Composites Fabrication 

Main fabrication methods for high-frequency piezo-composites include dice-and-fill, tape 

casting and sol-gel molding (Figure 3.5) [84, 93, 98]. However, those techniques not only 

exhibit difficulties in achieving small kerf size and fine grain features, but also are labor and 

cost consuming in large scale production. On the other hand, micromachining of bulk materials 

has been recently developed to fabricate high-frequency composite transducers, or piezo-

composite micromachined ultrasound transducers (PC-MUT) [11, 12]. This technique takes 

advantage of the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) to form the single crystal pillars with the 

resin epoxy as the filler. Those fine featured 1-3 composites have shown unprecedented results 

for high-frequency applications.  In the following sessions, the main techniques for 1-3 

composites fabrication were summarized and compared. With a focus, the micromachined 

based single crystal 1-3 composites were discussed.   
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3.3.3.1 Dice-and-Fill 

Dice-and-fill method is a classic and straightforward technique that applies a dicing saw to 

cut the piezoelectric material to sheets (for 2-2 composite) or pillars (for 1-3 composite) and 

fills the kerfs with low stiffness materials such as polymers [99]. As indicated in the name, this 

method consists of two main processes, dicing and filling. In the dicing process, set of parallel 

cuts goes through the piezoelectric chips (Figure 3.6).  The pitch and kerf width of the 

composite are defined by the spatial interval of the adjacent cuts and the blade thickness, 

respectively. Then filling materials such as epoxy [78], cement [98] or copolymers [100] are 

then filled into the kerfs of the piezoelectric material. After the filling materials become 

hardened or cured, the composite will be lapped from the surface to remove the extra filling 

materials thus forming a 2-2 composite material. The fabrication of 1-3 composite takes one 

more set of parallel cuts through the 2-2 composite with the cutting direction perpendicular to 

the first set of cuts, resulting in piezoelectric pillars with one-dimensional connectivity only. 

The same filling process repeats afterward, followed by the surface finishing and electrode 

deposition (Cr/Au or Ti/Au). Most piezoelectric ceramics or crystals are brittle in the pillar 

structure, especially for high frequency and moderate volume fraction composite fabrication 

 

Figure 3.5 Operational frequencies and their corresponding fabrication methods. 
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with smaller dimension in lateral direction for the pillars. In order to avoid damage on the 

pillars, it was necessary to fill the supporting materials before dicing the other set of cuts [80].  

This method is fast and low cost for small volume production of high-frequency piezo-

composites. However, there are a lot of limitations. First, the aspect ratio (height/width) is kept 

relatively low (usually < 3) to avoid the damage on the piezoelectric pillar, which inevitably 

resulted in a lower effective electromechanical coupling factor (ke ~ 0.56 for PZT-5H and ke = 

0.8 – 0.9 for PMN-32%PT) [101, 102] compared to the properties of bar shape structures (k33 

~ 0.7 for PZT-5H and k33 > 0.9 for PMN-PT). Second, the dicing process produces the isolation 

kerfs consecutively, making it very time-consuming for mass production. Third, the most 

significant flaw of the dice-and-fill method comes from the inability of fabricating high 

frequency (limited within 20 MHz) transducers due the thickness limit of dicing saws. In order 

 

Figure 3.6 A diagram of fabrication process using dice-and-fill technique. 
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to make the piezoelectric composite work at longitudinal vibrational mode only, the lateral 

resonant frequency fl needs to be at least twice of the thickness resonant frequency fl (fl >2ft).  

Minimum blade thickness available is about 10 µm, meaning that the frequency limitation for 

the dice-and-fill method is < 20 MHz. 

3.3.3.2  Laser Micro-Machining 

Laser micro-machining method utilizes a focused UV laser excimer to ablate kerfs on the 

piezoelectric materials (Figure 3.7) [103-106]. The ablation effect involves two phenomena, 

photochemical and photothermal ablations [107]. The thermal effect is dominant in the 

piezoelectric materials because of the absence of chemical reactance [103]. The localized 

energy absorbed at the focal point of the material generates expansion forces and ejects the 

material in the close region with large kinetic energy. The pulse-length of the laser must be 

very short (usually < 20 ns) so as to minimize the residual energy left within the material, 

which can induce cracks in the sample [103]  or even melt the material [105]. Such level of 

heat is acceptable for piezoelectric ceramics, like PZT, but is very critical and devastating for 

 

Figure 3.7 A diagram of the projection etch laser ablation techniques using in excimer laser. 

A Cr/quartz mask introduces a shadow pattern into the laser beam that is demagnified and 

ablated into the surface of the sample. 
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relaxor-PTs for their low Curie temperature and brittle property. The ablation occurs when the 

energy density reaches a threshold (14 J/cm2 for PMN-PT) [103, 106] and the actual energy 

density used for the ablation are usually within 70 J/cm2. Etching rate (µm/shot) decreases as 

the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) increases from 20 to 200 Hz [105], whereas heating and 

lack of residue evacuation was noticed as PRF > 200 Hz [106]. Various types of lasers with 

different wavelengths were used in these research, including KrF gas mixture (248 nm), 

Nd:YAG (355 nm) and ArF (193 nm), etc.  

In comparison with the traditional dice-and-fill method, the laser micro-machining method 

overcomes the kerf width limitation, retains the time-consuming feature in mass production, 

but introduces new problems due to the heating. With fine focusing, the kerf width of laser 

ablation could be < 15 µm [108], which allows this method to be used for fabricating high 

frequency (>20 MHz) piezo-composites. The time consumption of this method is high in mass 

production because it uses similar fabrication process, which ablates the material kerf by kerf 

[109]. Heating is the major concern of this method because the temperature can reach > 2400 

°C [105] around the ablation point. In order to suppress the heating of the substrate, pulse 

length, energy density and PRF should be kept low, indicating a reduction of the etching rate 

and long fabrication time. 
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3.3.3.3 Interdigital Bonding 

Interdigital bonding (IB) method consists of two types, interdigital pair bonding (IPB) and 

interdigital phase bonding (IPhB) (). For IPB, the piezoelectric chips were diced with blade 

thickness dblade larger than the post width dpost, and then two identical sets of the diced chips 

were interdigitally plugged into each other. The relative position of the two chips was precisely 

controlled by an alignment setup to ensure that the posts of one chip were concentered with 

the facing kerfs of the other chip. The remaining gaps were filled with epoxy. After the epoxy 

were cured, the bonded pairs of piezoelectric material was lapped until posts from both sides 

emerged to form a 2-2 composite [110]. Compared to a single chip, the volume fraction of the 

interdigital one doubles and the kerf width of the final composite is dkerf = (dblade – dpost)/2, 

which could be significantly smaller than dblade. The IPB process could be repeated on two sets 

of 2-2 composites in the direction perpendicular to the original cuts on the composites. After 

the second IPB and relieving pillars of the four chips through lapping, a 1-3 composite was 

fabricated [111]. The kerf width of the 1-3 composite is the same as that of the 2-2 composite. 

The IPB method increased the working frequency of piezoelectric composites up to 40 MHz. 

 

Figure 3.8 A diagram of the 2-2 piezoelectric composites by interdigital pair bonding. Step 

1, Prepare a pair of dice ceramic sheet; Step 2, Fill the cutting grooves of of both ceramic 

sheets with epoxy and interdigitally insert two sheets together either by sliding or by 

pressing. Step 3, Cure the epoxy and lap the top and bottom surfaces. 
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Linear [112] and annular [113] array with ≥ 30 MHz working frequency were fabricated with 

the IB method. In the IPB method, dkerf and dpost are coupled if a certain blade is selected as 

dblade = 2dkerf + dpost. Therefore, the working frequency of the piezoelectric composite is limited 

because both dkerf and dpost need to be small for high-frequency operation. In order to increase 

the flexibility between dkerf and dpost and to further increase the working frequency, IPhB was 

proposed by repeating multiple IPB processes on the 2-2 composite pairs with parallel dicing 

directions [114]. In each set of parallel dicing, there is a spatial (phase) shift by a fraction of 

the original pitch of the IPB samples. A 1-3 composite material fabrication requires the 

repetition of the IPhB process on the final 2-2 composite as well. With this IPhB bonding 

process, the pitch of the composite could be smaller than dblade, leading to further improvement 

on the working frequency up to 85 MHz.  

The IB method used repetition of dice-and-fill method and significantly enhanced the 

working frequency, at the cost of multiple folds of both time and materials consumptions. 

Significant frequency improvement is achievable because this method overcomes the 

conventional dice-and-fill limitation as dkerf   dblade. Especially in IPhB, not only kerf width, 

but also the pitch could be multiple times smaller than the blade thickness, indicating that, 

theoretically, any working frequency is viable as long as the fabrication accuracies are ensured. 

Main limitations of this method are the interdigitated bonding precision and the cost. In both 

IPB [110] and IPhB [111] structures of operational frequency ~ 40 MHz, the kerf widths are 4 

µm, which requires almost sub-micro alignment precision and uniform thermal distribution 

control in large chips.  
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3.3.3.4 Stacking Plates 

The stacking plates method comprises three steps, including piezoelectric plates casting, 

filling polymer films casting and lamination (Figure 3.9) [115]. First, PZT powders was 

dispersed in a specially prepared solution to form the slurries and de-aired. After the slurries 

was dried at room temperature, it was first burned at two hours at 450 °C to remove the organic 

binders and then sintered at 1250 °C for 30 min. Second, polymers were dissolved in ethanol 

and toluene, and the solution was cast on glass substrate and dried at room temperature in air. 

Finally, the PZT and polymer plated was stacked together in alternate sequence and bonded 

together by heating the stacks in vacuum oven under a mild uniaxial compression (0.1 MPa) 

and an ambient pressure of 167 mbar (16.7 kPa). The bonded stacks was diced into slices acting 

as piezoelectric 2-2 composite. Polystyrene spheres can be added to the polymer to control the 

kerf width [116]. Unlike the dice-and-fill method, this process cannot be repeated in the 

perpendicular direction to make the 1-3 composite. Transducers with frequencies up to 35 MHz 

was fabricated with this method.  

The stacking plates method works well for applications without very high performance 

demand. It works on the powder based thin ceramic plates without cutting, and then bonded 

 

Figure 3.9 A diagram of the 2-2 piezoelectric composites by stacking plates method. 
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with polymers to form the composite. Low cost, low time requirement and low consumption 

of material were born with the major limitation that only piezoelectric ceramic 2-2 composite 

could be fabricated, a significant restrain on the piezoelectric performance.  

3.3.3.5 Tape Casting 

Tape casting method is similar to stacking plate method, which fabricates piezoelectric 

ceramic plates from the powder and then stacks the plates into 2-2 composites. The difference 

is that the passive stacking materials are not the ones in final composites. After bonding, the 

passive materials in the stack, i.e. printed carbon black  [117] or acetylene black tapes [118], 

were removed by burning at 550 °C or 450 °C respectively, and then the ceramic was sintered 

at 1250 °C. The kerf filling material, epoxy, was backfilled in between the ceramic plates, and 

the structures were then lapped to the 2-2 composite. 

The tape casting method serves as an alternative for the stacking plate method, which 

expands the material selection flexibility while shares similar performance and limitations. 

Because the passive stacking material is not necessary to be the final kerf filling material, 

narrower kerfs can be fabricated, 4.5 µm in this method versus 6.4 µm in stacking plates 

method. One more back filling process is needed compared to stacking plate method, which is 

not painstaking. Major limitation is also the moderate piezoelectric performance from 2-2 

connectivity. 

3.3.3.6 Fiber Bundling 

Fiber bundling method applies polymers to bundle PZT fibers and then dice to slices as a 

piezoelectric 1-3 composite (Figure 3.10) [119]. The PZT fibers were derived from a metal 
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alk-oxide sol-gel process with final diameter ranging from 15 to 50 µm, corresponding to a 

pure thickness mode resonance from 15 to 70 MHz. The PZT fibers were bundled as the 

piezoelectric pillars with volume fractions from 10 to 45%. Aspect ratio of the pillars lies 

between 1 and 1.7, with the effective coupling coefficient ke ranging from 0.58 to 0.73.  

The fiber bundling method is very straightforward and cost effective for the 1-3 composite 

fabrication. The effective coupling coefficient ke is close to k33 due to the 1-3 connectivity. 

However, the distribution of the fibers is random so that the performance cannot be guaranteed 

for a small transducer or elements in arrays [120]. Maximum ceramic volume fraction achieved 

was 45%, which is almost the lowest value (40% - 80%) without sacrificing the piezoelectric 

performance [121].  

3.3.3.7 Molding of PZT Paste 

Molding of PZT paste method include a group of alternatives that prepare PZT powder as 

paste and mold to fiber pattern. The PZT ceramic paste was prepared by twin-roll milling of a 

combination of PZT powder (about 1 µm), solvent and binder/plasticizer to generate a ceramic 

paste suitable for molding (Figure 3.11) [120, 122]. The viscous polymer process (VPP) paste 

 

Figure 3.10 A diagram of the 1-3 piezoelectric composites by fiber-bundling method. 
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was cured to form a tape which is sufficiently thick (typically 1 mm) to generate the pillars and 

act as a substrate. The tape was then embossed into a solid micro-mold to produce the 1-3 

composite pillars. After demolding, the green-state piezoelectric material was sintered at 1200 

°C. The ceramic was finally filled with polymer and lapped to plates as 1-3 composite. 

Demolding is one of the critical procedures that usually cause damage to the pillars. Details of 

the methods with different molds are described as follows. 

The most widely used mold was a honey-comb structure made of hard polymers, fabricated 

by X-ray lithography [123]. After the paste was dry, the mold was burned out to leave the PZT 

pillars only. If the diameter of the pillars was less than 20 µm, then plasma etching is needed 

to remove the mold because burning process could damage the pillars. Piezoelectric 1-3 

composite with aspect ratio of 3 to 10 was fabricated with a square cross-section of 25 - 50 µm 

in width [120, 124]. The highest frequency of the developed composites using this method was 

> 30 MHz [125]. Because the ceramic paste was sintered without mold holding, an average 

 

Figure 3.11 A diagram of the 1-3 piezoelectric composites by molding method. 
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distortion of 1 µm was measure with an aspect ratio of 6 and the distortion became 4 µm if the 

aspect ratio was 8 [126].  

An alternative mold was the silicon mold. The high melting point (1440 °C) allows the 

ceramic paste to be sintered in-mold to minimize the deformation [127]. The Si mold was 

removed by XeF2 etching and it was verified that the PZT structures was not attacked by XeF2. 

This method also takes advantage of the deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) to produce pillars 

with very high aspect ratios (up to 15) [128]. Some problems were found in this process as 

well, including the undesired pyrochlore PZT and free lead, which were supposed to arise from 

the inter-diffusion at the PZT-mold interfaces or oxygen deficiency. Structural bending was 

also observed due to difference of thermal expansion coefficients between Si and PZT.  

Another approach of this method utilized soft PDMS polymer as the mold, which was peeled 

off from the master plate without burning away or etching [129]. The PDMS mold was 

fabricated by pouring the mixed, de-gas PDMS onto a mater template in a vacuum desiccator. 

After PDMS cured, the molds were checked and only those without defects were used. Because 

the mold is soft, PZT suspension (50% solid loading) took the place of PZT paste, which was 

casted onto the mold in vacuum for 1-2 minutes to aid full penetration. An epoxy resin was 

employed as a hardener to solidify the suspension for 24 hours at room temperature. After 

peeling off the mold, the green body was dried in 100 °C, burned at 500 °C to remove residual 

organics and sintered at 1200 °C to make the ceramic. Irregular ceramic segments with lateral 

features down to 4 µm were achieved and no damaging happened in the demolding process. 

Very fine structures were fabricated with this method, yielding working frequencies up to 71 

MHz. In order to ensure of the integrity and strength of the PDMS mold, volume fraction of 
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the PDMS was relatively large, resulting in a low volume fraction of the ceramic (30% to 

40%). A lot of lateral resonances (38 MHz, 46 MHz and so on) were observed in the frequency 

spectrum. As a result, the acoustic pulse generated by the transducer made from this composite 

was relatively long and the -3 dB fractional bandwidth was only about 7.1%. 

3.3.3.8 Micromachining of Single Crystal Piezoelectric Material 

In 2006, scientists studied on 1-3 composites fabrication by using micromachined 

techniques for high-frequency piezo composites. Photolithography and deep dry etching of 

PMN-PT single crystal was developed for high frequency 1-3 composite fabrication (as shown 

in Figure 3.12). Photolithography and reactive ion etching based micromachining technique 

have several advantages compared with conventional fabrication approaches, including 

submicron machining precision, batch fabrication, a low mechanical stress environment for 

fragile and fine structures, and the possibility for integrated array design. For high-frequency 

 

Figure 3.12 A schematic of micromachined piezo-composite process 
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composite fabrication, PMN-PT single crystal plates with d33 of 1800-2200 pC/N, dielectric 

constant of 5000-7500, and dielectric loss < 0.01 were prepared with dimensions of 15 mm in 

diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness [130]. PMN-PT wafers were lapped on both sides and 

polished on one side.  

The crystal wafers were then coated with Ni as an electroplating seed layer on the polished 

side. Ni coated PMN-PT wafers were next coated with photoresist using a spin coater. 

Photoresist was baked at elevated temperature for 5 minutes and then exposed to UV light. UV 

exposure could be conducted using a contact aligner, laser writer, or stepper. After UV 

 

Figure 3.13 SEM photo micrograph of a high frequency 1-3 single crystal composite 

fabricated by DRIE (kerf size ~5 micron meter)  
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exposure, the wafers were developed using photoresist developer and then a patterned 

photoresist structure was formed. A through-wafer Ni electro-plating process was then used to 

Table 3.3 Summary of the key characteristics of each method 

Methods 
Pillar 
(µm) 

Kerf 
(µm) 

Aspect 
ratio 

ke 
Freq. 
(MHz) 

Advantages Challenges 

Dice-and-fill N/A > 15 2 - 3 

PZT: 
~0.56 
relexor-
PT: 
0.8-0.9 

< 20 
Straightforward 
Low cost for small 
production 

Low aspect ratio; 
Time consuming for 
mass production; 
Frequency limited 
within 20 MHz. 

Laser micro-
machining 

~ 50 ≥ 13 N/A N/A ~ 20 
Smaller kerf than 
dice-and-fill 

Heating on the 
piezoelectric material; 
Time consuming for 
mass production. 

Interdigital pair 
bonding 

36 ≥ 4 ~ 3 
PZT: 
~ 0.75 

≤ 40 
High operating 
frequency 
High coupling 
coefficient 

Extremely time and 
material consuming; 
Very precise alignment 
needed. 

Interdigital phase 
bonding 

15 ≥ 4 > 3 
PZT: 
0.54 

≤ 85 

Stacking plates 
15 - 
55 

≥ 6.2 ~ 5 
PZT: 
0.6 

≤ 35 
Cost effective 
Low time and 
material 
consumption 

1-3composite 
unavailable. 

Tape casting 20 ≥ 4.5 > 3 
PZT: 
0.61 

< 25 

Fiber bundling 
15 - 
50 

N/A 1 - 7 
PZT: 
0.58 – 
0.73 

15 - 70 

Low cost 
High coupling 
coefficient 
High operating 
frequency 

Volume fraction ≤ 45%; 
Non-ideal for small 
transducer/element 
Not applicable for 
relaxor-PT. 

Hard polymer 
mold 

25 - 
50 

≥ 7 2 - 10 
PZT: 
0.52 

< 40 
Moderate kerf and 
frequency 
High aspect ratio 

A little distortion on 
the pillar; 
Not applicable for 
relaxor-PT. 

Silicon mold 7 ≥ 5 ≤ 15 N/A N/A 
Small kerf and pillar 
size 
High aspect ratio 

A little distortion on 
the pillar; 
Diffusion at PZT-Si 
interface; 
Not applicable for 
relaxor-PT. 

PDMS mold (4) N/A ~ 10 
PZT: 
0.48 

≤ 71 

Very fine structure 
High aspect ratio 
High operating 
frequency 

Low volume fraction 
Lateral resonance 
coupled; 
Not applicable for 
relaxor-PT. 

Micromachined  
technique 

20 - 
30 

< 3 > 10 >0.7 > 30 

Fine structure; 
High aspect ratio; 
High operating 
frequency 

High challenge in 
fabrication. 
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grow the Ni posts out of the photoresist template as the hard mask for further etching step. 

After plating, photoresist was stripped using a solvent. The PMN-PT wafer with Ni etching 

mask was then put into the dry etching chamber for deep reactive ion etching. Epoxy was filled 

into the kerfs of etched PMN-PT single crystal post arrays and cured at 60 °C overnight. The 

wafer was lapped on one side to expose the PMN-PT posts and then flipped over for the second 

side lapping until the final thickness was achieved. Both sides of the resulting 1-3 single 

crystal/epoxy composites were then sputtered with Cr and Au. Composites with Cr/Au 

electrodes were poled under 10 kV/cm at room temperature for 30 minutes prior to 

characterization.  

In the fabrication process of PC-MUT, the etching process lies as the core of the techniques, 

which feature profiles were of importance to the performance of the composites [118, 131]. 

The main etch gas mixtures were the combination of Cl2, Ar, and BCl3 [132]. Etching rate and 

selectivity are the most concerned performance in etching [133]. With an optimal etching rate, 

the process would be more efficient and better control in cost. Since the thickness of etching 

mask (photoresist, or metal like chrome and nickel) was limited by the fabrication approach 

and violation of induced stress constraint, the etch selectivity was another consideration 

investigated in the process. Based on the different gas ratio while other parameters were 

maintained, the etch rate and etching selectivity were studied. By using Ar, BCl3 and Cl2, etch 

rates higher than 2500 A/min could was obtained with the etch selectivity over photoresist 

higher than 1. In general, the increase of BCl3 in Ar and Cl2 increased etch selectivity without 

significantly decreasing the etch rates. To understand etch mechanism better, the surface 

compositions of PMN-PT etched using various gas combinations were investigated. It revealed 
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that Cl ion in BCl3 and Cl2 appears to be important in the etching of PMN-PT rather than the 

amount of ion densities bombarding the surface. 

The etching process was also considered by using fluorine based agent [106, 134]. In 2011, 

researchers used gas combination of Ar (92%) + C4F8 (8%) to perform the experiment. Both 

etch rate and selectivity were studied. Before the etching process, nickel layer was sputtered 

as hard mask. The best achieved etching rate was 0.19 μm/min with a selectivity ratio of 8:1 

for 1200W source and 300W bias powers at 2 mTorr pressure. Sidewalls angles lie at ~70°, 

mainly due to the erosion of the Ni mask in lateral (horizontal) direction. The etching depth 

reached ~100 μm. 

Key characteristics of each method and the pros/cons are summarized in Table 3.2. Note 

that these data are from existing published paper, but does not necessarily mean the physical 

limitation of the methods.  

3.4 Micromachined PMN-PT Single Crystal 1-3 Composite Linear Array 

With fabricated high-frequency 1-3 composites, researchers developed a serious of 

ultrasound transducers from single element to array ultrasound [11, 135-141]. In this session, 

a 50-element 40 MHz micromachined PMN-PT 1-3 composite ultrasonic array was designed, 

fabricated and characterized. Micromachined 1-3 composite with the thickness of 32 μm was 

firstly designed, fabricated and characterized. Based on the KLM model analysis for single 

element configuration, backing and matching materials and geometric size were carefully 

selected. The array elements were spaced at 100 μm pitch, interconnected via a customized 

flexible circuit to a 50-ohm electronic system. One functional 50-element prototype was then 
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fabricated. Impedance spectra and pulse-echo test were conducted to evaluate the performance 

of individual element. The beam profile of full array, crosstalk and steel wire phantom imaging 

were performed.  

3.4.1 Material Design and Fabrication 

 A single crystal PMN-PT plate was selected as the active material for the composites 

fabrication. The pillar was designed as a 15 μm square shape with the kerf size of 6 μm. The 

volume fractional ratio of piezoelectric material was estimated to be 50%. In the fabrication, 

initially, Cr/Au coated PMN-PT crystal plate was patterned with photoresist by 

photolithography as a template for subsequent nickel electroplating. Thick nickel mask was 

then electroplated along the square shape template [142, 143]. The photoresist was next 

removed by an oxygen plasma etching process. With the Ni hard mask left on the crystal plate, 

DRIE was performed to create kerfs in the crystal (Figure 3.14). The etched plate was then 

filled with the epoxy resin (EPO-TEK 301, Epoxy Technology Inc. Billerica, MA). Precision 

   

Figure 3.14 The side view (left) and top view (right) of PMN-PT etching pillars 
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lapping was processed to achieve desired thickness after the epoxy was cured. Then two sides 

of composite were deposited with Cr/Au. The composite was then poled with a DC electric 

field of 10 kV/cm for 15 min at room temperature. The electrical impedance and phase 

spectrum were also measured using the same unit. Based on the test results, electromechanical 

coupling coefficient kt and acoustic impedance Z were calculated using following formulas: 

[144] 

 tan=
2
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3.4.2 Material Characterization 

Figure 3.15 shows the microscope view of fabricated 1-3 composites and measured electric 

impedance spectra of a free-standing material. The post and kerf width were 17 μm and 4 μm. 

The thickness of free-standing material was measured to be 32 μm. Electrical impedance and 

phase spectra of the composite material were measured at frequencies from 15 to 85 MHz. The 

resonance and anti-resonance frequencies were 40 MHz and 59 MHz, respectively. The 

electromechanical coupling coefficient kt was calculated to be 0.76. Based on the volume 

fraction of 65%, the density of composite was determined to be 5700 kg/m3. Relying on the 

effective properties model of 1-3 composite [145], other material parameters were estimated 

and summarized in Table 3.4. 

Table 3.4 Material Properties of 1-3 Composite 

Parameters Value 

Volume Fraction 65% 

  (kg/m3) 5700 

εr 1900 

LV  (m/s) 3200 

LZ  (MRayl) 19 

tk  0.76 

Thickness (μm) 32 
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3.4.3 Array Development 

3.4.3.1 Method and Material 

The design parameters of individual element were analyzed using the KLM (Krimholtz, 

Leedom and Mattaei) model [49]. The thickness, aperture and material of each part were 

determined comprehensively. The design parameters were summarized in Table 3.4. The pitch 

of the array element was designed to be 100 μm, with the azimuthal width of 80 μm and the 

elevation length of 1 mm, respectively. The acoustic beam profile in axial and lateral planes 

were simulated using the Field II program [146, 147], and the results were compared with the 

test performance.  

 

Figure 3.15 Composite under microscope view (left) and impedance spectra of free-standing 

1-3 composite (right) 
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In the fabrication part, the conductive backing material, E-solder 3022 (Von Roll Isola, 

Inc., New Haven, CT), was casted on a free-standing 1-3 composite material which has been 

lapped to the final thickness. The conductive epoxy was then cured for 24 hours at room 

temperature. The backing layer was then lapped down to the thickness of approximately 1 mm, 

which showed an electrical resistance of 1.2 Ω/mm. The stacked material was then bonded 

with a flex-circuit using epoxy (EPO-TEK 301, Epoxy Technology Inc. Billerica, MA) and 

Table 3.5 Array design parameters and material properties 

Specifications Thickness Properties 

Probe Aperture - 1 mm by 4 mm 

Element Number - 50 

Single Element Size - 1 mm by 65 μm 

Pitch Size - 80  μm ( ~2 λ) 

Active Layer 

(PMNT 1-3 composite) 

32 μm 

Impedance 

Longitudinal Velocity 

Density 

18 MRayl 

3150 m/s 

5600 kg/m3 

Matching Layer 

(Parylene) 

11 μm 

Impedance 

Logitudinal Velocity 

Density 

3.16 MRayl 

2770 m/s 

1140 kg/m3 

Backing Layer 

(E-solder) 

1 mm 

Impedance 

Longitudinal Velocity 

Density 

5.5 MRayl 

2110 m/s 

2590 kg/m3 
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diced into separate elements with a dicing saw (DISCO Blades, DISCO, Japan). The probe was 

then coated with a layer of Parylene with thickness of 11 μm as the matching and passivation 

layer.  

The pulse-echo tests were performed for individual element using a pulser/receiver (5900PR, 

Panametrics Inc., Waltham, MA). A 1 μJ excitation was applied to the transducer under P/E 

mode. The signal was acquired and analyzed to obtain pulse magnitude, pulse length and 

frequency spectra. The frequency response of the transducer was analyzed from the echo 

waveform, the center frequency (fc) and −6 dB fractional bandwidth (BW) were determined 

by 

 =
2

l h
c

f f
f


  (3.13) 

 = 100%h l

c

f f
BW

f


   (3.14) 

To evaluate the probe’s pressure level and directivity, which help to determine the coverage 

of imaging range in axil and lateral direction, the beam profile was measured with a calibrated 

hydrophone (Onda HNA-0400, Onda Co., Sunnyvale, CA, USA). All elements were excited 

with a burst with five cycles of 40 MHz sinusoidal signal from a function generator (AFG3101, 

Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR). The relative position between transducer and hydrophone was 

controlled by a 3-axis motion stage in a water tank from 1 mm to 45 mm in axial direction and 

-5 mm to 5 mm in lateral plane of natural focal distance (15 mm away the array). The beam 

profiles were plot and compared with field simulation results. The cross talk test was performed 

using a 5 Vpp one cycle burst to excite a single element. The Oscilloscope (Agilent 
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Technologies Inc., 6301 Stevens Creek Blvd, Santa Clara CA 95051, USA) was used to 

monitor the responses from the first, second and the third adjacent elements.  

Insertion loss was measured by exciting a representative array element with a 40-MHz (fc) 

5-cycle burst, and receiving the reflected echo from a polished steel reflector placed at the 

elevation focus (d). The receive signal (VR) across a 50-Ω load was referenced to the source 

signal (VT) delivered to a 50-Ω reference load and expressed in decibels. The measured value 

was then corrected for loss due to diffraction in the azimuth direction [148], attenuation in the 

water tank (2.2 × 10−4 dB/mm-MHz2) [149], and reflection from the steel target (0.6 dB). The 

insertion loss was estimated using following formula  

 4 220log 0.6 2.2 10 2R
c

T

V
IL d f

V

        (3.15) 

For the final imaging performance test, the array was used to image a lab-made phantom 

which composed of four 50-μm-diameter steel wires. The wires target was positioned from 6.5 

mm to 11 mm away from the probe. The individual time-domain responses were acquired by 

manually connecting each of the 50 array elements to a pulser/receiver, with the same settings 

employed for the pulse-echo test. Image reconstruction was accomplished by stacking each 

enveloped off-line data using mono-static synthetic aperture method. To limit the effect of 

grating lobe (at 60°) array elements were only used for reconstruction if they fell within a 3° 

acceptance angle for a point in the formed image. Therefore, the aperture used for image 

reconstruction was varied dynamically throughout the image to produce a relatively controlled 

lateral resolution. Each A-line RF signal was compensated based on the pulse echo results at 
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different axial distance. Then the image was accomplished by delaying and summing the time-

domain data to each pixel according to the following formula 

 2 2

1

2
(x ,z ) (x x )

N

i i e e e i i

e

P w R t z
c

 
    

 
   (3.16) 

where xi, zi is the location of the pixel in the image plane, e is the index of the element over the 

range of 1 to N (number of elements), we is the apodization function, Re is the time-domain 

response, t is the time, c is the propagation velocity and xe is the position of the array element. 

Image reconstruction was accomplished off-line using programs written in Matlab. 

3.4.3.2 Result and Discussion 

Based on the design and simulation from previous work, an array ultrasound was fabricated 

[150]. The microscope image of one functional array was shown in Figure 3.16. The individual 

element test results for the completed array are summarized in Table 3.5. The array displayed 

 

Figure 3.16 Top view of element array under microscope (left) and electric impedance spectra 

of single element (right) 
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three open element and no shorted elements. The electrical impedance magnitude and phase 

angle for a typical array element was shown in Figure 3.16 (right).  

In pulse-echo test, the array displayed an average center frequency of 40 MHz with an average 

-6 dB bandwidth of 75% (Figure 3.17). The measured -20 dB pulse length for a typical element 

 

Figure 3.17 Pulse-echo response from a KLM simulation (left), and the one from a 

representative element array (right). 

 

 

Figure 3.18 Measured pressure level at natural focal lateral plane from -5 mm to 5 mm (red 

dots) and simulated beam profile (blue line) and measured on-axis pressure level from 1 mm 

to 45 mm (red dots) and simulated beam curve (blue line) 
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of 80 ns for the array. Both of these average measurements were consistent with the initial 

requirements and KLM simulation result for the array design (Figure 3.17).  

To evaluate the probe’s directivity and pressure level, which help to determine the coverage 

of imaging range in axil and lateral direction, the beam profile of all element firing was 

measured in axial and lateral plane using a calibrated hydrophone. The measured acoustic 

pressure along the axial and lateral directions for 40 MHz transmission mode was normalized 

and illustrated as red dots in Figure 3.19. The measurement result was compared with 

simulated acoustic field (blue line). It was observed that the tendency of hydrophone results 

was consistent with the field simulation results. From the axial plane, the pressure level held 

70% of maximum value when hydrophone was 18 mm away from the probe, which indicates 

that the imaging area could be extended to > 15 mm. In lateral plane (at natural focal plane, 

~18 mm away from the probe), the natural focal point was observed to be shifted by ~5 mm. 

 

Figure 3.19 Measured crosstalk for the array. 
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The causes of this observation is likely to be the mismatch of probe firing plane and 

hydrophone tested plane.  

In the insertion loss characterization, the corrections for diffraction in the azimuth direction 

and attenuation in water were used to get estimation of – 26 dB. Crosstalk measurements 

indicated satisfactory but not ideal element-to-element isolation. The measured crosstalk for 

the array is shown in Figure 3.19. The crosstalk near the center frequency range (30 MHz – 50 

 

Figure 3.20 Monostatic synthetic aperture image of a wires-phantom reconstructed using a 

half-angle of 30°, dynamic range of the image is 30 dB and the display uses a linear gray scale 

for mapping 
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MHz) of the array was measured to be less than -25 dB at the first adjacent element. The second 

and the third element showed -30 and -33 dB crosstalk respectively. There are two likely 

possibilities for this higher-than-desired crosstalk. First, the backing layer are not cut through 

on which the elements are interconnected, thus acoustic surface and bulk wave could travel 

within the backing layer underneath, resulting the acoustic or mechanical cross-coupling 

between elements. The second source may root in the crosstalk through the water-coupled 

narrow kerfs between individual elements (20 - 25 µm).  

3.4.3.3 Imaging Testing 

An image of wires phantom were reconstructed by stacking multiple A-line data. The 

dynamic range of the image is 30 dB and the display uses a decibel gray scale for mapping. 

The target wire was positioned from 6.5 mm to 11 mm from the probe (Figure 3.20). Based on 

the plot of single line, it exhibits FWHM (full-width half-maximum) resolutions of 70 μm in 

axial and ~800 μm in lateral. Since the current imaging approach and reconstruction algorithm 

could not provide adequate resolution for this study, the lateral resolution is relatively low with 

respect to the working frequency.  

3.5 Summary 

In this chapter, the background of high-frequency piezoelectric material and composites 

development are presented, particularly, the micromachined piezoelectric composites are 

addressed. With the fabricated high-frequency 1-3 composites, it described the development 

and characterization of a 40-MHz linear array. The composite material demonstrated improved 
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performance compared with single crystal counterpart. The kt was 0.76 and acoustic impedance 

was estimated as 19 MRayl. Initial characterization results of the array showed a center 

frequency near 40 MHz, a 75% bandwidth, and a pulse length of ~80 ns. An image of steel 

wires target phantom was acquired using a monocratic synthetic reconstruction. The results 

from this imaging test demonstrate resolutions exceeding 70 μm axially and 800 μm laterally. 

Those results indicate that this prototyped array would be suitable for clinical applications. The 

material development and the study of the array ultrasound would be a solid groundwork for 

high-frequency IVUS array study. 
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Chapter 4 

MICROMACHINED PMN-PT COMPOSITE CIRCULAR ARRAY 

FOR INTRAVASCULAR ULTRASOUND IMAGING 

4.1 Introduction 

Atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease is considered one of the worldwide leading causes 

of death, and the disease often manifests without warning [151]. Based on the update of Heart 

Disease and Stroke Statistics in 2013, there are more than 2200 American deaths every day, 

which means one death in every 40 seconds [152]. For 75% of acute coronary syndromes, the 

underlying pathological mechanism is postulated to be the atherosclerotic plaque rupture. The 

atherosclerotic plaque, a thin layer of atheroma and a large necrosis core underneath, possess 

the morphological features which are acoustically visible (Figure 4.1) [153]. These features 

are frequently used as the indicators of coronary artery disease and potential risks. Therefore, 

the evaluation and characterization of the atherosclerotic plaques are one of the most active 

areas in the research of cardiology and biomedical imaging [154].  

High-frequency transducers have been attractive due to the benefit of high resolution [155, 

156] in the intravascular ultrasound imaging [157], ophthalmology[155, 158], 

dermatology[159] and small animal studies [160]. Within last two decades, intravascular 

ultrasound (IVUS) imaging has evolved from an experimental technique to a clinical standard 

[13]. The extent and severity of disease are frequently reflected by the echoes in ultrasound 

imaging. With the IVUS, lipid-laden lesions appear hypoechoic; fibromuscular lesions 

generate low-intensity echoes, and fibrous or calcified tissues are echogenic. Therefore, the 
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IVUS image relies on the ultrasound transducers performance, especially the sensitivity and 

resolution.  

Moreover, to overcome the constraints of the fixed depth-of-field and frame rate of single-

element transducer based IVUS imaging system, IVUS arrays are desirable for their beam 

steering, sub-aperture firing, and higher frame rates (Figure 4.2) [161, 162]. In 1997, a circular 

 

Figure 4.1  A schematic of human heart and different stages of atherosclerosis 
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array of 20 MHz was developed by Volcano (Volcano Corp., San Diego, CA) for IVUS 

imaging which was at the upper limit of conventional frequencies [14]. The 3.5 French 20 MHz 

imaging catheters consist of 64 elements with ~50 μm pitch, integrated with five ASIC chips. 

In 2006, the CMUT arrays were also considered for IVUS, with a forward-looking ring array 

for the volumetric intravascular image [86]. In 2009, another attempt of 8-element side-looking 

CMUT annular array was presented for intravascular evaluation [163]. Recently, much 

progress has been made in enhancing IVUS image quality [135], mainly with the increase in 

 

 

Figure 4.2  Schematic diagram of the IVUS catheter design employing (top) side-looking 

piezoelectric element with multiplexer, and (bottom) forward-looking CMUT array with 

CMOS chip 
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frequency. The attenuation of an ultrasonic wave propagation, on the other hand, increases 

with the frequency, and hence, the decay of propagating acoustic energy is a concern for the 

required imaging depth. At present, the 30-50MHz ultrasound systems are usually known with 

imaging depth in the range of 3-6 mm [155].  

To enhance the imaging performance at high frequency, transducers with high sensitivity 

and broad bandwidth are required [164]. The performance of transducers mainly relies on the 

properties of the piezoelectric materials, including electromechanical coupling coefficient (k), 

dielectric permittivity (ɛ), acoustic impedance (Z), etc. Relaxor-PT based ferroelectric single 

crystal PMN-PT offers high coupling coefficients, thus has been broadly studied for the 

transducer applications [5]. In recent years, PMN-PT 1-3 composite has been increasingly used 

in medical imaging transducers due to its low acoustic impedance and relatively high 

electromechanical coupling coefficient (kt) [53, 165]. Typically, 1-3 composites are an array 

of periodic pillars of piezoelectric material. To avoid the lateral vibration near the designed 

center frequency, the sizes of the pillar and kerf need to be carefully designed [166]. For 

fabrication of 1-3 composites, “dice-and-fill” method has been widely adopted in the industry. 

However, due to the limitation of the blade thickness (usually higher than 10 μm), this method 

is not appropriate for fabrication of high frequency  (> 25 MHz) 1-3 composites [167]. Other 

alternative methods include the interdigital bonding technique, stacked plates or lamination 

techniques, fiber processing, tape casting, and laser machining [168-170].  

In recent years, micromachining technique was successfully developed for fabricating 

PMN-PT 1-3 composite with a frequency range of 25 - 75 MHz [12, 140, 171]. Key processes 

involved in this micromachining method include photolithography, electroplating, deep 
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reactive ion etching (DRIE), kerf filling and precision lapping. Based on this technique, single 

element and array ultrasound transducers were demonstrated for medical imaging and non-

destructive testing applications [140, 141, 171]. More recently, pioneer works have been 

presented on linear arrays and annular arrays at high frequency. In 2012, Liu et al. presented 

an annular array using micromachined PMN-PT 1-3 composites for medical imaging, and in 

2016,  Cummins et al. took advantage of the micromachining technique to fabricate a 60 MHz 

PMN-PT 2-2 composites transducer array for ultrasound-guided breast biopsy [140, 172].To 

date, a high-frequency 1-3 composite (> 20 MHz) circular array has not yet been developed 

for IVUS imaging with enhanced performance.  

In this study, a 50-element 40 MHz micromachined PMN-PT 1-3 composite circular array 

was designed, fabricated and characterized for IVUS applications. A radial outward imaging 

with phantom wires was conducted to show a gray image by using the synthetic aperture 

method.  

 

Figure 4.3 A 3-D model of 1-3 composite in COMSOL simulation. 
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4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Material Design and Fabrication 

The PMN-PT single crystal (CTS Corporations, Bolingbrook, IL, USA) and EPO-TEK301 

(Epoxy Technology Inc., Billerica, MA) were selected as active material and epoxy filler for 

1-3 composites, respectively. The piezoelectric pillar was designed in a cylindrical post (D = 

17.5 μm) with kerf width of 3.5 μm. With the thickness of 26 μm, the composite layer was 

aimed to resonate at 40 MHz. The COMSOL program (COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA) was 

used to simulate the resonance of the material and compared with experimental results (Figure 

4.3).  

 

Figure 4.4  The schematic of process for micromachined 1-3 composites 
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The fabrication procedure of micromachined 1-3 composites is shown in Figure 4.4 [173].  

Initially, Cr/Au coated PMN-PT crystal plate was patterned with photoresist KMPR 

(MicroChem, Westborough, MA) by photolithography as a template for the subsequent nickel 

electroplating. Thick nickel mask was then electroplated through the circular or square shape 

photoresist template [142, 143]. The photoresist was next removed by an oxygen plasma 

etching process (March PM-600 Plasma Asher, Nordson March, Concord, CA). With the 

Nickel hard mask left on the crystal plate, DRIE was performed to etch the crystal where the 

part was not covered by Ni, forming crystal pillars and kerfs [174, 175]. The etched crystal 

plate was then filled with the epoxy resin (EPO-TEK 301, Epoxy Technology Inc. Billerica, 

MA). Precision lapping was processed to achieve the desired thickness after the epoxy was 

cured. Then two sides of the composite were deposited with Cr/Au as electrodes. The 

composite was then poled with a DC electric field of 10 kV/cm for 10 minutes at room 

temperature. Capacitance and dielectric loss of the composite material were measured with an 

impedance analyzer (4294A Agilent Tech. Inc., Santa Clara, CA, USA), and the dielectric 

permittivity was estimated. The electrical impedance and phase spectrum were also measured 

using the same system. Based on the test results, electromechanical coupling coefficient kt and 

acoustic impedance Z were calculated according to the IEEE standards [144].  

4.2.2 Transducer Design, Fabrication, and Characterization 

4.2.2.1 Transducer Design 

Based on the characterization properties of single crystal 1-3 composites and geometry of 

flex circuit, the backing layer and matching layer parameters of an individual element in an 
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array were analyzed using the KLM (Krimholtz, Leedom, and Mattaei) model [49]. In the stack 

design, the 1-3 composites were bonded with the conductive backing material E-Solder 3022 

(Von Roll Isola, USA), and passivation of Parylene (Specialty Coating Systems, Inc. IN) with 

10 μm thickness served as the matching layer.  

For the array design, however, there is a basic trade-off for array systems between the 

number of connections (i.e., wires and testing system) from the transducers and degrees of the 

beam forming performance. Because of the lack of high-frequency imaging system for array 

ultrasound, each element was connected with a single-wire electric instrument for the imaging 

setup. To console the workload, the element number of the array was set to 50. Thus the pitch 

element size was sacrificed (approximately a 100-μm, or 2.5-λ at 40 MHz, element pitch). 

Based on such design, the 50 elements are evenly distributed over the circumference of a 1.3-

mm-diameter needle (Figure 4.5). The Reasonable images can be obtained with this system by 

using a customized synthetic aperture principles, which was addressed in session 4.2.3. The 

 

Figure 4.5 The schematic view of circular array structure 
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details of the array design were presented in our previous conference report [136]. The flex 

circuit was adopted for the inter-connections and the element control. The element array was 

designed to wrap around a 1.3 mm diameter needle, the diameter of the outer edge of the array 

was around 1.7 mm. The design parameters were summarized in Table 4.1.  

 Table 4.1 Array design parameters and material properties 

Specifications Thickness Values 

Array Aperture - 1.5 mm by 5 mm  

Element Number - 50 

Single Element Size - 1.5 mm by 80 μm 

Pitch Size - 100 μm  

Active Layer 

(PMNT 1-3 composite) 

26 μm 

Impedance(MRayl) 

Longitudinal 

Velocity(m/s) 

Density(kg/m3) 

18 

3150 

5600 

Matching Layer 

(Parylene) 

10 μm 

Impedance(MRayl) 

Longitudinal 

Velocity(m/s) 

Density(kg/m3) 

3.16 

2770 

1140 

Backing Layer 

(E-solder) 

220 μm 

(~4 λ) 

Impedance(MRayl) 

Longitudinal 

Velocity(m/s) 

Density(kg/m3) 

5.5 

2110 

2590 
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4.2.2.2 Transducer Fabrication 

In the fabrication part, the conductive backing material, E-solder 3022, was cast onto a 

free-standing 1-3 composite material which was lapped to the final thickness (26 μm). The 

conductive epoxy was then cured for 24 hours at room temperature. The backing layer was 

then lapped down to the thickness of approximately 220 μm, which showed an electrical 

resistance of 1.2 Ω/mm. The piezo and backing stack was performed dicing process to form 

the pitch element (ZH05 series, DISCO Corporation, Japan), and the backing was partly 

undercut to keep the stack as a whole piece. The element array was then aligned and bonded 

with the flex-circuit using epoxy (EPO-TEK 301, Epoxy Technology Inc. Billerica, MA). The 

flexible circuits consisted of 5-μm thick Au traces and a 25-μm thick polyimide surface, which 

was designed to minimize the effect on the high-frequency wave propagation. The array was 

then coated with a layer of Parylene with thickness 10 μm as the matching and passivation 

layer. Finally, the array was wrapped carefully, onto an AWG 16 needle (diameter = 1.26 mm). 

To avoid any unexpected movement or detachment, the EPO-TEK 301 was cast into the device, 

when the epoxy was cured, the device was fixed on the needle.     

4.2.2.3 Transducer Characterization 

The pulse-echo tests were performed for an individual element using a pulser-receiver 

(5900PR, Panametrics Inc., Waltham, MA). A 1-μJ excitation was applied to the transducer 

under P/E mode. The frequency response of the transducer was analyzed from the echo 

waveform, the center frequency and −6 dB fractional bandwidth (BW) were determined. 
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Insertion loss was measured by exciting a representative array element with a 40-MHz (fc) 

burst and receiving the reflected echo from a polished steel reflector placed at the elevation 

focus (d). The received signal (VR) across a 50-Ω load was referenced to the source signal (VT) 

delivered to a 50-Ω reference load and expressed in decibels. The measured value was then 

corrected for loss due to diffraction in the azimuth direction [148], attenuation in the water 

tank (2.2 × 10−4 dB/mm-MHz2), and reflection from the steel target (0.6 dB). The insertion loss 

was estimated using following formula [149]. 

 4 2
20log 0.6 2.2 10 2R

c

T

V
IL d f

V


         (4.1) 

 The crosstalk between adjacent elements was also measured. The electrical and acoustical 

separation between elements were determined by the crosstalk test. A function generator 

(Tektronix AFG3101, Beaverton, Oregon, USA) was used to excite a reference element with 

burst signal. The responses from the first and the second adjacent element were measured to 

compare with the reference value from the excited element. 

4.2.3 Wire Phantom Imaging  

The array was then used to image the 50-μm-diameter steel wires phantom. The two wire 

targets positioned in a gelatin phantom are about 2.5 mm and 5 mm away from the array, 

respectively (Figure 4.6). Given by operating frequency of 40 MHz, there was no high-

frequency beam former available to produce real-time imaging. To perform imaging testing 

with this array, a customized synthetic aperture method was adopted for the image 

reconstruction. Because of the circular geometry, and the finite acceptance angle (an angular 

span of ~40o), only a limited part of the array can be used for beam forming along a given 
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direction. Based on calculated beam pattern and the element pitch size, 3 adjacent elements 

from both sides of center transmit element were considered sensitive to the scattered echoes 

[173, 176].  

The individual time-domain responses were acquired by manually connecting each of the 

50 array elements to a pulser-receiver, with the same settings employed for the pulse-echo test. 

While one element was excited, the element itself and the adjacent 3 adjacent elements from 

both sides (7 receiving elements in total) were successively connected with the system to 

record the RF receiving data. As the ultrasound pulse penetrates deeper into the tissue, the 

backscatter signal detected by the transducer becomes weaker due to attenuation and 

  

Figure 4.6 The relative positions in the wire imaging test setaup 
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diffraction of the ultrasound beam. Similar to the time-gain compensation, the amplitude of 

each A-line RF signal was compensated based on the pulse-echo results at different axial 

distance. Since the pitch size was relatively large, and limited number of receiving element, 

the lateral resolution was expected to be low with respect to the working frequency based on 

such synthetic aperture algorithm.   

  

 

Figure 4.7 PMN-PT 1-3 composite with conductive backing (a) top view and (b) side view. 
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4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Material Characterization 

A PMN-PT crystal 1–3 composite was fabricated using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) 

technique by H.C. Materials (CTS Corporation, Bolingbrook, IL) [177]. The diameter of PMN-

PT post was ~18 μm, and kerf in between was ~3 μm. The electroded composites showed the 

  

 

Figure 4.8 Impedance and phase of the PMN-PT 1-3 composite; (top) Simulation results 

using COMSOL and (bottom) Test results. 
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height of 26 μm. Based on the geometry of the composites unit cell and material selection, a 

finite element simulation was conducted to estimate the composites property, which was also 

used to compare the test results. Top view and side view of the micromachined composite with 

the backing are shown in Figure 4.7.  

 Electrical impedance and phase spectra of the composite material (0.4 mm by 0.3 mm) 

were measured at frequencies from 15 to 85 MHz (Figure 4.8). The series and parallel resonant 

frequencies were 39 MHz and 59 MHz, respectively. Compared with the COMSOL simulation 

result, it shows a good match on series resonance (~40 MHz), but less accordant on parallel 

resonance frequency (59 MHz in the test result and 79 MHz in simulation result). The gap of 

two results may cause by that the dielectric loss and coupling loss were neglected in the 

simulation, which the ideal configuration also affect other values, such as the magnitude of the 

impedance at resonance and peak phase of the resonance. The electromechanical coupling 

coefficient kt was calculated to be 0.76. Based on the volume fraction of 65%, the density was 

determined to be 5631 kg/m3. The longitudinal velocity was estimated to be 3150 m/s. The 

Table 4.2 Material properties of 1-3 composite 

Parameters Value 

Volume Fraction 65% 

  (kg/m3) 5631 

r 1851 

LV  (m/s) 3150 

LZ  (MRayl) 18 

kt   0.76 

Thickness (m) 26 
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relative permittivity (ɛr) was calculated to be 1851, with the dielectric loss of 48 mU. With 1-

3 composite model, other material parameters were estimated and summarized in Table 

4.2[178].  

4.3.2 Array Characterization 

The photograph picture of the prototype circular array is shown in Figure 4.10. The 

individual element test results for the completed array are summarized in Table III. The mean 

(± standard deviation) capacitance of each element was 72±12 pF, and dielectric loss was 108

±19 mU, and center frequency was 38.7±3 MHz with an average bandwidth of 82±10%. A 

full result of all element performance was summarized in .9 shows the typical time response 

of pulse-echo test and corresponding frequency spectra. The measured -20 dB pulse length for 

Table 4.3  Measured properties for the circular array. 

Property Value 

Number 50 

Average Frequency 38.7±3 MHz 

Average Bandwidth 82±10 % 

P/E sensitivity(@2mm) 100 mV 

Pulse length (-20 dB) ~ 110 ns 

Electrical impedance (40 MHz) 180 ± 40 Ohm 
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a typical element of 108 ns for the array. The measurement results were consistent with the 

initial design of the array.  

In the insertion loss characterization, it was measured by the corrections for diffraction in 

the azimuth direction (0.6 dB) and attenuation in water (0.004 dB corresponds to 6 mm away 

 

Figure 4.9  Pulse-echo response from a KLM simulation (left), and the one from a 

representative element array (right). 

 

 

Figure 4.10 A photograph of the circular array and the aperture of the element array under 

the microscope (the zoom-in figure) 
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from the target) were used to obtain an estimation of –41 dB (Figure 4.13), which  is relatively 

low compared to other high-frequency arrays[179]. The small array size and unneglectable 

dielectric loss were the potential causes for the relatively low insertion loss. Improving both 

the electrical interconnect method and transmission line fabrication process in the next 

generation of this array will likely help improve sensitivity and insertion loss.  

The crosstalk measurements indicated acceptable but not ideal element-to-element 

separation (Figure 4.12). The value near the center frequency of the array was measured to be 

 

Figure 4.11  The test result of the circular array. (Top) dielectric capacitance and loss 

values for each element in array; and (bottom) center frequency and bandwidth values 

for each element in array. 
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-24 dB and -28 dB between the first and second adjacent element.  There are two likely 

possibilities for this higher-than-desired crosstalk. First, the backing layer is not cut through 

 

Figure 4.13  Measured insertion loss.  

 

 

Figure 4.12  Measured cross-talk of the array.  
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on which the elements are interconnected. Thus acoustic surface and bulk wave could travel 

within the backing layer underneath, resulting in the acoustic or mechanical cross-coupling 

between elements. The steel needle serves as the substrate also has a contribution to the 

crosstalk as well. The second source may root in the crosstalk through the water-coupled 

narrow kerfs between individual elements (20 - 25 µm).  

An image of steel wires in the water tank was reconstructed by synthetic aperture method 

(Figure 4.14). The dynamic range of the image is 30 dB, and the display uses a decibel gray 

scale for mapping. Based on the plot of a single line (Figure 4.15), it exhibits FWHM (full-

width half-maximum) resolutions of 60 μm in axial and ~600 μm in lateral. While the axial 

resolution is an improvement over previously reported high-frequency linear arrays, the lateral 

resolution is lower than desired value, which may be improved by a finer element pitch and 

higher element number. In the future work to improve the lateral resolution, the probe would 

be connected to a multiplexer and a high-frequency imaging system to perform the multi-

element firing and phase-angle steering configuration.  

4.4 Summary 

This chapter described the development and characterization of a 40-MHz circular array 

made using micromachined 1-3 composite elements. The composite material demonstrated 

improved performance compared with single crystal counterpart. The kt was 0.76, and acoustic 

impedance was estimated as 18 MRayl. Initial characterization results of the array showed a 

center frequency near 39 MHz, an 82% bandwidth, and a -20 dB pulse length of ~110 ns. The 

primary results showed potential as a good candidate for receiving transducer array to the vasa 
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vasrum assessment. The technique, as known as acoustic angiography, utilizes the ultra-

broadband responses of contrast agents, exciting them near 2-5 MHz range, and receiving 

harmonics at > 20 MHz [180, 181]. This provides a very high signal to noise, high-resolution 

contrast imaging, which enable us to acquire the exceptional sensitivity to microvessel 

structural mapping. The image of steel wires target was acquired using a customized synthetic 

aperture principles reconstruction. The results from this imaging test demonstrate beam width 

exceeding 60 μm axially and 600 μm laterally. Those results indicate that this prototyped array 

would be suitable for clinical IVUS applications.  

 

Figure 4.14  An image of steel wires reconstructed by synthetic aperture method, with 

the dynamic range of 30 dB.  
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 However, there are several significant limitations of this study. First, according to the 

operating frequency of 40 MHz, the element pitch of 100 μm (~2.5 λ) is relatively large 

compared to a normative design for a transducer array. To reconstruct a decent image, the 

dimension of the pitch was usually set within 0.5 – 1 λ, which benefit the image resolution in 

 

 

Figure 4.15  The beam profile of single line at 3 mm in axial direction (top) and 

circumferential direction (bottom). 
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lateral. Bezanson et al. developed a miniaturized 64-element phased array, which the element-

to-element pitch was ~1 λ [156]. Their impressive image of the porcine brain suggested that 

the resolution was advanced by using a small pitch size. In our study, the pitch size was 

compromised with the aperture (the circumference of the circular array in diameter of 1.7 mm) 

and element number of 50. To compensate the lateral resolution and grating lobe induced, a 

customized synthetic aperture method was adopted to make the image reconstruction.  

Another drawback of this research lies in the imaging setup. Due to the lack of high-

frequency imaging system, the whole process is time-consuming, and the vibration induced 

error may affect the image accuracy when each element wire was connected with the electric 

system. In the future, enhanced imaging quality can be expected with a high-frequency electric 

system. Finally, the circular array will be integrated into a catheter for interventional imaging. 

Therefore, the length of the transmission line cable is not neglectable. Electric impedance 

matching needs to be implemented for the catheter integration.  

Nevertheless, the imaging result of the micromachined single crystal composite circular 

array on the wire phantom is encouraging, and the use of single crystal composites in high-

frequency medical imaging will no doubt play more of a role in the intravascular ultrasound in 

the future.  
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Chapter 5 

A DUAL-FREQUENCY CO-LINEAR ARRAY FOR ACOUSTIC 

ANGIOGRAPHY 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Prostate cancer is the most common non-skin cancer and the second leading cause of 

cancer-related death in men in the United States [182]. Reportedly, about 60-70% of older men 

on autopsy have some degree of prostate cancer, compared with 15-20% of men diagnosed 

with prostate cancer during their lifetime and with the 3% lifetime risk of death from prostate 

cancer [183]. The management of the disease includes active surveillance, radiation therapy, 

cryotherapy, hormone therapy, and surgery. In active surveillance, patients are followed by the 

 

Figure 5.1 A diagram of transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) and guided needle biopsy. (Courtesy: 

http://doctorbond.in) 
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urologist using periodic physical exams, prostate-specific antigen (PSA) testing, digital rectal 

exam (DRE), and periodic repeat prostate biopsies [184]. When prostate cancer develops, the 

PSA level usually exhibits increased levels. If cancer is suspected based on the screening 

results, more tests will be needed to confirm the diagnosis, including DRE and a prostate 

biopsy. However, uncertainties and risks exist in such test procedures. Overdiagnosis is 

considered a major potential drawback of PSA screening. Core biopsies are painful, increase 

the risk of hemorrhage, and provide little confidence that clinically-relevant regions are 

sampled. As one of supplementary modalities, transrectal ultrasound (TRUS) has played a 

substantial role in the diagnosis of prostate cancer due to its ability to provide real-time imaging 

and biopsy guidance (Figure 5.1) [185]. While TRUS is commonly used for biopsy guidance, 

B-mode ultrasound exhibits a low sensitivity for locating cancerous regions for biopsy [186].  

Some research has indicated that contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS) may potentially 

provide more accurate prostate assessment [186-188]. During expansion of the tumor, new 

blood vessels will form from pre-existing structures surrounding the tissue in the angiogenic 

process. Angiogenesis is a well-known hallmark of cancer [189], and is characterized by 

increased vascular density, vascular tortuosity, vascular malformations, and corresponding 

changes in blood flow [15, 190]. Data suggests that the presence of these types of vascular 

features is correlated with malignancy [17]. Compared to conventional ultrasound, a contrast-

enhanced approach can provide an estimation of microvascular perfusion.  Ultrasound contrast 

agents (UCAs) (e.g. microbubbles) are used to increase the scattering and thereby improve 

imaging of the blood flow [191]. Microbubble contrast agents (MCAs) are micron-sized gas 

bubbles that provide enhanced acoustic scattering resulting from the large mismatch in acoustic 
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impedance between the gas core and the surrounding medium. MCAs are usually administered 

in diagnostic procedures to enhance backscatter from blood and aid in the identification of 

blood vessels. During the past decade, contrast agent based ultrasound imaging has been 

studied through a variety of methods including, but not limited to, pulse inversion [192, 193], 

subharmonic imaging [194], chirp reversal [192] and radial modulation [195]. Those technique 

use either lower harmonic bandpass or multi-pulse approaches, thus both resolution and frame 

rate were suppressed. The image quality is greatly affected if any motion is involved during 

the real-time imaging. Although some techniques use the second harmonic signal, it has been 

noted that contrast imaging using the second harmonic can be non-specific to MCAs because 

tissues also generate second harmonics through nonlinear wave propagation. 

 

Figure 5.2 A diagram of comparison of bubble response and tissue response. The contrast shows 

in the zone of higher order harmonic, resulting in the modality of superharmonic imaging. 
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Recently, scientists has investigated an alternative approach that relies on the 

superharmonic (>3rd harmonics) echoes produced by microbubble contrast agents (Figure 5.2) 

[136, 150, 196-201]. Studies on contrast-enhanced dual-frequency ultrasound imaging indicate 

that microbubbles can be excited at the frequency of 1-5 MHz range and the superharmonic 

echoes from microbubbles can be detected at frequencies above 15 MHz [202].  This method 

provides unique images of microvessel structure with high resolution and contrast, thus 

creating “acoustic angiography” images [203, 204].  As changes in microvascular density and 

morphology are associated with progression of tumor growth, the ability to image the 

microvasculature provides additional diagnostic information which we hypothesize will 

improve the sensitivity and specificity of contrast ultrasound to cancer [205]. 

The primary challenge to implementing this imaging technique is presented by transducer 

design and fabrication. In superharmonic imaging, separation of transmission and receiving 

bandwidths is required to ensure high contrast-to-tissue ratio, and thus the conventional 

transducer arrays with single center frequencies are not suitable. Compared with the 

mechanical scanning technique used with previous single-element systems for superharmonic 

imaging [20], dual-frequency imaging with an array provides increased frame rate, increased 

depth of field, more precise control over the acoustic pressure field, and also provides 

opportunities for different imaging modalities [169]. 

In this study, a 3 MHz/15 MHz ultrasound array was developed for transrectal dual-

frequency acoustic angiography imaging. An array with 64 transmit and 128 receive elements 

was designed, fabricated and characterized. Pulse-echo tests were conducted for both low and 

high-frequency elements. The transmitting array was also evaluated by measuring the acoustic 
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pressure profile with a hydrophone. The array transducer’s ability to perform superharmonic 

imaging was tested on a tissue-mimicking phantom, by exciting microbubbles flowing through 

a micro-cellulose tube using the 3 MHz transmitting array and detecting the superharmonic 

responses from microbubbles using the 15 MHz receiving array. Finally, contrast imaging was 

performed with a multi-channel imaging system on a rat to visualize in-vivo microvasculature.  

5.2 Methods and Material 

5.2.1 Transducer Design and Fabrication 

The dual-frequency transducer array was designed as a dual-layer stack structure, with a 

low-frequency transmitting layer and a high-frequency receiving layer (Figure 5.3). The 

transmission layer was placed below the receiving layer, the reason is that low-frequency 

transmitted acoustic waves could propagate through the smaller, high-frequency element, but 

not vice versa. The placement of the receiving layer has little interference on the transmission 

because of its thin thickness (~90 μm) compared with the transmitting wavelength (~1300 μm). 

 

Figure 5.3 The design of the dual-frequency dual-layer co-linear array transducer.  The RX and 

TX elements were designed in a stack structure. An isolation layer was placed in between to 

minimize the aliasing echo and to get a decent bandwidth of the RX element.  
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The selection of 3 MHz as the transmitting layer’s center frequency was chosen for the contrast 

agents’ resonance frequency [188]. The high-frequency (15 MHz) receiving layer was 

positioned on the top of the transducer to share the same acoustic aperture and also minimize 

the interference from the transmitting layer. 

In this kind of stack structure, the two active layers cannot be bonded directly as the aliasing 

echoes generated can shift the resonance frequencies of both layers and impact the bandwidth. 

To prevent this, a frequency-selective isolation layer that functions as a quarter wavelength 

anti-matching layer needs to be placed in between the two elements to isolate the top layer 

from the bottom layer in the high-frequency mode [150]. PZT (CTS 3203HD, CTS Corporation, 

Elkhart, Indiana, USA) 2-2 composites (ceramic volume ratio ~70%) were selected as 

receiving material for its high coupling coefficients, and PZT ceramics were chosen as the 

transmit material for its decent dielectric constant and piezo coefficient.  

In the determination of array parameters, the number of array elements is limited by the 

imaging system electronics; the element pitch is confined by the focal beam requirement, and 

total aperture size was considered based on the clinical demand. Therefore, all the parameters 

Table 5.1 Design parameters of the co-linear array 

Property Value 

Aperture 8 mm by 18 mm 

Working mode 

Transmitting 

(3 MHz) 

Receiving 

(15 MHz) 

Pitch 280 m (0.5 ) 140 m (1.33 ) 

Element number 64 128 
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and related performance were considered comprehensively. From anatomy study, the prostate 

is located within 1 cm of the rectum and is approximately ~30 mm in longitudinal dimension 

and ~25 mm in transverse dimension, which means the region of interest is ~30 mm away from 

the ultrasound probe [206]. Field II was used to assess a series of designs with varying 

parameters, and design with low-frequency and high-frequency elements was ultimately 

adopted [146, 147].  The details of this configuration are summarized in Table 5.1. 

Because the TX and RX elements need to be physically separated while also having 

overlapping foci, the array transducer was designed using a stacked configuration with an 

isolation layer that also serves as the common ground. To improve the transmission sensitivity, 

Table 5.2  Material properties of each component of the array 

Materials Composition 

Impedance 

(MRayl) 

Longitudinal 

Velocity(m/s) 

Density 

(kg/m3) 

 

PZT 

 

 

TX 

 

30 

 

3850 

 

7700 

PZT 2-2 

composites 

RX 20 3800 5500 

E-Solder 3022 Isolation 

layer 

5.5 2110 2590 

Parylene Matching 

layer 

3.2 2770 980 
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air backing was used for the low-frequency array. Due to the chosen element pitch and aperture 

design, the piezoelectric layers were operated in sliver mode for the low frequency (TX) 

elements and in 2-2 composite thickness mode for the high frequency (RX) elements. To 

minimize interference between TX and RX elements, a λ/4-thick layer (in 15 MHz) of E-solder 

was added [37]. The apertures and matching layers for both TX and RX, as well as the isolation 

layers were designed using the Krimholtz-Leedom-Matthaei (KLM) model [49]. Material 

properties of each constitutive component are summarized in Table 5.2.  

A prototype of the dual-frequency array was then fabricated. First, a PZT plate with a 

thickness of 500 μm (for low-frequency TX) was cleaned and deposited with Ti/Au on both 

sides. The top electrode was then attached with a layer of conductive epoxy (E-solder 3022, 

Von   Roll Isola, Inc. New Haven, CT), which was cured at room temperature for 24 hours. 

After curing, E-solder layer was carefully lapped to 30 μm thick, the RX material, 2-2 

composites, was bonded to the TX layer using Epo-Tek 301 (Epoxy Technologies, Billerica, 

MA), and then lapped to the thickness of ~100 μm for 15 MHz resonance. Finally, the 

conductive layer, Ti/Au, was sputtered to the top receiving layer. The flex circuits for TX and 

RX were then bonded to both sides of the stack. After the epoxy was fully cured, the dicing 

process was performed according to the pitch design. A layer of parylene was deposited onto 

the prototype for passivation, and the part on the top of the receiving element serves as the 

matching layer. Finally, the array was interconnected with a printed circuit board for further 

testing.  
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5.2.2 Transducer Characterization 

The electrical impedance magnitude and phase spectra for each TX and RX element were 

measured by Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyzer (HP 4194, Palo Alto, CA). For this 

test, the array was placed in a water tank, and the electrical impedance and phase spectra were 

measured. The element capacitance and dielectric loss at 1 kHz were characterized as well. 

Next, pulse-echo testing was conducted to measure sensitivity, center frequency, and 

bandwidth for each element. A Panametrics 5077PR and a 5900PR pulse/receiver (Panametrics, 

Inc., Waltham, MA) were used for the TX and RX impulse tests, respectively. The array was 

positioned in a degassed/deionized water bath in front of a polished stainless steel plate 

reflector.  The echo response was observed and recorded on an oscilloscope (DSO7104B, 

Agilent Technologies Inc., Santa Clara, CA). The fast Fourier transform (FFT) function on the 

oscilloscope was used to determine the frequency response of the acquired RF data. Low-

frequency elements were excited with 100 V, and high-frequency elements were excited 

separately with 1 µJ.  

For dual-frequency imaging, the transmitting sensitivity of TX elements is critical. The 

transmission pressure of TX elements was measured using a calibrated hydrophone (Onda 

HNA-0400, Onda Co., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) while focusing the array at a depth of 25 mm 

and 40 mm, respectively. The peak negative pressure was measured to determine the 

transmission sensitivity. 

Insertion loss was measured by exciting a representative array element with a 10-cycle 

burst and receiving the reflected echo from a polished steel reflector. The received power 

across a 50-Ω load was referenced to the source power delivered to a 50-Ω reference load and 
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expressed in decibels. The measured value was then corrected for loss due to diffraction in the 

azimuth direction, attenuation in the water bath, and reflection from the steel target (0.6 dB). 

5.2.3 In-vitro Phantom Testing 

A graphite-gelatin phantom was used for this study. The phantom composed of 92.5% de-

ionized water, 5% n-propanol (to adjust for speed of sound), 2.5% Kodak Photo-Flo 200 

(surfactant), 7.5% g/mL porcine gelatin, and 0.115 g/mL graphite. The concentration of 

graphite was chosen to close to the experimental attenuation data of normal human prostate of 

0.5 dB/cm/MHz. Contrast imaging with the array transducer was conducted in a tissue-

mimicking phantom. A 200 μm diameter cellulose tube with flowing microbubbles 

(concentration of 108 units/mL and infusion rate of 50 L/min) was positioned 30 mm away 

from the ultrasound probe in the phantom. A multi-channel research imaging system 

(Verasonics Vantage, Kirkland, WA) was used to drive the array and acquire echoes. For this 

work, F-number was set at 3, and focal depth was set to 16 mm. 19 TX elements were fired in 

each group, and the 38- RX element at the center of the sub-aperture captured the high-

frequency superharmonic echoes. In the image formation, there are 128 lines in the azimuth 

direction, and axial resolution is corresponded to the sampling frequency. Each low-frequency 

TX element was excited with a one-cycle, 33 V pulse (~1 MPa).  High-frequency echoes were 

filtered with a bandpass filter (9-27 MHz), and time-gain compensation was applied. 

The array was tested with three scenarios,  

(1) High-frequency B-mode imaging;  

(2) Contrast imaging without microbubbles flowing;  
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(3) Contrast imaging with microbubbles flowing.  

By combining three images, the array should be capable of acoustic angiography, which 

shows the tissue imaging and vessel mapping by operating in B-mode and contrast mode. With 

positioned by a motion stage, the array was moved along the elevation direction. A set of 3D 

images were formed.  

5.2.4 In-vivo Imaging 

The protocol used for all in-vivo imaging was approved by the University of North 

Carolina IACUC committee.  Fisher 344 rats were anesthetized with isoflurane and then 

shaved in the lower abdominal/flank region. The transducer was positioned approximately 5 

mm from the surface of the animal and was coupled to the skin with ultrasound gel. Before 

contrast injection, B-mode imaging was performed, followed by contrast mode imaging for 

baseline measurements. Then, a constant infusion of a 1:1 dilution of contrast to saline was 

administered (infusion concentration of 5×1010 and the infusion rate of 50 L/min), and 

 

Figure 5.4  The simulation of pulse-echo responses based on the KLM model for TX 

(top) and RX (bottom) elements. 
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contrast mode imaging was performed again to detect blood vessels. To increase sensitivity to 

microbubbles, an excitation voltage of 33V (~1 MPa) was delivered which elicited higher 

harmonic tissue response. A 3D image was acquired with an elevational dimension of 0.5 mm 

step size. Individual vessels were detected in the 3D pull-back at a depth between 20-30 mm.   

5.3 Results and Discussion  

5.3.1 Array Transducer Design 

Figure 5.4 shows the predicted pulse-echo response of the co-linear array transducer from 

KLM model simulations. For the TX, the center frequency was 3.2 MHz, and the −6 dB 

bandwidth ranged from 2.51 to 3.84 MHz, resulting in a fractional bandwidth of 41%. For the 

RX, the center frequency was 15.6 MHz, and the −6 dB bandwidth ranged from 12.6 to 18 

 

Figure 5.5 The simulation of transducer beam profiles using the Field II program. The 

beam profiles were simulated with a 35-mm focus. (top) Beam profile of the low-frequency 

TX element without steering. (bottom) Beam profile of the high-frequency RX element 

without steering. 
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MHz, a fractional bandwidth of 30%. These simulation results suggest that with this dual-layer 

design, a reasonable sensitivity and bandwidth of transmission and receive can be achieved. 

Figure 5.5 shows the acoustic field simulation results for the TX and RX with all element firing 

 

 

Figure 5.6 The stack structure of the dual-layer co-linear array. (top) The top view of 

the receiving layer (2-2 composites, with 50 m pillar and 20 m filler). (bottom) The side 

view of receiving layer (PZT 2-2 composites), the isolation layer (E-solder 3022), and the 

transmit layer (PZT ceramics). 
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of the co-linear array. The focal depth was set to be 35 mm. The -6 dB beam width were 600 

μm for TX and 180 μm for RX. Based on this design, the array should be capable of a decent 

image on both B-mode and contrast mode.  

 

 

Figure 5.7 The pictures of the dual-layer co-linear array transducer. (top) A photograph of 

the array transducer, including the ground wire, array aperture, and flex circuit. (bottom) The 

bottom view of the array transducer, including the TX element and zoom-in flex circuit 

(bottom-right)  
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5.3.2  Array Transducer Prototype 

A co-linear array prototype was fabricated to evaluate the performance for superharmonic 

imaging. The active aperture was 8 mm by 18 mm. The total thickness (including flex circuit) 

was approximately 1 mm. Figure 5.6 shows the photograph picture of the stack structure before 

element dicing process. Under the microscope, the pattern of the 2-2 composites and the 

 

Figure 5.8 Measured dielectric capacitance and loss of TX elements (a) and RX elements 

(b and c). 
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individual layer of TX, RX, and the isolation layer were clearly observed. After the stack 

structure had been bonded with TX and RX flex circuit, the suspending-dicing process was 

performed on both top and bottom to form TX and RX elements. Figure 5.7 shows the pictures 

of the prototyped co-linear array transducer.   

5.3.3 Characterization of the Array Transducer  

The mean (± standard deviation) capacitance of each element in TX elements was 149±12 

pF, and dielectric loss was 48±19 mU. The mean capacitance of elements in RX elements was 

 

Figure 5.9 Measured electrical response of typical transducer element at TX (left) and 

RX (right). 
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183±36 pF, and dielectric loss was 116±38 mU. The measured capacitance results of all 

elements were summarized in Figure 5.8. The element capacitance for both TX and RX 

element showed a good accordance with calculated results. However, compared with 

conventional array, the values were lower than expected, which may be caused by (1) instead 

of single crystal, PZT-5H ceramics and 2-2 composites were selected for their ease of 

fabrication and pure sliver vibration, and 2. the element aperture size was limited to the 

requirement of pitch for a good focal beam in acoustic field simulation. It is expected that the 

sensitivity is suppressed due to the mismatch of electric impedance. The single crystal will is 

an option as alternative in the future consideration. The electrical impedance of selected 

elements of the array were measured using an impedance analyzer. The TX element exhibits 

the fundamental resonance frequency of 3.7 MHz, and the resonance frequency of the RX 

element are 14.8 MHz (Figure 5.9). The results of both TX and RX element showed clear 

vibration mode, and the observed resonance showed a good agreement with simulation results 

by KLM model.   

Table 5.3  Measured properties for the collinear Array 

Property Value 

Aperture 8 mm by 18 mm 

Working mode Transmitting 

(3 MHz) 

Receiving 

(15 MHz) 

Pitch size 280 m (0.5 ) 140 m (1.33 ) 

Element number 64 128 

Center frequency 3.4 MHz 14.8 MHz 

-6 dB fractional 

bandwidth 
36% 45% 

Pulse width (-20 dB) 2.7 s 0.3 s 

Capacitance@1 kHz 149±12pF 183± 36 pf 

loss@1 kHz 48±19 mU 116±38 mU 
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Pulse-echo results of both TX and RX elements are shown in Figure 5.10. The good 

agreement between modeled and experimental results is a reflection not only on the accuracy 

of KLM model, but also a solid verification of the isolation layer theory. The average center 

 

 

Figure 5.10 Measured pulse/echo responses of typical TX (top) and RX (bottom) 

element and their FFT spectra. 
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frequency in the TX elements was measured to be 3.4±0.2 MHz. The average center frequency 

of the RX elements was measured to be 14.8±0.4 MHz. The −6 dB fractional bandwidth of the 

TX element was 36.2±5%, and the −6 dB fractional bandwidth of the RX element was 45.3±8%.  

The loop sensitivity of the TX and RX modes were calculated from the 10 cycle-burst 

responses as −52 dB and −36 dB, respectively. It is found that the loop sensitivity of TX 

elements exhibited relatively low in comparison with the simulation results. The reason was 

suggested that, during the wave propagating through the isolation layer and RX element, the 

attenuation was unneglectable. Since the TX element was operated with transmission alone in 

contrast image, the loop sensitivity should not greatly affect the image quality. Crosstalk 

measurements indicated satisfactory but not ideal element-to-element isolation. The crosstalk 

near the center frequency of the array was measured to be 32 dB for TX elements and 28 dB 

for RX elements between adjacent elements. It was observed that the TX element showed an 

acceptable acoustic/electric separation level, while the crosstalk of RX element was higher 

than expected. The possible reason is due to the shallow and small kerf. The other potential of 

the high crosstalk is that the top and bottom surfaces were mechanically connected by the 

isolation layer and flex circuit, respectively. The results of individual element testing for the 

completed array are summarized in Table 5.3.  

The peak negative pressure of TX elements with different focal depth 25 mm and 40 mm 

were measured to show the waveform and beam profile (Figure 5.11). The peak negative 

pressure at the far field was about -3.5 MPa at the focus of 25 mm and -2.5 MPa at the focus 

of 40 mm, which is enough to excite microbubbles for nonlinear responses. The mechanical 

index (MI) can reach as high as 1.5. The beam width was measured to be 130 μm at the focus 
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of 25 mm and 280 μm at the focus of 40 mm. The test results showed a good agreement with 

Field II simulation result in both pressure intensity and beam width. With given pressure and 

voltage applied, it is expected that, the microbubbles can be excited to generate nonlinear 

response by the current array.   

 

 

            

 

Figure 5.11 Measured hydrophone results of TX elements acoustic mapping. 

The pressure mapping (unit: MPa) show two of focal depth, at 25 mm (top) and 40 

mm (bottom). (Unit in color bar : MPa) 
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5.3.4  In-vitro phantom testing  

In the phantom imaging testing, the array ultrasound was positioned in front of the phantom, 

a cellulose tube was embedded with ~ 35 mm away from the transducer surface. The phantom 

image (Figure 5.12) shows that the co-linear array was able to capture the microbubble signal 

flowing in the cellulose tube. The array was tested with 3 scenarios, 1. High-frequency B-mode 

imaging; 2. Contrast imaging without microbubbles flowing; and 3. Contrast imaging with 

microbubbles flowing. In the high-frequency B-mode (dynamic range: 40 dB), it showed full 

of speckles in the image. While the array was operated in the contrast mode, the speckle signal 

was significantly reduced (dynamic range: 10 dB). When microbubbles were flowing in the 

tube, the array in contrast mode received the target signal in the image (dynamic range: 10 dB). 

 

Figure 5.12  Superharmonic image of a cellulose tube filled with microbubbles in the 

tissue-mimicking phantom, (left) high-frequency B-mode imaging; (center) Contrast imaging 

without microbubbles flowing; and (right) Contrast imaging with microbubbles flowing.  
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By analyzing the echo beam, the width in the axial and lateral dimensions were measured to 

be 400 μm and 200 μm, respectively. The contrast to tissue ratio at 30 mm depth was calculated 

to be ~12 dB. It was observed that with a 33 V one-cycle excitation, the non-linear response 

  

 

  

Figure 5.13 The design of a tissue-mimicking phantom for the in-vitro phantom imaging 

(top-left); a 3D image of phantom test in different mode, high-frequency B-mode (top-right); 

contrast mode (without microbubble flow, bottom-left); and contrast mode (with bubble flow, 

bottom-right) 
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of microbubbles can be detected with current imaging system. It is found that the imaging 

performance and resolution were related to the combination of the transducer and beamformer. 

According to the target of 200 m size cellulose tube, the -6 dB fractional beamwidth of 200 

m in lateral and 400 m in axial showed a good imaging quality. By combining the images 

       

  

Figure 5.14  The experiment setup of the rat imaging and results. (top-left) The imaging 

setup (before the probe attached to the rat skin); (top-right) The B-mode imaging of the rat, 

which imaging plane was also adopted for the contrast imaging; (bottom-left) The contrast 

imaging without microbubbles flow; and (bottom-right) The contrast imaging with 

microbubbles flow. (unit: dB)  
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of three scenarios, the array is capable of acoustic angiography, which shows the tissue 

imaging and vessel mapping by operating in B-mode and contrast mode. With positioned by 

the motion stage, The surface of the array ultrasound was faced down to the back of the rat. By 

moving the probe in horizontal plane, a 3D image was acquired with an elevational dimension 

of 30 mm and 1 mm step size. Individual vessels were detected in the 3D pull-back at a depth 

between 24-48 mm. Further post-processing and refinement of the RF data is required to 

remove residual tissue signal (Figure 5.13).  

 

Figure 5.15  A 3D comparison of b-mode (left) and contrast mode (right) of a rat with 

clearly identified vessels.  
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5.3.5 In-vivo imaging 

Figure 5.14 shows the experiment setup of the rat imaging and results. The transducer was 

positioned approximately 5 mm from the surface of the animal and was coupled to the skin 

with ultrasound gel. F-number was set at 3, and focal depth was set to 16 mm. 19 TX elements 

were fired in each group, and the 38- RX element at the center of the sub-aperture captured the 

high-frequency superharmonic echoes. In the image formation, there are 128 lines in the 

azimuth direction, and axial resolution corresponds to the sampling frequency (64 MHz). Each 

low-frequency TX element was excited with a one-cycle, 33 V pulse (~1 MPa). High-

frequency echoes were filtered with a bandpass filter (9-27 MHz), and time-gain compensation 

was applied. From the contrast mode image with microbubbles, there is a clear enhancement 

of microvessels. Combined with the high-frequency B-mode imaging, a pair of acoustic 

angiography images can be formed. Similarly to volume image on the phantom, a 3D image 

was acquired and reconstructed with an elevational dimension of 0.5 mm step size. Individual 

vessels were detected in the 3D pull-back at a depth between 20-30 mm (Figure 5.15). It is 

found that some part of the image was not clear enough to identify the vessels from normal 

tissue. Further post-processing and refinement of the bandpass filter on RF line is required to 

remove residual tissue signal.  

5.4 Conclusion  

In this work, we developed a co-linear, dual-frequency (3/15 MHz) transducer for 

demonstrating the feasibility of transrectal acoustic angiography for the first time. The acoustic 

characterization results indicate that our design concept and technique can achieve fractional 
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bandwidths and transmission/receiving sensitivities which are sufficient for superharmonic 

microbubble imaging. We also used a multi-channel imaging system to demonstrate that the 

array was capable of inducing a higher harmonic response from microbubble contrast agents 

at a depth of 30 mm. With a 1-cycle burst excitation, the target widths in axial and lateral 

directions were 400 μm and 200 μm, respectively, and CTR was ~12 dB. In-vivo animal 

imaging demonstrated the ability to detect individual vessels at a depth of 20-30 mm. These 

results indicate that the co-linear array can be used for acoustic angiography imaging for 

prostate tumor characterization and identification of regions of neovascularization for guidance 

of prostate biopsies.  
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Chapter 6 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this thesis, two types of ultrasound arrays were described, micromachined 1-3 

composites high-frequency array for IVUS imaging and dual-frequency collinear array for 

microbubble-based superharmonic imaging. With a brief review of high-frequency 

piezoelectric material and composites fabrication techniques, the development of 

micromachined piezoelectric composites was presented. A 40-MHz 50-element 

micromachined single crystal 1-3 composites circular array transducer was fabricated. The 

characterization and imaging test results were promising for intravascular ultrasound imaging 

applications. For superharmonic imaging, a co-linear, dual-frequency (3/15 MHz) transducer 

was developed to demonstrate, for the first time, the feasibility of transrectal acoustic 

angiography. The acoustic characterization indicates that our design concept and technique can 

achieve fractional bandwidths and transmission/receiving sensitivities which are sufficient for 

superharmonic microbubble imaging. The imaging results showed that the co-linear array 

could be used for acoustic angiography imaging for prostate tumor characterization and 

identification of regions of neovascularization for the guidance of prostate biopsies. In the 

following sections, the major accomplishments in array development are summarized, 

followed by the future work suggestions. 

6.1 High-frequency micromachined 1-3 composites array  

The background on high-frequency piezoelectric material and composites development are 

presented. By comparing different fabrication methods, micromachined single crystal 1-3 
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composites were adopted due to their fine structure and high aspect ratio resulting in a superior  

coupling factor. By conducting a series of micromachined techniques, such as 

photolithography, reactive ion etching and electroplating, the micromachined 1-3 composites 

were fabricated. In the characterization, the composite material demonstrated improved 

performance compared with single crystal counterpart and showed a good accordance with the 

quasi-static 1-3 composites model and FEM simulation [87]. The kt was measured 0.76, and 

acoustic impedance was estimated as 18 MRayl. Intravascular ultrasound was selected an 

application using the fabricated composites. By using KLM model and Field II acoustic 

simulation, a miniature of the circular array was designed. By comporimizing the fabrication 

challenge, a pitch size of 100 m was determined for the flexcircuit. After a 40-MHz circular 

array using micromachined 1-3 composites was developed, the characterization was 

demonstrated to show a center frequency near 39 MHz, an 82% bandwidth, and a -20 dB pulse 

length of ~110 ns. Those characterization results indicated a great potential for the imaging 

testing. To overcome the lack of multi-channel high-frequency electrical system, a customized 

synthetic aperture method of single-transmission multi-receiving was designed based on the 

current prototype geometry. The imaging results of a steel wire in tissue mimic phantom 

demonstrate beam width exceeding 60 μm axially and 600 μm laterally. Those results indicate 

that this prototyped array would be suitable for IVUS applications. From this research, the 

superior property of micromachined single crystal 1-3 composites showed great potential for 

a high-frequency medical ultrasound.  
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6.2 Dual-frequency Co-linear Array for Acoustic Angiography 

In this study, we hypothesize that transrectal acoustic angiography may enhance 

assessment of prostate cancer. The development of a dual-frequency dual-layer co-linear array 

ultrasound transducer for transrectal acoustic angiography was described. The probe consists 

of 64 transmit elements with a center frequency of 3 MHz and 128 receive elements with a 

center frequency of 15 MHz. The dimensions of the array are 18 mm in azimuth and 8 mm in 

elevation. The pitch is 280 μm for transmitting (TX) elements and 140 μm for receiving (RX) 

elements. Pulse-echo test of TX/RX elements and the acoustic field for focal beam were 

conducted and compared with the simulation results. The results indicate that our design 

concept and technique can achieve fractional bandwidths and transmission/receiving 

sensitivities which are sufficient for superharmonic microbubble imaging. Real-time contrast 

imaging was carried out using a Verasonics system on a tissue-mimicking phantom. Non-linear 

responses from microbubble contrast agents at a depth of 30 mm were clearly observed. With 

a 1-cycle burst excitation, the target widths in axial and lateral directions were 400 μm and 200 

μm, respectively, and CTR was ~12 dB. The in-vivo animal imaging demonstrated the ability 

to detect individual vessels underneath the skin of a rat. These results indicate the potential use 

of the co-linear array for acoustic angiography imaging of prostate tumor and identification of 

regions of neovascularization for the guidance of prostate biopsies. 
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6.3 Future work 

6.3.1 6.3.1 Prospective study of micromachined 1-3 composites 

The broad bandwidth and high sensitivity of micromachined 1-3 composites showed 

potential as a good candidate for receiving transducer array to the vasa vasrum assessment. 

The technique, as known as acoustic angiography, utilizes the ultra-broadband responses of 

contrast agents, exciting them near 2-5 MHz range, and receiving harmonics at > 20 MHz [180, 

181]. This provides a very high signal to noise, high-resolution contrast imaging, which enable 

us to acquire the exceptional sensitivity to microvessel structural mapping. 

Another potential application of micromachined technique is to develop the new acoustic 

passive material. One example was demonstrated for an anisotropic matching layer with a 

cone-structured acoustic metamaterial for emerging broadband high-performance ultrasound 

transducers [207]. The acoustic metamaterial was built by etching silica fibers into pyramidal 

cones and then filling the voids with epoxy resin, resulting in a continuous equivalent acoustic 

impedance change from 11.4 MRayls to 3.0 MRayls across its thickness direction. Further 

optimization can be made by changing the raw materials for different maximum 

6.3.2 6.3.2 Prospective study of multi-frequency array ultrasound 

The dual-frequency array offers two independent arrays operated at different center 

frequencies. It enable us to employ more imaging method and thus more applications. For low-

frequency array, it is limited by the resolution, but the energy can propagate far in depth. For 

high-frequency array, it may not have good penetration, but can proffer a good focal resolution. 

In this way, one of the possible application of this array is the drug delivery [208, 209]. The 
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high-frequency array can be used to generate an acoustic beam to trap the encapsulated 

chemicals, and low frequency can make a high energy pulse to induce inertial cavitation thus 

destroy the drug carrier to release the chemicals.  

Elastic imaging is another possibility by using this array. In elastic imaging, there was 

always in need of a pushing array and a tracking array. The low frequency can be used to 

generate pushing force to induce the longitudinal wave and shear waves, and high-frequency 

array can be used to perform the high-frequency rate imaging to track the motion inside the 

tissue. 
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APPENDICES 
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Appendix A 

Appendix A is a Verasonics code to obtain the real-time dual-frequency colinear array linear 

scan imaging. The two active layers were excited together to transmit at low frequency (3.4 

MHz), and then received the echoes with only top active layer at high frequency (15.6 MHz). 

1. Definition of the array: 

function Trans = computeTrans_sibo1(Trans) 
% Compute specification of known transducer type. 
% Copyright 2001-2012 Verasonics, Inc.  All world-wide rights and remedies 

under all intellectual property laws and industrial property laws are 

reserved.  Verasonics Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. 
% Use built-in defaults, but allow prior specification of some attributes. 
% Last update: 07-07-2011 
%  
% NOTE:  Trans.id values set below imply Verasonics scanhead personality 

EEPROM 
% Format Version 0.  Trans.id is a double that holds the logical 32-bit 

value 
% "0x00FFIIDD", where "FF" is the format version and "IIDD" is the 

scanhead ID. 
%  
% For example, "Trans.id = hex2dec('00000250');" specifies format version 

0 
% and the L7-4's ID.  This is abreviated in the code below as 
% "Trans.id = hex2dec('0250');" because all ATL/Philips probes are using 
% Verasonics format version 0.  See the "Scanhead EEPROM Format.htm" 

document 
% for more information. 
% 
% Known transducers and their corresponding IDs. 
KnownTransducers = {'L7-4','0250',... 
                    'L10-5','074C',... 
                    'L11-4v','1ABB4',... 
                    'L11-5','0351',... 
                    'L12-3v','1BBC3',... 
                    'L12-5 38mm','0755',... 
                    'L12-5 50mm','0B5B',... 
                    'CL15-7','035C',... 
                    'C4-2','20D1',... 
                    'C5-2','20D9',... 
                    'C5-2v','1AC52',... 
                    'C7-4','224E',... 
                    'C9-5','228B',... 
                    'BPT9-5','228B',... 
                    'P3-2','4428',... 
                    'P4-1','483E',... 
                    'P4-2','4439',... 
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                    'P4-2v','1AA42',... 
                    'P4-2_Old','4439',... 
                    'P6-3','4D3B'... 
                    'P7-4','462A'... 
                    'custom','0000'}; 

  
if ~isstruct(Trans)  % if a structure is not provided as input, assume 

input is ID to translate into string. 
    n = find(strcmpi(Trans, KnownTransducers)); 
    if isempty(n), Trans = 'Unknown'; 
    else Trans = KnownTransducers{n(1)-1}; 
    end 
    return 
end 
if ~isfield(Trans,'name'), error('computeTrans: Trans.name must be 

provided in input structure.\n'); end 
n = find(strcmpi(Trans.name, KnownTransducers)); 
if isempty(n), error('computeTrans: Trans.name not recognized as known 

transducer.'); end 
speedOfSound = 1.540;  % default speed of sound in mm/us 
if 

evalin('base','exist(''Resource'',''var'')&&isfield(Resource,''Parameters'

')') 
    if evalin('base','isfield(Resource.Parameters,''speedOfSound'')') 
        speedOfSound = 

evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.speedOfSound')/1000; % speed of sound 

in mm/usec 
    end 
end 

  
switch KnownTransducers{n} 
    case 'L7-4' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 5.0; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('0250'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = .250 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = .298 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
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        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 3; 
        Trans.impedance = 45-60i; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'L10-5' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 7.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('074C'); 
        Trans.numelements = 192; 
        Trans.elementWidth = .1729 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = .1979 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 6; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
        Trans.HVMux = struct('highVoltageRails', 90, ... 
                             'logicRail', 10.5, ... 
                             'clock', 5, ... 
                             'clockInvert', 0, ... 
                             'polarity', 0, ... 
                             'latchInvert', 0, ... 
                             'Aperture', zeros(Trans.numelements,65), ... 
                             'VDASAperture', zeros(17,65,'uint8')); 
        for i = 0:64, Trans.HVMux.Aperture(:,i+1) = 

[zeros(1,i),mod((i:i+127),128)+1,zeros(1,64-i)]'; end 
        fid = fopen('L10-5ApertureData.txt'); 
        C = textscan(fid, 

'%*s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s', 

'CollectOutput',1); 
        for i = 1:65 
            Trans.HVMux.VDASAperture(:,i) = uint8(hex2dec(C{1}(i,:))); 
        end 
        fclose(fid); 
    case 'L11-4v' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 6.4286; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('1ABB4'); 
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        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.270*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.300*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 5; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'L11-5' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 7.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('0351'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.235*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.260*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'L12-3v' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 7.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('1BBC3'); 
        Trans.numelements = 192; 
        Trans.elementWidth = .170 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = .200 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
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        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 6; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
        Trans.HVMux = struct('highVoltageRails', 90, ... 
                             'logicRail', 5.0, ... 
                             'clock', 5, ... 
                             'clockInvert', 0, ... 
                             'polarity', 0, ... 
                             'latchInvert', 0, ... 
                             'Aperture', zeros(Trans.numelements,65), ... 
                             'VDASAperture', zeros(33,65,'uint8')); 
        for i = 0:64, Trans.HVMux.Aperture(:,i+1) = 

[zeros(1,i),mod((i:i+127),128)+1,zeros(1,64-i)]'; end 
        fid = fopen('L12-3e_ApertureData.txt'); 
        C = textscan(fid, 

'%*s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s

 %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s', 'CollectOutput',1); 
        for i = 1:65 
            Trans.HVMux.VDASAperture(:,i) = uint8(hex2dec(C{1}(i,:))); 
        end 
        fclose(fid); 
    case 'L12-5 38mm' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 7.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('0755'); 
        Trans.numelements = 192; 
        Trans.elementWidth = .1729 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = .1979 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
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            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 12; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
        Trans.HVMux = struct('highVoltageRails', 100, ... 
                             'logicRail', 10.5, ... 
                             'clock', 10, ... 
                             'clockInvert', 0, ... 
                             'polarity', 0, ... 
                             'latchInvert', 0, ... 
                             'Aperture', zeros(Trans.numelements,65), ... 
                             'VDASAperture', zeros(17,65,'uint8')); 
        for i = 0:64, Trans.HVMux.Aperture(:,i+1) = 

[zeros(1,i),mod((i:i+127),128)+1,zeros(1,64-i)]'; end 
        fid = fopen('L12-5_38mmApertureData.txt'); 
        C = textscan(fid, 

'%*s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s', 

'CollectOutput',1); 
        for i = 1:65 
            Trans.HVMux.VDASAperture(:,i) = uint8(hex2dec(C{1}(i,:))); 
        end 
        fclose(fid); 
    case 'L12-5 50mm' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 8.18; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('0B5B'); 
        Trans.numelements = 256; 
        Trans.elementWidth = .1703 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = .1953 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 12; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
        Trans.HVMux = struct('highVoltageRails', 90, ... 
                             'logicRail', 10.5, ... 
                             'clock', 10, ... 
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                             'clockInvert', 0, ... 
                             'polarity', 0, ... 
                             'latchInvert', 0, ... 
                             'Aperture', zeros(Trans.numelements,129), ... 
                             'VDASAperture', zeros(17,129,'uint8')); 
        for i = 0:128, Trans.HVMux.Aperture(:,i+1) = 

[zeros(1,i),mod((i:i+127),128)+1,zeros(1,128-i)]'; end 
        fid = fopen('L12-5_50mmApertureData.txt'); 
        C = textscan(fid, 

'%*s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s %s', 

'CollectOutput',1); 
        for i = 1:129 
            Trans.HVMux.VDASAperture(:,i) = uint8(hex2dec(C{1}(i,:))); 
        end 
        fclose(fid); 
    case 'CL15-7' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 9.0; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('035C'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.16*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.178*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 4; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'C4-2' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 3.0; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is curved linear (x and z 

values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('20D1'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        scanangle = 74.95 * (pi/180);    % degrees converted to radians 
        radius = 41.219;  % radius in mm. 
        spacing = radius * scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); % spacing in 

mm. 
        kerf = .050;   % guess (in mm) 
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        Trans.radius = radius * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; % convert to 

wavelengths 
        Trans.spacing = spacing * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  % Spacing 

in wavelengths. 
        Trans.elementWidth = (spacing - kerf) * 

Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  
        firstangle = -(scanangle/2); %   first element angle = -0.65405 

radians 
        deltatheta = scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); 
        %   Set default element positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Angle = firstangle:deltatheta:-firstangle; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.radius*sin(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,2) = 0; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,3) = Trans.radius*cos(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,4) = Angle; % Orientation of element with 

respect to z axis. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'C5-2' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 3.2143; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is curved linear (x and z 

values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('20D9'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        scanangle = 74.95 * (pi/180);    % degrees converted to radians 
        radius = 41.219;  % radius in mm. 
        spacing = radius * scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); % spacing in 

mm. 
        kerf = .050;   % guess (in mm) 
        Trans.radius = radius * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; % convert to 

wavelengths 
        Trans.spacing = spacing * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  % Spacing 

in wavelengths. 
        Trans.elementWidth = (spacing - kerf) * 

Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  
        firstangle = -(scanangle/2); %   first element angle = -0.65405 

radians 
        deltatheta = scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); 
        %   Set default element positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Angle = firstangle:deltatheta:-firstangle; 
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        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.radius*sin(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,2) = 0; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,3) = Trans.radius*cos(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,4) = Angle; % Orientation of element with 

respect to z axis. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'C5-2v' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 4.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is curved linear (x and z 

values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('1AC52'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        radius = 49.57;  % radius in mm. 
        spacing = .508; % spacing in mm. 
        kerf = .048;   % in mm. 
        scanangle = 128*spacing/radius;    % arc length/radius 
        Trans.radius = radius * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; % convert to 

wavelengths 
        Trans.spacing = spacing * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  % Spacing 

in wavelengths. 
        Trans.elementWidth = (spacing - kerf) * 

Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  
        deltatheta = spacing/radius; 
        firstangle = -(scanangle/2) + 0.5*deltatheta; % first element 

angle 
        %   Set default element positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Angle = firstangle:deltatheta:-firstangle; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.radius*sin(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,2) = 0; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,3) = Trans.radius*cos(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,4) = Angle; % Orientation of element with 

respect to z axis. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
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            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 3; 
        Trans.impedance = 45-60i; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 

         
        case 'C7-4' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 5.0; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('224E'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = .250 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = .298 * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 3; 
        Trans.impedance = 45-60i; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 

         
    case 'C9-5' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 7.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is curved linear (x and z 

values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('FFFF'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        scanangle = 146.677 * (pi/180);    % degrees converted to radians 
        radius = 8.511;  % radius in mm. 
        spacing = radius * scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); % spacing in 

mm. 
        kerf = .025;   % guess (in mm) 
        Trans.radius = radius * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; % convert to 

wavelengths 
        Trans.spacing = spacing * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  % Spacing 

in wavelengths. 
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        Trans.elementWidth = (spacing - kerf) * 

Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  
        firstangle = -(scanangle/2); %   first element angle = -0.65405 

radians 
        deltatheta = scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); 
        %   Set default element positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Angle = firstangle:deltatheta:-firstangle; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.radius*sin(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,2) = 0; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,3) = Trans.radius*cos(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,4) = Angle; % Orientation of element with 

respect to z axis. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'SC1-6' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 3.75; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 1;     % Array geometry is curved linear (x and z 

values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('0000'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        scanangle = 58.74 * (pi/180);    % degrees converted to radians 
        radius = 60;  % radius in mm. 
        spacing = radius * scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); % spacing in 

mm. 
        kerf = .050;   % guess (in mm) 
        Trans.radius = radius * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; % convert to 

wavelengths 
        Trans.spacing = spacing * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  % Spacing 

in wavelengths. 
        Trans.elementWidth = (spacing - kerf) * 

Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  
        firstangle = -(scanangle/2); %   first element angle = -0.65405 

radians 
        deltatheta = scanangle/(Trans.numelements-1); 
        %   Set default element positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        Angle = firstangle:deltatheta:-firstangle; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.radius*sin(Angle); 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,2) = 0; 
        Trans.ElementPos(:,3) = Trans.radius*cos(Angle); 
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        Trans.ElementPos(:,4) = Angle; % Orientation of element with 

respect to z axis. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 3; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'P4-1' 
        % The P4-1 is a 96 element array, so to use it with a 128 

connector I/O system 
        %    we have to define the connectivity in Trans.Connector. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 2.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('483E'); 
        Trans.numelements = 96; 
        Trans.Connector = [023 022 021 041 024 042 046 043 045 044 047 018 

017 048 013 020 ... 
                           019 014 015 016 049 050 054 051 053 052 009 055 

056 011 012 005 ... 
                           006 007 008 010 004 003 002 001 040 039 038 037 

033 034 035 036 ... 
                           093 094 095 096 092 091 090 089 128 127 126 125 

119 121 122 123 ... 
                           124 117 118 073 074 120 077 076 078 075 079 080 

113 114 115 110 ... 
                           109 116 081 112 111 082 085 084 086 083 087 105 

088 108 107 106]'; 
        kerf = .050;   % guess (in mm) 
        Trans.spacing = 0.2950*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.elementWidth = (0.2950-kerf)*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        %   Set default element x positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos(1:96,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((96-1)/2):((96-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
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        Trans.lensCorrection = 4; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'P4-2' 
        % The P4-2 is a 64 element array, so to use it with a 128 

connector I/O system 
        %    we have to define the connectivity in Trans.Connector.  

Elements 32-63 are 
        %    wired to connector inputs 97-128. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 2.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('4439'); 
        Trans.numelements = 64; 
        Trans.Connector = [1:32,97:128]'; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.2950*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.3200*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        %   Set default element x positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos(1:64,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((64-1)/2):((64-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 5; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'P4-2v' 
        % The P4-2 is a 64 element array, so to use it with a 128 

connector I/O system 
        %    we have to define the connectivity in Trans.Connector.  

Elements 32-63 are 
        %    wired to connector inputs 97-128. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 3.0; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('1AA42'); 
        Trans.numelements = 64; 
        Trans.Connector = (33:96)'; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.250*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.300*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        %   Set default element x positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos(1:64,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((64-1)/2):((64-1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
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            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 5; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'P4-2_Old' 
        % The old way to specify the P4-2 is as a 128 element array with 

only 64 elements 
        %    active, since elements 32-63 are wired to connector inputs 

97-128. 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 2.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('4439'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.2950*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.3200*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
        %   Set default element x positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos(1:64,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((64-1)/2):((64-1)/2)); 
        Trans.ElementPos(65:128,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((64-1)/2):((64-

1)/2)); % repeat positions 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 5; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    case 'P6-3' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 4.5; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('4D3B'); 
        Trans.numelements = 128; 
        Trans.elementWidth = (.218-.025)*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.218*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
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        %   Set default element x positions (units in wavelengths). 
        Trans.ElementPos(1:128,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((128-1)/2):((128-

1)/2)); 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 4; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 

         

         

         
%         case 'custom1' 
%         if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 12.5000; 

end %2.0833; end % nominal frequency in MHz 
%         Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; 
%         Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
%         Trans.id = hex2dec('0000'); 
%          
% a=1:24; 
% b=2*a-1+128; 
% c=1:48; 
% d=2*c-1; 
% e=[d b]';       
%         Trans.numelements = 72; 
%         Trans.Connector = e; 
%         Trans.elementWidth = 0.70*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
%         Trans.spacing = 0.73*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
%         Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 
%          
%         for m1 =49:72; 
%         Trans.ElementPos(m1,1) = 0.730*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-

((24-1)/2)+m1-49); 
%         end 
%         for m2 =1:48; 
%         Trans.ElementPos(m2,1) = 0.36*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-

((48-1)/2)+m2-1); 
%         end 
% %         for m3 =65:96; 
% %         Trans.ElementPos(m3,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((32-1)/2)+m3-65); 
% %         end 
% %         for m4 =97:128; 
% %         Trans.ElementPos(m4,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((32-1)/2)+m4-97); 
% %         end 
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% %         Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2));%+48*0.2; 
%         if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
%             % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values 

from -pi/2 to pi/2). 
%             Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
%             Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide 

by zero. 
%             Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
%         end 
%         Trans.lensCorrection = 1; 
%         if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
%     case 'custom' 
%         if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 3.75; end % 

nominal frequency in MHz 
%         Trans.type = 3;     % Array geometry is curved matrix (x, y and 

z values). 
%         Trans.id = hex2dec('0000'); 
%         Trans.numelements = 128; 
% %        Trans.Connector = (128:-1:1)';%(1:128)'; 
% %       scanangle = 58.74 * (pi/180);    % degrees converted to radians 
%         radius = 25;  % radius in mm. 
%         spacing = 2; % spacing in mm. 
%         kerf = .15;   %microscope (in mm) 
%         Trans.radius = radius * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; % convert 

to wavelengths 
%         Trans.spacing = spacing * Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  % 

Spacing in wavelengths. 
%         Trans.elementWidth = (spacing - kerf) * 

Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;  
%         deltatheta = asin(spacing/2/radius);         
%         firstangle = -15*deltatheta; %   first element angle = 8th 

elements 
%         %   Set default element positions (units in wavelengths). 
%         Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,3); 
%         Angle = firstangle:2*deltatheta:-firstangle; 
%         elevation = -7*Trans.spacing/2:Trans.spacing:7*Trans.spacing/2; 
%         for m=1:8 
%             for n=1:16 
%                 Trans.ElementPos((n-1)*8+m,1) = 

Trans.radius*sin(Angle(n)); 
%                 Trans.ElementPos((n-1)*8+m,2) = elevation(m); 
%                 Trans.ElementPos((n-1)*8+m,3) = Trans.radius*(1-

cos(Angle(n))); 
%             end 
%         end 
%         if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
%             % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values 

from -pi/2 to pi/2). 
%             Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
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%             Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide 

by zero. 
%             Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
%         end 
%         Trans.lensCorrection = 1; 
%         if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end         

  
case 'custom' 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'frequency'), Trans.frequency = 15.625  ; 

end %2.0833;20  15.6250 end % nominal frequency in MHz 
        Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; 
        Trans.type = 0;     % Array geometry is linear (x values only). 
        Trans.id = hex2dec('0000'); 

         
% a=1:24; 
% b=2*a-1+128; 
% b1=2*a+128; 
% c=1:48; 
% d=2*c-1; 
% d1=2*c; 
% e=[d b b1 d1]';       
        Trans.numelements = 144; 
        Trans.Connector = [1:1:96 129:1:176]'; 
        Trans.elementWidth = 0.24*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound; 
        Trans.spacing = 0.28*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound;   % Spacing 

between elements in wavelengths. 
        Trans.ElementPos = zeros(Trans.numelements,4); 

         
%         Trans.frequency=1; 
%         speedOfSound=1; 
           for m1 =1:96; 
           Trans.ElementPos(m1,1) = 0.140*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-

((96-1)/2)+m1-1); 
           end 
                 for m2 =97:144; 
           Trans.ElementPos(m2,1) = 0.280*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-

((48-1)/2)+m2-97); 
           end 
% %           for m1 =1:48; 
% %           Trans.ElementPos(m1,1) = 

0.27*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-((48-1)/2)+m1-1-0.25); 
% %           end 
% %           for m2 =49:72; 
% %           Trans.ElementPos(m2,1) = 

0.54*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-((24-1)/2)+m2-1-0.25-48); 
% %           end 
% %           for m3 =73:96; 
% %           Trans.ElementPos(m3,1) = 

0.54*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-((24-1)/2)+m3-1+0.25-72); 
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% %           end 
% %           for m4 =97:144; 
% %           Trans.ElementPos(m4,1) = 

0.27*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-((48-1)/2)+m4-1+0.25-96); 
% %           end 
%         for m1 =49:72; 
%         Trans.ElementPos(m1,1) = 0.270*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-

((24-1)/2)+m1-49); 
%         end 
%         for m2 =1:48; 
%         Trans.ElementPos(m2,1) = 0.36*Trans.frequency/speedOfSound*(-

((48-1)/2)+m2-1); 
%         end 
%         for m3 =65:96; 
%         Trans.ElementPos(m3,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((32-1)/2)+m3-65); 
%         end 
%         for m4 =97:128; 
%         Trans.ElementPos(m4,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((32-1)/2)+m4-97); 
%         end 
%         Trans.ElementPos(:,1) = Trans.spacing*(-((Trans.numelements-

1)/2):((Trans.numelements-1)/2));%+48*0.2; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'ElementSens') 
            % Set element sensitivity function (101 weighting values from 

-pi/2 to pi/2). 
            Theta = (-pi/2:pi/100:pi/2); 
            Theta(51) = 0.0000001; % set to almost zero to avoid divide by 

zero. 
            Trans.ElementSens = 

abs(cos(Theta).*(sin(Trans.elementWidth*pi*sin(Theta))./(Trans.elementWidt

h*pi*sin(Theta)))); 
        end 
        Trans.lensCorrection = 1; 
        if ~isfield(Trans,'maxHighVoltage'), Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50; 

end 
    otherwise 
        error('computeTrans: Unsupported probe - Trans structure needs to 

be provided in user script.\n'); 
end 

 

 

2. B-mode Imaging 

% Copyright 2001-2014 Verasonics, Inc.  All world-wide rights and 

remedies under all intellectual property laws and industrial property 

laws are reserved.  Verasonics Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark 

Office. 
% 
% File name SetUpL7_4_128RyLns.m: 
% Generate .mat Sequence Object file for L7-4 transducer using 128 ray 

lines  
% Of the 128 transmit channels, the active transmit aperture is limited 

based 
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% on user-entered transmit focus and f-number. 
% 
% - The receive acquisitions use 100% bandwidth to improve DMA 

transfers. 
% 
% Last update 09-04-2013 

  
clear all 

  
RcvProfile.AntiAliasCutoff = 30; % 10, 15, 20, 30 

  
% Specify system parameters. 
Resource.Parameters.connector = 0; 
Resource.Parameters.numTransmit = 256;  % number of transmit channels. 
Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels = 256;  % number of receive 

channels. 
Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 0; 
%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 1 forces simulate mode, even if 

hardware is present. 
%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 2 stops sequence and processes 

RcvData continuously. 

  
% Specify Trans structure array. 
Trans.name = 'custom'; 
Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; 
Trans.impedance = 200; 
%Trans.units = 'mm'; % Explicit declaration avoids warning message when 

selected by default 
Trans = computeTrans_sibo_bmode(Trans);  % L7-4 transducer is 'known' 

transducer so we can use computeTrans. 
Trans.maxHighVoltage = 95;% set maximum high voltage limit for pulser 

supply. 

  
% Specify SFormat structure array. 
nr = 96;  % nr is number of raylines. 
SFormat.transducer = 'custom';       % 128 element linear array with 

1.0 lambda spacing 
SFormat.scanFormat = 'RLIN';       % rectangular linear array scan 
SFormat.radius = 0;                % ROC for curved lin. or dist. to 

virt. apex 
SFormat.theta = 0; 
SFormat.numRays = nr;              % no. of Rays 
SFormat.FirstRayLoc = [-23.5*Trans.spacing,0,0]; % x,y,z 
SFormat.rayDelta = Trans.spacing;  % increment between rays (wvlnghts) 
SFormat.startDepth =100; 
SFormat.endDepth = 400;            % Acquisition depth in 

wavelengths%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%depth 

  
% Specify PData structure array. 
PData.sFormat = 1;      % use first SFormat structure. 
PData.pdeltaX = 0.25; 
PData.pdeltaZ = 0.25; 
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PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-

SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ); 
% PData.Size(2) = 

ceil((Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)/PData.pdeltaX); 
PData.Size(2) = ceil((48*Trans.spacing)/PData.pdeltaX); 
PData.Size(3) = 1;      % single image page 
PData.Origin = [-Trans.spacing*(48-1)/2,0,SFormat.startDepth]; % x,y,z 

of upper lft crnr 
% PData.Origin = [-Trans.spacing*(Trans.numelements-

1)/2,0,SFormat.startDepth]; % x,y,z of upper lft crnr 

  
% Specify Media object. 
pt1; 
Media.function = 'movePoints'; 

  
% Specify Resources. 
Resource.RcvBuffer.datatype = 'int16'; 
Resource.RcvBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 184320*4; % this should be larger 

than 128*Receive.endDepth*4 for max depth 
Resource.RcvBuffer.colsPerFrame = Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels; 
Resource.RcvBuffer.numFrames = 10; 
Resource.ImageBuffer.datatype = 'double'; 
Resource.ImageBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 1024*2; 
Resource.ImageBuffer.colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 
Resource.ImageBuffer.numFrames = 15; 
Resource.DisplayWindow.Title = 'Display'; 
Resource.DisplayWindow.pdelta = 0.25; 
Resource.DisplayWindow.Position = [250,150, ... 
    ceil(PData.Size(2)*PData.pdeltaX/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta), 

... % width 
    

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta)];    

% height 
Resource.DisplayWindow.Colormap = gray(256); 

  
% Specify TW structure array. 
TW = struct('type','parametric',... 
            'Parameters',[15.625,.8,2,1]); %2.2351 

  
% Specify nr TX structure arrays. Transmit centered on element n in the 

array for event n. 
txFocus = 200;  % Initial transmit 

focus.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%focus 
TX = repmat(struct('waveform', 1, ... 
                   'Origin', [0.0,0.0,0.0], ... 
                   'focus', txFocus, ... 
                   'Steer', [0.0,0.0], ... 
                   'Apod', [zeros(1,96) ones(1,48)], ... 
                   'Delay', zeros(1,Trans.numelements)), 1, nr); 

  
% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 
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txFNum = 1;  % set to desired f-number value for transmit (range: 1.0 - 

20) 
txNumEl=round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 

1/2 aperture. 
if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = 

floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end    
% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 
% center element, for the specified focus and sensitivity cutoff. 
% Thus the full transmit aperture will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 
%display('Number of elements in transmit aperture:'); 
%disp(2*txNumEl+1); 

            
% - Set event specific TX attributes. 
for n = 1:48   % 128 transmit events 
    % Set transmit Origins to positions of elements. 
    TX(n).Origin = [(SFormat.FirstRayLoc + (n-1)*Trans.spacing), 0.0, 

0.0]; 
    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are 

active. 
    lft = n - txNumEl; 
    if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 
    rt = n + txNumEl; 
    if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 
    TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 
    TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 
end 

  
% Specify Receive structure arrays.  
% - We need nr Receives for every frame. 
maxAcqLength = sqrt(SFormat.endDepth^2 + ((Trans.numelements-

1)*Trans.spacing)^2) - SFormat.startDepth; 
wlsPer128 = 128/(2*2); % wavelengths in 128 samples for 2 

samplesPerWave 
Receive = repmat(struct('Apod', [zeros(1,96) ones(1,48)], ... 
                        'startDepth', SFormat.startDepth, ... 
                        'endDepth', SFormat.startDepth + 

wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128), ... 
                        'TGC', 1, ... 
                        'bufnum', 1, ... 
                        'framenum', 1, ... 
                        'acqNum', 1, ... 
                        'samplesPerWave', 2,... 
                        'mode', 0, ...                 
                        'callMediaFunc', 0), 1, 

nr*Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames); 

                     
%                     'InputFilter', [+0.00006 +0.00082 -0.00360 

+0.00604 -0.00580 +0.00641 -0.01450 ... 
%    +0.02661 -0.02872 +0.01913 -0.01996 +0.04489 -0.06464 +0.04114 ... 
%    +0.00043 +0.01489 -0.09332 +0.11536 +0.03146 -0.27521 

+0.39697],... 
%     
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% - Set event specific Receive attributes. 
for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 
    k = nr*(i-1); 
    Receive(k+1).callMediaFunc = 1; 
    for j = 1:SFormat.numRays 
        Receive(k+j).framenum = i; 
        Receive(k+j).acqNum = j; 
    end 
end 

  
% Specify TGC Waveform structure. 
TGC.CntrlPts = [0,138,260,287,385,593,674,810]; 
TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth; 
TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC); 

  
% Specify Recon structure array.  
Recon = struct('senscutoff', 0.6, ... 
               'pdatanum', 1, ... 
               'rcvBufFrame',-1, ... 
               'IntBufDest', [0,0], ... 
               'ImgBufDest', [1,-1], ... 
               'RINums', zeros(1,nr)); 
% - Set RINums values for frame. 
Recon.RINums(:) = (1:nr);  % nr ReconInfos needed for nr rays 

  
% Define ReconInfo structures. 
ReconInfo = repmat(struct('mode', 0, ...  % replace intensity data 
                   'txnum', 1, ... 
                   'rcvnum', 1, ... 
                   'regionnum', 0), 1, nr); 
% - Set specific ReconInfo attributes. 
for j = 1:nr  
    ReconInfo(j).txnum = j; 
    ReconInfo(j).rcvnum = j; 
    ReconInfo(j).regionnum = j; 
end 

  
% Specify Process structure array. 
pers = 20; 
Process(1).classname = 'Image'; 
Process(1).method = 'imageDisplay'; 
Process(1).Parameters = {'imgbufnum',1,...   % number of buffer to 

process. 
                         'framenum',-1,...   % (-1 => lastFrame) 
                         'pdatanum',1,...    % number of PData 

structure to use 
                         'norm',1,...        % normalization method(1 

means fixed) 
                         'pgain',2.4,...            % pgain is image 

processing gain 
                         'persistMethod','simple',... 
                         'persistLevel',pers,... 
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                         'interp',1,...      % method of interpolation 

(1=4pt interp) 
                         'compression',0.5,...      % X^0.5 normalized 

to output word size 
                         'reject',2,... 
                         'mappingMode','full',... 
                         'display',1,...      % display image after 

processing 
                         'displayWindow',1}; 

  
% Specify SeqControl structure arrays. 
SeqControl(1).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 
SeqControl(1).argument = 200;  % 200 usec between ray lines 
SeqControl(2).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 
SeqControl(2).argument = 100000;%round(44400 - 

128*SeqControl(1).argument); % 22.5 frames per second 
SeqControl(3).command = 'returnToMatlab'; 
SeqControl(4).command = 'jump'; % Jump back to start. 
SeqControl(4).argument = 1; 
nsc = 5; 

  
% Specify Event structure arrays. 
n = 1; 
for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 
    for j = 1:nr                 % Acquire all ray lines for frame 
        Event(n).info = 'Acquire ray line'; 
        Event(n).tx = j;         % use next TX structure. 
        Event(n).rcv = nr*(i-1)+j;    
        Event(n).recon = 0;      % no reconstruction. 
        Event(n).process = 0;    % no processing 
        Event(n).seqControl = 1; % seqCntrl 
        n = n+1; 
    end 
    % Replace last events SeqControl with inter-frame timeToNextAcq and 

transfer to host. 
    Event(n-1).seqControl = [2,nsc]; 
       SeqControl(nsc).command = 'transferToHost'; % transfer frame to 

host buffer 
       nsc = nsc+1; 

  
    Event(n).info = 'recon and process';  
    Event(n).tx = 0;         % no transmit 
    Event(n).rcv = 0;        % no rcv 
    Event(n).recon = 1;      % reconstruction 
    Event(n).process = 1;    % process 
    if floor(i/4) == i/4     % Exit to Matlab every 4th frame 

reconstructed  
        Event(n).seqControl = 3; 
    else 
        Event(n).seqControl = 0; 
    end 
    n = n+1; 
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end 

  
Event(n).info = 'Jump back'; 
Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 
Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 
Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 
Event(n).process = 0;  
Event(n).seqControl = 4; 

  

  
% User specified UI Control Elements 
% - Sensitivity Cutoff 
UI(1).Control =  {'UserB7','Style','VsSlider','Label','Sens. 

Cutoff',... 
                  'SliderMinMaxVal',[0,1.0,Recon(1).senscutoff],... 
                  'SliderStep',[0.025,0.1],'ValueFormat','%1.3f'}; 
UI(1).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#1Callback'); 

  
% - Range Change 
UI(2).Control = {'UserA1','Style','VsSlider','Label','Range',... 
                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[64,320,SFormat.endDepth],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'Val

ueFormat','%3.0f'}; 
UI(2).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#2Callback'); 

              
% - Transmit focus change 
UI(3).Control = {'UserB4','Style','VsSlider','Label','TX Focus',... 
                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[20,320,100],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%3

.0f'}; 
UI(3).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#3Callback'); 

              
% - F number change 
UI(4).Control = {'UserB3','Style','VsSlider','Label','F Number',... 
                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[1,20,2],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%2.0f'

}; 
UI(4).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#4Callback'); 

  
% Specify factor for converting sequenceRate to frameRate. 
frameRateFactor = 4; 

  
% Save all the structures to a .mat file. 
save('sibo_bmode'); 

  
return 

  

  
% **** Callback routines to be converted by text2cell function. **** 
%-UI#1Callback - Sensitivity cutoff change 
ReconL = evalin('base', 'Recon'); 
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for i = 1:size(ReconL,2) 
    ReconL(i).senscutoff = UIValue; 
end 
assignin('base','Recon',ReconL); 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = {'Recon'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
return 
%-UI#1Callback 

  
%-UI#2Callback - Range change 
simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
% No range change if in simulate mode 2. 
if simMode == 2 
    set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','SFormat.endDepth')); 
    return 
end 
range = UIValue; 
assignin('base','range',range); 
SFormat = evalin('base','SFormat'); 
SFormat.endDepth = range; 
assignin('base','SFormat',SFormat); 
evalin('base','PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-

SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ);'); 
evalin('base','[PData.Region,PData.numRegions] = 

createRegions(PData);'); 
evalin('base','Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position(4) = 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);'); 
Receive = evalin('base', 'Receive'); 
Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 
maxAcqLength = sqrt(range^2 + (Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)^2)-

SFormat.startDepth; 
wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2); 
for i = 1:size(Receive,2) 
    Receive(i).endDepth = SFormat.startDepth + 

wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128); 
end 
assignin('base','Receive',Receive); 
evalin('base','TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth;'); 
evalin('base','TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC);'); 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = 

{'SFormat','PData','Receive','Recon','DisplayWindow','ImageBuffer'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
assignin('base', 'action', 'displayChange'); 
return 
%-UI#2Callback 

  
%-UI#3Callback - TX focus changel 
simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
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% No focus change if in simulate mode 2. 
if simMode == 2 
    set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','txFocus')); 
    return 
end 
txFocus = UIValue; 
assignin('base','txFocus',txFocus); 
% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 
Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 
txFNum = evalin('base', 'txFNum'); % get f-number value for transmit 

(range: 1.0 - 20) 
% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 

center element, for the specified 
%    focus and sensitivity cutoff.  Thus the full transmit aperture 

will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 
txNumEl = round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 

1/2 aperture. 
if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = 

floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end   
assignin('base','txNumEl',txNumEl); 
% - Redefine event specific TX attributes for the new focus. 
TX = evalin('base', 'TX'); 
for n = 1:128   % 128 transmit events 
    % Set Apod vector back to all zeros 
    TX(n).Apod(:) = 0; 
    % write new focus value to TX 
    TX(n).focus = txFocus; 
    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are 

active. 
    lft = n - txNumEl; 
    if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 
    rt = n + txNumEl; 
    if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 
    TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 
    TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 
end 
assignin('base','TX', TX); 
% Set Control command to update TX 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = {'TX'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
return 
%-UI#3Callback 

  
%-UI#4Callback - TX focus changel 
simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
% No F number change if in simulate mode 2. 
if simMode == 2 
    set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','txFNum')); 
    return 
end 
txFNum = UIValue; 
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assignin('base','txFNum',txFNum); 
% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 
Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 
txFocus = evalin('base', 'txFocus'); % get txFocus value for transmit 
% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 

center element, for the specified 
%    focus and sensitivity cutoff.  Thus the full transmit aperture 

will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 
txNumEl = round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 

1/2 aperture. 
if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = 

floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end   
assignin('base','txNumEl',txNumEl); 
% - Redefine event specific TX attributes for the new focus. 
TX = evalin('base', 'TX'); 
for n = 1:128   % 128 transmit events 
    % Set Apod vector back to all zeros 
    TX(n).Apod(:) = 0; 
    % write new focus value to TX 
    TX(n).focus = txFocus; 
    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are 

active. 
    lft = n - txNumEl; 
    if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 
    rt = n + txNumEl; 
    if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 
    TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 
    TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 
end 
assignin('base','TX', TX); 
% Set Control command to update TX 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = {'TX'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
return 
%-UI#4Callback 

 

 

3. Contrast Mode Imaging 

% Copyright 2001-2014 Verasonics, Inc.  All world-wide rights and 

remedies under all intellectual property laws and industrial property 

laws are reserved.  Verasonics Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark 

Office. 
% 
% File name SetUpL7_4_128RyLns.m: 
% Generate .mat Sequence Object file for L7-4 transducer using 128 ray 

lines  
% Of the 128 transmit channels, the active transmit aperture is limited 

based 
% on user-entered transmit focus and f-number. 
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% 
% - The receive acquisitions use 100% bandwidth to improve DMA 

transfers. 
% 
% Last update 09-04-2013 

  
clear all 

  
saveFileNameStr = '';                       % Empty string for filename 

  
% RcvProfile.AntiAliasCutoff = 30; % 10, 15, 20, 30 
% RcvProfile.LnaGain = 18; 
% RcvProfile.LnaZinSel = 31; 

  
% Specify system parameters. 
Resource.Parameters.connector = 0; 
Resource.Parameters.numTransmit = 256;  % number of transmit channels. 
Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels = 256;  % number of receive 

channels. 
Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 0; 
%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 1 forces simulate mode, even if 

hardware is present. 
%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 2 stops sequence and processes 

RcvData continuously. 

  
% Specify Trans structure array. 
Trans.name = 'custom'; 
Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; 
Trans.impedance = 200; 
%Trans.units = 'mm'; % Explicit declaration avoids warning message when 

selected by default 
Trans = computeTrans_sibo_contrast(Trans);  % L7-4 transducer is 

'known' transducer so we can use computeTrans. 
Trans.maxHighVoltage = 95;%95  55 set maximum high voltage limit for 

pulser supply. 

  
% Specify SFormat structure array. 
nr = 96;  % nr is number of raylines. 
SFormat.transducer = 'custom';       % 128 element linear array with 

1.0 lambda spacing 
SFormat.scanFormat = 'RLIN';       % rectangular linear array scan 
SFormat.radius = 0;                % ROC for curved lin. or dist. to 

virt. apex 
SFormat.theta = 0; 
SFormat.numRays = nr;              % no. of Rays 
SFormat.FirstRayLoc = [-23.5*Trans.spacing,0,0]; % x,y,z 
SFormat.rayDelta = Trans.spacing;  % increment between rays (wvlnghts) 
SFormat.startDepth =100; 
SFormat.endDepth = 400;            % Acquisition depth in wavelengths 

  
% Specify PData structure array. 
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PData.sFormat = 1;      % use first SFormat structure. 
PData.pdeltaX = 0.25; 
PData.pdeltaZ = 0.25; 
PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-

SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ); 
% PData.Size(2) = 

ceil((Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)/PData.pdeltaX); 
PData.Size(2) = ceil((48*Trans.spacing)/PData.pdeltaX); 
PData.Size(3) = 1;      % single image page 
PData.Origin = [-Trans.spacing*(48-1)/2,0,SFormat.startDepth]; % x,y,z 

of upper lft crnr 
% PData.Origin = [-Trans.spacing*(Trans.numelements-

1)/2,0,SFormat.startDepth]; % x,y,z of upper lft crnr 

  
% Specify Media object. 
pt1; 
Media.function = 'movePoints'; 

  
% Specify Resources. 
Resource.RcvBuffer.datatype = 'int16'; 
Resource.RcvBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 184320*4; % this should be larger 

than 128*Receive.endDepth*4 for max depth 
Resource.RcvBuffer.colsPerFrame = Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels; 
Resource.RcvBuffer.numFrames = 10; 
Resource.ImageBuffer.datatype = 'double'; 
Resource.ImageBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 1024*2; 
Resource.ImageBuffer.colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 
Resource.ImageBuffer.numFrames = 15; 
Resource.DisplayWindow.Title = 'Display'; 
Resource.DisplayWindow.pdelta = 0.25; 
Resource.DisplayWindow.Position = [250,150, ... 
    ceil(PData.Size(2)*PData.pdeltaX/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta), 

... % width 
    

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta)];    

% height 
Resource.DisplayWindow.Colormap = gray(256); 

  
% Specify TW structure array. 
TW = struct('type','parametric',... 
            'Parameters',[4,.67,2,1]); %4  2.2351 2.7174 

  
% Specify nr TX structure arrays. Transmit centered on element n in the 

array for event n. 
txFocus = 200;  % Initial transmit focus. 
TX = repmat(struct('waveform', 1, ... 
                   'Origin', [0.0,0.0,0.0], ... 
                   'focus', txFocus, ... 
                   'Steer', [0.0,0.0], ... 
                   'Apod', [zeros(1,96) ones(1,48)], ... 
                   'Delay', zeros(1,Trans.numelements)), 1, nr); 
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% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 
txFNum = 1;  % set to desired f-number value for transmit (range: 1.0 - 

20) 
txNumEl=round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 

1/2 aperture. 
if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = 

floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end    
% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 
% center element, for the specified focus and sensitivity cutoff. 
% Thus the full transmit aperture will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 
%display('Number of elements in transmit aperture:'); 
%disp(2*txNumEl+1); 

            
% - Set event specific TX attributes. 
for n = 1:48   % 128 transmit events 
    % Set transmit Origins to positions of elements. 
    TX(n).Origin = [(SFormat.FirstRayLoc + (n-1)*Trans.spacing), 0.0, 

0.0]; 
    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are 

active. 
    lft = n - txNumEl; 
    if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 
    rt = n + txNumEl; 
    if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 
    TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 
    TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 
end 

  
% Specify Receive structure arrays.  
% - We need nr Receives for every frame. 
maxAcqLength = sqrt(SFormat.endDepth^2 + ((Trans.numelements-

1)*Trans.spacing)^2) - SFormat.startDepth; 
wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2); % wavelengths in 128 samples for 2 

samplesPerWave 128/(2*2) 
Receive = repmat(struct('Apod', [ones(1,96) zeros(1,48)], ... 
                        'startDepth', SFormat.startDepth, ... 
                        'endDepth', SFormat.startDepth + 

wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128), ... 
                        'TGC', 1, ... 
                        'bufnum', 1, ... 
                        'framenum', 1, ... 
                        'acqNum', 1, ... 
                        'samplesPerWave', 4,...2 
                        'mode', 0, ...                 
                        'callMediaFunc', 0), 1, 

nr*Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames); 

                     
%                     'InputFilter', [+0.00006 +0.00082 -0.00360 

+0.00604 -0.00580 +0.00641 -0.01450 ... 
%    +0.02661 -0.02872 +0.01913 -0.01996 +0.04489 -0.06464 +0.04114 ... 
%    +0.00043 +0.01489 -0.09332 +0.11536 +0.03146 -0.27521 

+0.39697],... 
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%     
% - Set event specific Receive attributes. 
for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 
    k = nr*(i-1); 
    Receive(k+1).callMediaFunc = 1; 
    for j = 1:SFormat.numRays 
        Receive(k+j).framenum = i; 
        Receive(k+j).acqNum = j; 
    end 
end 

  
% Specify TGC Waveform structure. 
TGC.CntrlPts = [0,138,260,287,385,593,674,810]; 
TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth; 
TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC); 

  
% Specify Recon structure array.  
Recon = struct('senscutoff', 0.6, ... 
               'pdatanum', 1, ... 
               'rcvBufFrame',-1, ... 
               'IntBufDest', [0,0], ... 
               'ImgBufDest', [1,-1], ... 
               'RINums', zeros(1,nr)); 
% - Set RINums values for frame. 
Recon.RINums(:) = (1:nr);  % nr ReconInfos needed for nr rays 

  
% Define ReconInfo structures. 
ReconInfo = repmat(struct('mode', 0, ...  % replace intensity data 
                   'txnum', 1, ... 
                   'rcvnum', 1, ... 
                   'regionnum', 0), 1, nr); 
% - Set specific ReconInfo attributes. 
for j = 1:nr  
    ReconInfo(j).txnum = j; 
    ReconInfo(j).rcvnum = j; 
    ReconInfo(j).regionnum = j; 
end 

  
% Specify Process structure array. 
pers = 20; 
Process(1).classname = 'Image'; 
Process(1).method = 'imageDisplay'; 
Process(1).Parameters = {'imgbufnum',1,...   % number of buffer to 

process. 
                         'framenum',-1,...   % (-1 => lastFrame) 
                         'pdatanum',1,...    % number of PData 

structure to use 
                         'norm',1,...        % normalization method(1 

means fixed) 
                         'pgain',2.4,...            % pgain is image 

processing gain 
                         'persistMethod','simple',... 
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                         'persistLevel',pers,... 
                         'interp',1,...      % method of interpolation 

(1=4pt interp) 
                         'compression',0.5,...      % X^0.5 normalized 

to output word size 
                         'reject',2,... 
                         'mappingMode','full',... 
                         'display',1,...      % display image after 

processing 
                         'displayWindow',1}; 

  
% Specify SeqControl structure arrays. 
SeqControl(1).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 
SeqControl(1).argument = 200;  % 200 usec between ray lines 
SeqControl(2).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 
SeqControl(2).argument = 100000;%round(44400 - 

128*SeqControl(1).argument); % 22.5 frames per second 
SeqControl(3).command = 'returnToMatlab'; 
SeqControl(4).command = 'jump'; % Jump back to start. 
SeqControl(4).argument = 1; 
nsc = 5; 

  
% Specify Event structure arrays. 
n = 1; 
for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 
    for j = 1:nr                 % Acquire all ray lines for frame 
        Event(n).info = 'Acquire ray line'; 
        Event(n).tx = j;         % use next TX structure. 
        Event(n).rcv = nr*(i-1)+j;    
        Event(n).recon = 0;      % no reconstruction. 
        Event(n).process = 0;    % no processing 
        Event(n).seqControl = 1; % seqCntrl 
        n = n+1; 
    end 
    % Replace last events SeqControl with inter-frame timeToNextAcq and 

transfer to host. 
    Event(n-1).seqControl = [2,nsc]; 
       SeqControl(nsc).command = 'transferToHost'; % transfer frame to 

host buffer 
       nsc = nsc+1; 

  
    Event(n).info = 'recon and process';  
    Event(n).tx = 0;         % no transmit 
    Event(n).rcv = 0;        % no rcv 
    Event(n).recon = 1;      % reconstruction 
    Event(n).process = 1;    % process 
    if floor(i/4) == i/4     % Exit to Matlab every 4th frame 

reconstructed  
        Event(n).seqControl = 3; 
    else 
        Event(n).seqControl = 0; 
    end 
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    n = n+1; 
end 

  
Event(n).info = 'Jump back'; 
Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 
Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 
Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 
Event(n).process = 0;  
Event(n).seqControl = 4; 

  

  
% User specified UI Control Elements 
% - Sensitivity Cutoff 
UI(1).Control =  {'UserB7','Style','VsSlider','Label','Sens. 

Cutoff',... 
                  'SliderMinMaxVal',[0,1.0,Recon(1).senscutoff],... 
                  'SliderStep',[0.025,0.1],'ValueFormat','%1.3f'}; 
UI(1).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#1Callback'); 

  
% - Range Change 
UI(2).Control = {'UserA1','Style','VsSlider','Label','Range',... 
                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[64,320,SFormat.endDepth],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'Val

ueFormat','%3.0f'}; 
UI(2).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#2Callback'); 

              
% - Transmit focus change 
UI(3).Control = {'UserB4','Style','VsSlider','Label','TX Focus',... 
                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[20,320,100],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%3

.0f'}; 
UI(3).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#3Callback'); 

              
% - F number change 
UI(4).Control = {'UserB3','Style','VsSlider','Label','F Number',... 
                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[1,20,2],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%2.0f'

}; 
UI(4).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#4Callback'); 

  
chnlx = 170; 
chnly = 180; 

             
%UI to change text for filename save 
UI(5).Control = {'Style', 'text',... 
                'String', 'Filename',... 
                'Position', [chnlx, chnly+60, 140, 20]...   %position 
                'FontName', 'Arial', 'FontWeight', 'bold', 'FontSize', 

12,... 
                'BackgroundColor', [0.8, 0.8, 0.8]};          
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UI(6).Control = {'Style', 'edit',...        % control to edit input 

text 
                'String', saveFileNameStr,...  %initial val 
                'Position', [chnlx-5, chnly+40,275,22],... 
                'Tag','centerFreq',... 
                'BackgroundColor',[0.9,0.9,0.9],... 
                'Callback',{@filenameCallback}}; 
UI(6).Callback = {'filenameCallback.m',... 
                'function filenameCallback(hObject,eventdata)',... 
                ' ',... 
                'temp_filename = get(hObject,''String'');',... 
                

'assignin(''base'',''saveFileNameStr'',temp_filename);',...   %write 

back to global 
                'return'};             

  

  

  

  
% Specify factor for converting sequenceRate to frameRate. 
frameRateFactor = 4; 

  
% Save all the structures to a .mat file. 
save('sibo_contrast'); 

  
return 

  

  
% **** Callback routines to be converted by text2cell function. **** 
%-UI#1Callback - Sensitivity cutoff change 
ReconL = evalin('base', 'Recon'); 
for i = 1:size(ReconL,2) 
    ReconL(i).senscutoff = UIValue; 
end 
assignin('base','Recon',ReconL); 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = {'Recon'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
return 
%-UI#1Callback 

  
%-UI#2Callback - Range change 
simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
% No range change if in simulate mode 2. 
if simMode == 2 
    set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','SFormat.endDepth')); 
    return 
end 
range = UIValue; 
assignin('base','range',range); 
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SFormat = evalin('base','SFormat'); 
SFormat.endDepth = range; 
assignin('base','SFormat',SFormat); 
evalin('base','PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-

SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ);'); 
evalin('base','[PData.Region,PData.numRegions] = 

createRegions(PData);'); 
evalin('base','Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position(4) = 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);'); 
Receive = evalin('base', 'Receive'); 
Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 
maxAcqLength = sqrt(range^2 + (Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)^2)-

SFormat.startDepth; 
wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2); 
for i = 1:size(Receive,2) 
    Receive(i).endDepth = SFormat.startDepth + 

wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128); 
end 
assignin('base','Receive',Receive); 
evalin('base','TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth;'); 
evalin('base','TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC);'); 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = 

{'SFormat','PData','Receive','Recon','DisplayWindow','ImageBuffer'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
assignin('base', 'action', 'displayChange'); 
return 
%-UI#2Callback 

  
%-UI#3Callback - TX focus changel 
simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
% No focus change if in simulate mode 2. 
if simMode == 2 
    set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','txFocus')); 
    return 
end 
txFocus = UIValue; 
assignin('base','txFocus',txFocus); 
% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 
Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 
txFNum = evalin('base', 'txFNum'); % get f-number value for transmit 

(range: 1.0 - 20) 
% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 

center element, for the specified 
%    focus and sensitivity cutoff.  Thus the full transmit aperture 

will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 
txNumEl = round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 

1/2 aperture. 
if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = 

floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end   
assignin('base','txNumEl',txNumEl); 
% - Redefine event specific TX attributes for the new focus. 
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TX = evalin('base', 'TX'); 
for n = 1:128   % 128 transmit events 
    % Set Apod vector back to all zeros 
    TX(n).Apod(:) = 0; 
    % write new focus value to TX 
    TX(n).focus = txFocus; 
    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are 

active. 
    lft = n - txNumEl; 
    if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 
    rt = n + txNumEl; 
    if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 
    TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 
    TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 
end 
assignin('base','TX', TX); 
% Set Control command to update TX 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = {'TX'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
return 
%-UI#3Callback 

  
%-UI#4Callback - TX focus changel 
simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
% No F number change if in simulate mode 2. 
if simMode == 2 
    set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','txFNum')); 
    return 
end 
txFNum = UIValue; 
assignin('base','txFNum',txFNum); 
% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 
Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 
txFocus = evalin('base', 'txFocus'); % get txFocus value for transmit 
% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 

center element, for the specified 
%    focus and sensitivity cutoff.  Thus the full transmit aperture 

will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 
txNumEl = round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 

1/2 aperture. 
if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = 

floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end   
assignin('base','txNumEl',txNumEl); 
% - Redefine event specific TX attributes for the new focus. 
TX = evalin('base', 'TX'); 
for n = 1:128   % 128 transmit events 
    % Set Apod vector back to all zeros 
    TX(n).Apod(:) = 0; 
    % write new focus value to TX 
    TX(n).focus = txFocus; 
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    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are 

active. 
    lft = n - txNumEl; 
    if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 
    rt = n + txNumEl; 
    if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 
    TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 
    TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 
end 
assignin('base','TX', TX); 
% Set Control command to update TX 
Control = evalin('base','Control'); 
Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
Control.Parameters = {'TX'}; 
assignin('base','Control', Control); 
return 
%-UI#4Callback 
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